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ABSTRACT
Naphthalene and Anthracene ' w ere purified and single orystala of the
matersala grown by the BHdgmanri'^Siookbarger method. Sejf-dlflusion
coefficients”''were measured by a tracer-sectioning technique in pure and
doped single crystal»' of naphthalene #■ in polycryatalllne naphthalene # and In
monocrystals of anthracene. Additional measurements on monoorystala.
of. naphthaieno w ere made by a surfaccs-cîecreafe method * i'"rom the
variation df dilfusicm cœfiîcîent with temperature the activation energies -of
diffusion and the'Arrhenius^ prc-exp«mentiat'factors wore oalciilated#
E^eif-diKusion In 'both naphthalene and anthràoehd" waè found to be an
extrinsic process, the diffusion coefficient at a particuiar temperature
'decreasing witlit iiicraa'sihg- parféotîon of the crystal. ' Annealing was found
to reduce^the diffusion coefficient. .F o r  a particular grade of crystal, the
diffusion ooefiiclçnt, D , .varted witii absolute temperature, T ,  according to ■
the Arrhenius,. rèlattoHÊship '
' ' : D D exp (m.E/RT),o
w h ere 'E  '{a the activation energy ior-diffusion, D the'pre-cKponential oro
frequency■ factor, ' and the Ideal Gas constant. ' F o r annealed single
crystals of naphthalene E was found to be 34.9kcal. per mole, and
' .  11 2t Q2#;8xl0 cm.sacT F o r highly pure, doubly annealed naphthalene crystals15 2 <*»!E iv.aa" 42 »7kcal*■ per mote* and D 3*5x10' cm ,sec7 The /\rrhem ua
rmrameters w ere also measured in other grades of crystal. D and E  
w ere amalter in doped crystals than In pur© crystals. ■ 1'h.e Arrhenius
parameters in potyorystals erf naphthalene w ere measured. ■
Diffusion measurements in naphthalene w ere made peri>©ndiouter to 
the plane and parallel to the and axes of the crystal.
Dîffaaion anisotropy was, not doteotod.
- Moaawrements of .diffusion parpondioular lo tho cleavage plane of 
anthracene gave E- 60keai. i>er mole and D SxlO^^cmtseoT^ The^. 
diffusîoiii coefficient at a given temi^erature was found to decrease with 
Increased'-Imperfection-of the crystal.
' Thé; results’'-are discussed, with particular reference to-the /extrlhaW  
nature of ihe diffusion process, and to, the high values of the Arrhenius, '
,parameters * OomparWons .are ,m#de with previous measurements on 
mdlecutar; solids. It Is suggested^that'.diffusion hi,.,naphthat#,no and 
anthracene occurs by a\co*"Opera#ve mechmnsm mvplving - disordered- 
reglpnè; of ' the laWco.
..This is one of the few studies in which diffusion In 'molecular, solids 
Sms been measured, by a direct .means. It Is the first In .which the 
diffusion'■ process is reaogniacd as. .extrinsic.
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T ' INTRODUCTION
- I'raac^r» 'Sèudtes- to .tho solid state' have bee# oaw ied 'out on vary  
iBany snbstenoa©’■ and hay# aontributed ' greatly tO'-oW' nndorstanding - of 'the 
sirnoture of soHda and the mùcît^nimnm of prooeasas oocurîng Sn the 
solid' state# . One' of tea most rewarding techniciuos has been that-, of tlm  
dtraci ol;)aervatîon .of diffusion by raoasnrlng' tee F^enalraiion of an 
teotopîoaîly labelled a'olld mto a 'm atrix  of the same, but unlabellcd solid# 
Assuming .-■ teal the labèîîad: and unlabellad. materials ■ are  Sdenlteal, the 
information sov.obtained may. be/treated-'as- information 'about a-solid moving- 
wltein ilaalf, vise# self-*^dlffusloi'i# - Many sueh studies have been 'earrled out 
oo'-'melalo, lonio solids, and-vatenoe solids, but very few Indeed on 
moleauter so lid sem d up until'very 'recently  teere was-only one published 
report of a _direct study on on organla solid# .This was by Sherwood'-: 
and-Thomsdh'on-Anteraocne#^- V e ry  : recently Labes and his co-%vo'rkors '' V ,r .-•■ ■'  ^ 2  ■have published another -diffuefon study on the same solid*"* The work 
reported in tels thesis was Initiated to extend tracer studies'forte.er into 
this fléîd in' teè hope'of-obtaining experimental results \vMch %voulc! teroiv sob 
light On teo' detect 'structure of organfo solids#
E îjfe îm # .
Détecte in solids'.arc" defined as îrraoularîtlca in tee oteorwise regular, 
M%roC'^ ^di#mnsional'array--of parfioles .of ■w.hich. solids arc. ideally composed# 
Irreouterifiee conld-occur',-in various w ays, for example, a site in the a rray  
which ought to be ocoupted.'may, In fact, be vaaçnl'teuà creating a "
in  the-lattice* On tee other hand, a posWon" which ought not to be
D ■ V
filled# 'SUch- as ---mn- imtersfitlal .-position, may aontatn a partfoîa* Vacant
sites and ^interstitials’**' are .known a s p o in t dofoate** and are the weiLknown 
'S^chottky and d’^ r^€>nkel defects # The: aimple pietero becomes complicated" 
.duo. to .such phenomena■ as the,.- iptoraction point defects with each other
or with foreign, particles o r with gross defects, I ’he'point defects may .
also bo assooiated -eteotric charge or'm ay distort the surrounding ' 
làtiice* Other complications may also arise*
, It ia the existence of point detects which Is believed to bo responsible ■ 
for bulk diffusion in solids * In the case of In terstitia l* 4he particle ..Is - 
envisaged as. moving from one Interstitial -position -W another|, o r as a 
partiale on a lattice site moving into an interstitial' -.position end. the 
Interstîtial ' particle moving into, the vacated-site'* in the case-.of vacancies,' 
a particle on a neighbouring site moves into'the vacancy üHîng the vacant - 
site -but ci*ealin0 a new vacancy in the irfositîon It  h.a$ Just left* Thus- 
detects and i#rWolea move: through the la#ice. giving rise-io ' the. phenomenon - 
of diffusion* The defects through which diffusion occurs may be intrinsic-’ ■ 
to the solid under. consideration .or' their presence ttmy be due. te a 
non«intrJnsla property of the lattice such as the presence of lmp,ariiies*
\¥here both types-of detect .occur It Is ■ usually possible to dlatmguish ' between 
the intrinsic and the extrinsio regions -of diffusion #
.Diffusion has been postulated fo occur by other mechanisms also#
0 ,g-* by the co-oporafiv# rotation of'rings of-parlioles (Zaner^s ring 
mechantem), or by, the **crowdlon** mechanism, o r even by simple Inter** 
change between two neighbouring particle#-* ■ The energy required for . 
diffusion lo occur is .closely dependent on the meohanisns by which It occurs .
As-'-'weU as détecte ocaurîng a t. partîoutar single positions In -the
- ^  lattice, faults, associated with many lattice positions'may arise* Typical
of such faults are edge-and screw dîsteoatlons In which lattice sites are .
displaced with resg^eot to oacii Wher In - a line extending through many
latlîoe point®. Such faults extend in one dimension end are  ealléd 
*^îîne-'dîsJo.catî0ris*L In addition, surfaces ^ both external and Internal -  
may be eonsidored as two dimensional defects # It is believed d%at . 
diffusion can occur down line dislocations ■ and over surfaces fa r more 
rapidly than through the lattice * The .activation energy for surface 
diffusion m generally less than that fo r dislocation diffusion, 'which In turn  
la less than the energy required T o r movement through the lattice*
The study Of detects is of great Importance fo r the understanding of 
the bulk properties of solid#.* The strengths' of materia)#, & e ir  plastic 
ÎÎ0W# their'brteteness, their conductivities, and' many otlxer ■properties are  
'govornod to a large extent by  the defects present In the materials * 'The 
presence of dofaot.® should Olso- have, an effect on such .proporiies.-a# 
crystal density# thermal expansion, speoiijo heat,, elastic modulus, and so 
on, and all of these have received attention In the past wlffi varying degrees 
of success * The metals, in particular, have been thoroughly Investigated *.
Conductivity In ionic solids must also be ' closely related to diffusion 
ainc© the current I# carried .by the diffusing particles # . In addition the 
raqulreraent of overall electrical. neutrality in  the solid Implies that the
numbers of cationic mté anionic defeats are not independent# The
3experimental work on Ionic solid# has been dominated by those facts *
The controlled introduction of âlîovalent Ions In order to change the balance 
between oationia and anionic defects and so alter the electrical properties 
of the moMd has been a rwverfu! tool in the elucidation of the .detect 
structure and Its associated -properties # This Is closely bound'up with 
the work on non-^stoiahlometrlo solids#
Gompar'od with tee Joint studies of conductivity and diffusion In Ionic - 
sollcte end tee application of;tec ■NernstoEînstaîn ec|u#loa %vhîoh relates'teem , 
tee study of diffusion as m t ■a^unat. to tee study of solid state chemical
*- réactions la. v e ry  much neglcclcd. '■ How ever, ‘some .workers :* -have 
made attempts-to relate the kînetioa of soil'd state, reactions to the diffusion' 
process with àl least., some aucoesa. ' -
kAp Until feîrly recently few dîffaaîon measurement# had-been made on 
valence aryatala* How ever, ..with-,the great Inoreaae -in- inlereat/in  ^ ,
aesnivcondnotors arising été of- the commercial exploitation of .the translator
=- '■ ■ 6  - ■ '• a great,mimfocr of .diffusion and conductivity studio# have -been carried 'onL
on .aemSoonchicHng solid#T partîcwlarly germanium and'doped'gormanhiin*
The p - Or n-^ . nature of a aemiconduotor mky bo altered at will By }.the- - 
-controlled introductton of. aîîovalont Impurltie# and the diffusion process ; has 
been^used to.Jhiroduce such impurities*.. The measurenibht of diffusion '
• coeffîoîents, has. led'to .a greater understending# not only of dnorganio \  - 
somiaonduotors, but of all solids and .the processes oooUring vdthm them.
Binoe. very few diffusion studies have bacm made, on molecular solids - 
it is not surprising that the relationships .between diffusion and other ■ 
properltes- have not been developed very 'fa r#  Hoiveyer. the oonduottvity 
of organic solids has ,$r^oused' oonsiderable interest  ^ k and rcterenae- ha©
' ■ been made to. diffusion'in soma conduottrity papers.*, T h é 'Impartanae of 
these solid# a s . solntUiatorB is an obvious-'source of interest *- ■ Fteoto**-
conduclivifcy, dark’ condüctivîfcy.> ,ând semtconductîvîty have all -been 
m easured.  ^ The' scîiBÎoonductJng .properties. are likely to receive inoreasir
attention In ihe futiira* ' "
Th0 .q>olymerisatlon of organic-substanoa# in tee solid-state is .an 
intercïaiîng development into .which an .understanding'-of diffusion In molecular 
■ solids gives additional insight* ; A  joint study of lattice and dislocation 
diffusion in  a polymerisable solid- would undoubtedly- contribute a great deal 
to our .undorstending- of organic, solids *
■The .g ré â t'variety of shapes .'and formed-In organio substances _
makes them very much different from metals * -salts or'valence solids -
5 .
to- which the partiales may b e■ aonstdcrad as ophora# at least to a first
approximation * . Organic 'motooiiles 'are- soldom aphoricat * The foraea
holding organic. solids togother are those aéually ■ oalJed van der Waal#
forces# The name conceals a great variety of forces about which we kno'v
little but which' are weak and non-^dîreetlonaîv The oonseciuences- of these
two facts that organic rnoleoules come in all shapes'.and al%0# and' are
hold tof^ether. by w eak, non-^^dlrectional forces -  have been hwOstigatad
’ ■ 1 0by ■manyTvorkeris, notably by K ltalgprodskii-.-and his school # The
oonsoquEmceg, are  far-reach ing . Kîtaîgoradskîî'considers thal fee
structure of these solids 10 controlled almost exclusively ' by 'the rule of
closest packing * i*e . that tee molecular' shmprs 'pack into teat structure
%vhioh gives" tea maximum density* tec in one molecule fitting into
ntee '^’^ holloivs '^* in îls ‘ neighbours * ' The co-ordination number** of a molecule
in  such a atruoturc is found by geometry to 'be almost always twelve* i#e.
each'- moWoUie -is ' in ' contact wite twolve neighbours:' six of these
neighbours are  ooplanar with the molecute under cotekîeraüon # The
arysWlim#. structure .and"density of organic solids is , therefore, according
to Kitaîgorodakïî-'* ■ pradictabte from sBOlecular shape alone # The theory 
' ' 11has been, extended to cover hripurîlie# in organic éolîda with Interesting 
ccmclusions about the éub-àtruoWr®' of organic solid solutions # ■
It would b© a most' rem arkable fact If the i;mouîiar struoiure of organic 
aoîk'k- war© not reflected in teeîr defect' .structure and In diffusion studies 
on Ihe^spMds, A b a , ooroUary'ft would-be expected -teat- an increased 
tmdarateudlng of'diffusion wîî! give, an- {noreased underrtandlng 'of tea 
organic cs'rysteilino atet# *
The- low sym m etry'of .o r genic structura© ■ may-givo rise to diffusion
anisotropy # .Such anisotropy has been found in 'a few non-molecular
;  I Ssutetencos*’ ■ Conductivity anteotropy-ha# been re p o rte d 'h i'O rg a n ic
V
. : 1 2  ' -solidfi and ta ©xpecied ■ frbm theoretical considerations # Labes ha# 
reported slight diffusion anisotropy in anthracene#
Ih^__&leasurg)m^ #
; The earliest measurements of diffusion w are mad© by diffusing one
substance Into another and measuring the depth of penetration In a given12 '  'time at a known tem fierature, Roberts-Austen*s measurements of
the diffusion of gold into lead Is a classic example. The method Is still
one of the best for measuring interdiffusion but is* of course* not
applicable to nolf-diffus|on •
In sejf-diffusfon the movement of a substance within itself is being
studied, and hence direct measurements are strictly impossible # However
making the approximation that différent isotopes of the same substance are
physically and chemically indistinguishable, the interdiffusion of |sotop|c
varieties may be interpreted as self-diffusion* and hence self-diffusion may
be rheasUred directly# Isotopio apeoies a re , of coursé* not Identical and
13isotope effects have been reported in diffusion studies # Nevertheless *
as long as the rrtlo  of the masses of the interdiffusing laotop|c species is
close, to unity and given that th© isotope effect is within the accuracy of
diffusion measurements (as it Usually Is) it would be pedantic at this stage
in our knowledge of diffusion to distinguish between self-diffusion and
isotope interdiffusibn for the vast majority of cases* Therefore* in most
studies, including the on© reported |n this thésdsv the tracer technique may
be taken as a direct measurement of self-diffusion*
One of the advantage© of a direct method |s that there is no ambiguity
14about what I© being measured# In th© tracér-sect|onfng technique th© 
concentration of a labelled species is measured at a known penetration
after a known time. Thus a. penetration profile may be built up.
Ambiguity arises only after this point when the profile has to be interpreter
•,  ^ -  7 ,
either sBmttemattcelly.or m Ûm light of some theory# In îndîrocî; methods $
auoh aa N .'M .R . moaauromonte#- %moerWW,ty about {ntorpratution arises irmch
© w ller* Hence, i despite ■ t e a  many advantages an Indirect study. n%ay ' have #
a . direct' study, by the iracer-scctionlng leclmicpcs m întrînsîcalîy more
c o rtW n . H its, wae the chief reason for tec adopticxi of tee traoer-sectionmg
method ms - the ' princigrfo' .technique œ ed In ■ this teeaW # The method also has
tee:.very great advantage teal it can detect the simultaneous occuranae of
more than one transport process # This was done In tec case of 
1 2anteraoeno # *
' 14Autoradiography is another direct method capable of " detecting
concurrent j;3rOoo#sesV"''^ ''''to this method a- radioart I vely labelled material is
allow eel .:i0 .;;.diffuae ' into an unlabeîlod spoem'^ enl and tee specimen is teen out
in some appropriate way to reveal tee depth of penetration of tho tracer
tvhon put in contact with phot%raph#e pmpar# 'The method has been used
on a greal many metallic and inorganlo soiids# '.
If a radi.rt^cliv© material is deposited on tee surface of a solid and
diffuses into it, teen the activity as racasured at tee surface should decrease#
PYom a know lodge of the rate of decrease of surface activity and the
absorption ooefftoîent of tea solid for the emitted ' rays * information o&m  bo
gained about- diffusion into tee solid. The melhod has been used widely
• ISever since Steigmsn* Shockley, and Mix used it to measure self-diffusion 
In copper*' -The' technique le tisad In tels thesis ee a chock,, ori the tracer** 
secttoning iBcteod #
The deoreas©'in activity of a radioactive vapour o r g a e  to  contact with 
,a solid, may a too give Inforruatîon about solid stela
Aternatîveîy* the toorease to, activity of an toîtially inartiva vapour o r gas 
when in oonteoi wilh an.aottve solid may bo usedT' The solid may be in 
contact wite its own vapour. (e .g . aoHd eyelohemmne with ayclohoxan© 
vapowÀ^ or with som© other gaa (a .g * solid sodium ohlorida wills
.chîortoe, \Th0' îsrtopîc oomposîtion of'thé vapour phamo. change#
duo to ^axohangâ-at tho :$uriâÇ0 of The -sofid'followed by diffusion-of .the
éxçhangod" parlletes.into ■ the, solid. ; The ‘method oait be- used' to measure
■ ■ T8very  iaw' diffusion ooaffioients * '
:■' QÎ the methods used to ^measure ‘dî’ffusîéri, without"ulilî-sing dsotopes, 
the moal'loiportanlJS'.the nuolear magnella Tesonanoe- teolmlfiua,* * ]
À  - simpliffad, pMuré'--,<rf. how diffusion affoote the. wldte of -the- nuclear magnetio 
■reaonanoe îinè Is th e --fo U o v v in g ^ fT h e -lo c a l maghetio field at the -site of . 
eaoh - atomic - huoieus lo acted upon by the. field of - neighbouring nu cM . The  
Interacfiona'rare brth in tra - and inter-m olecular# If teera Ib no motion In 
tee. .aofid the field# wHI.'be-atalio and w ill-d iffer from, one nucleus, to another 
depending-'on p o B îfio n 'i..A broad reaonanoe line will result# If lhara im 
mbfcloh ,*n the solid Iho magnetic fields wilt be averaged out and. te# N .M .R , 
Ilna^wtdte will narrow  # : Thus, If the width of a résonance lino im
measured-a# a function of temperature and the %;^ l^dte nortùW B  at a 
particular' temperature tels ' may be'taken mm Indicative of the onset of motion 
ufc'.teat tem perature# The- -motion need-not be translational; rolafional 
m'otion wilt also result In ' nar rowing ■ of The lino# If teem oleaul# under-. 
goe® comrictcly free rotation. Thai part of tee local magnatîc field due to 
tnlramolaoular Interactions w ill average out' to zero and the residual line 
width, w ill, teerefora, be due To IntermolaoularTnteraotlons • !f at a higher 
temperature tec Jine-vatdte should- narrow  fu rteer, It would, have to be . 
oonpludad teat this. Ihtermolecular interaction was averaging o^wt* This 
could oodur only If motions, approKlmatUigTo tea Intermoîeoular distance ■ 
'Wore taking place* ; Such motions w o#d . aenstiWt# diffusion through tîie 
lattîoo-* ‘ .
The Technlciue‘has been used to détact diffusion and to-
'measure Its energy-W  artlvatlw - In many .sub#Wnoea # - In o r0anlo2^'^M^ 
r n tm y  ' by A n a ^  P  sometimes agree" ' '«ith
i<-æ$ , T W
meteod W W dw btpdly:# very /pow erW  bn#, toft the-''dtoqr0pm%cW/'i^
(Lmnd # W r% # W d $ 'r% W re  ah expIânaWçn*/- .  / . _  "/f;, --
J \n  :W#rc#Wng $#ohm(c## lo.defeat diffusibn has -been -used in iîié..,üaée 
■©f:CfC>ici bùnzénm^' and rther mmferW#* - îi'is 'fe  #re#fe mtd feap few  - '■-■ 
radfemte the èôWd b y , îrradîallon. al reduoed. femperaturea # -Whèn-Tke ' 
teMporaliire ia raised la. a value #  whfeh dWualon aan oabur the r#dfea|#. 
move iiraiifli/'tha lèllteif and anIWIalë emah "Wh#h# the déarèàa©,.te" ■ 
canaenlrâtfen #( '#%# ,  rm#e#la balng- meaàuréd by an elaalron-Sidn:.resonance 
( E # S # R H m # o d ' * .  " '  {A-- .; /  /; B , / /
of meaaurlng dîittaîon'are^'poiaibte# -Dteer
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pmsïuB k l unît-ttee through ény givoh urdt plane - ët 'right'- gmgioe ' to' the ' 
dtCfiïialoB dlr©ctEcm rs proportional to do/dx. This qùârtîty*, le oalled 
th© flux. -. Putting In  a proportîomlfiy oonslanl,- D , we may write
*î . -D  . E c p .:i.l-
which Is F lck*e first ' equation and defines the diffusion ooefficlent* D . The 
neg^Tivo^.eign;'''arises'becaiis© diffusion qqoupb down the gradient and hot up.. 
It# ' More obrrocffeîy the driving force is the gradient; of chemical potential, 
but in the case of aeîfediîfusîoh .the' côncentralion. (e ) gradient may -bo used,' 
Qp it  may be uaod to a first-approximation ■ îh other ■ oases'* -
Th© flux terough a second plane a distance : dx' from 'the first Is  '
J '5-' ciJ/dx* where dd/dx is the rate of change of flux along the x direction * 
.From equation 1*1 we obtain the second flux;
J i  g  . - D #  - D ^ .  _ E q n .l.Z
assuming D Is Invariant* ' ■'^ The quantity of material accumulating in unit time 
between the-two 'pianos dx apart is  'the différence, between - these llUxes 
(îàOf material remaining ■ between-' - the'. ; planes equals- the material entering the 
first phmo = minus "fee m aterial îàavîhg the-' second plane)* .'Hence the'rate  
of accumulation da/dt is given'-'by-equation 1*2- minus - equation 1*1 viz*
r J l  - .
■' #  d x  $
or , . '
a ' - "  ' ' E - q M 4 v 3  ■;
where t refers to time and D |e- constant* AH ; the above, dtfforcnfial#- a re  
partial* ■ Equation 1 .3 'is 'P ick  Is  second equation-* The assumption-of 
oonatant D i® true for' selfediffuslon but not neoessarily .ofeerwiae*
Blnoe it îa aoncenlration which is measured Tt is  necessary .-to, make ‘ '■ 
equation 1*3 oxpûcît in C * ' Flowéver» there is- nà general-solution of
FlokL':: accémd -equollpB, fed' ' oh iW - boundary aondSlioiis:-....,,
cîioMi'u J l has#. W w e y e rb W n - Important '
exp8rliiM#WI. Boundary qondîtions*' " A  dîaaMsaion. of-.tee in a l' -cîioîaé-of., 
.solution ' w(H- be unfil a te r  tee oxperUBcmMÎ ■ proooclurc Ims ..been 
cfeaoribedV " .Ttov'dnte'-af D _are cm? ' per a w #-. . : \
Donations from #r@ reported’from 'tim e lo ttoio#*" ■ "’ ' -
Ttes©  .are detected when tee dSifOsion--profile felto to/give- a. Hnear plot- when. 
treated, la  te e . way whiah• soema appropriate ;to mo: system under study* '
The moat frequently reported deviation© oonslàt ôî-'OÎteér a plot which, give©• 
two linear portions instead of- one, o r a plot which shown dn''.upward hook 
at small penotrattene (n;an- othorwlao linear profite* ' ■ Anihraoene exhibited 
both a n o m a l ie s  » . -
Where a doubly Itoéâr .'plot is ohWned- te e , (nvéstigàters have poaWteted : 
teat twb- prooess'es are pççurrîng simuîtanacmaly * ■ Who# treated separately 
bote dîfteîon prooesaea ■ obey ' ITckL$. laws* ,.-ln Antiiramme on© of the 
prooeaaes wae very .rapid, and teo ' auteôra ' suggested teat it was due to 
rapid'diffusion down dislopatten pipes'or-along--blook:-walla to-tea orystel* ,
This IntorpreWion h m  received strong, support Trom. .other dîfftialàn étudiés
—  B-. ■- : ' 'and also from conductivity 'work* Ho%vovér»' the energy. of--the prooeas .
■îtea never been ■ meaaureci-and oonotoivo evldenoo ie - lacking *. . '' , ( _ - j.|j.The 0oourrence..<rf-a# .nnomaîous upWard_hook îà fraquantly reporte#'^!’: 
but has received no satlsfaotery oxpkmalion.* In the'oaae of Anthracene 
It was only the first ;poînt to the profile• which, w as. high# but to other cnees
"  ^ - ,  ■' -■.  ' , - ' .  /■ ' 3 g  '■ ' ■■ -.  . - F . . .  ■the clopte-'alteolecl by -tee.-hook la consWorebte # • '■ Workora'-'havo Ignored -
the hook and treated tee ■romainder of teo, profile as being due to  &o . 
diffusion process, with aa|tofaolory--reàuîls* How ever,' aomo doubts 
rem ain, and' it has boon' suggested . that the existence of- the hook 
eontriwenoo the bom%dary':.cohdifi#na .of teo'.-niateemafioalvgnaîyals and.-ao 
ÎQads to ■ erroneous valuoà ;-of. tee diffu- i^on .oo^ f^fioient* . A  method for
' : f , ■ ï
fo r & e presence 0f on- tofttel ttpward heok *:
3Ë%iO##d 0Mmmm of lîie îieok 1$ ttial dllfiiaîen I# t
Imers- irCm mfiWlcn (m
The use cf ' pêlyeryeteHtoe epeolmene W a fre^ 
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t o  ■ tow lha ' ym w m ^A, - Thto- r
workers# nctoWyby^ Rto# and hto eo^^wcrkém42 #4^
wlio have developed a dynamloal llieory of diffusion clœ eïy related to 
llio aWvated ©feat©' theory but which mâkœ. expiîoîl ellowânoo fer 
procüBsoe lîkeîy te'qontrîbulo to th e 'aoHvatfen energy, ’ Processes likely 
to contribute inolude the enthalpy of formation of ê vacancy $' iic  
translational energy of "the'dîteising partlofe., the energy- required to ■■■move 
asWe any particle hindering the traneW on, and en o ^ y  changea ' reqairod 
for reacfiuitmonls fe the surrounding lattice # It would ho possible to add
bthor terms or. te break down those term s-furthw »-but-in /our present 
htetO'of 'bnowlodgo' thteddoeo mot appear j u s t i f i e d Eaiîmùtes^of the 
relative tmix>rtance of the conlribufing terms have bc^m- made fo r-a  simple 
model, but the cohcluslmis reached # r#  unlikely to be applicable to 
organta-soMds# 44 '\ ' ■ ■'îîehar, -Le O îaîre* ‘and ;odters have- made theorefical calculations of
the values e%#eted fa r the actlvatfen energy lo r various mechanisms *
G'ompmrtoan of. fee oxparlmelitel value wtth-tho oaloulated .values-allows im
prîmoîpJé a ohoico to be .made between the various postulated ■■piechanisms •
Unlortunately»; # ' cfear**cu% olirice cannot. always bo made # Theoretical
>11#47calcuktlons of E in inert gas $ollds,.have bee# .made^^*^%nd agreereasonably woH. %vlth experiment
Various, empirical relatlonshlpa^^ove been found between end ’ 
other ,phyafeà|...constante-# F o r example, fee relationship
L  « 35 E'qn. i,.6
where T  'te  iho meliîng^^^poîntt has been found to hold quite w all form
feOQ«eentr‘od eubto m eW a, Wk no4 for €4her= metajs*.'. The
rrfatioriëfaîfj___________ ___
y E ^ iô fS  Eqn* 1*7
where Lg la the/latent'heat of fusion» holds'for l#cwcw-and. bady^oealracl 
cubic Cb#c#c*|' raetals^ and mte# -for phosphorus which la a motocutar
<%ry#teL;
I# &
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A. a im fiw  eqW io# may ho dmduaed from probébîlîty aonsidcraiîôas >. - „
6  4 2More sophisticated teoctmente .arc. also avaUablc * ■ In-, any qaW , the
àiim crîcàî value of D m a aêàsftîvo &mofcj.on of the entropy of - artlvatio#, ' S, 
In prhiotpto K' k$ posajbte te comparé fee exparimèniài’ value ■ of the ■
entropy of aotivatlon as'found from equation 1 #10 wife that calculated from
, ' • ' 4 7possible dîfeislon; meohmnieme*' 'In  practice the. entropy would' not. be - 
expected to deviate' very fa r from 'fee, entropy of %meWng and -would not
bo expected to differ fro%% unity by more fean one> o r imrhaps two orders
. ' - -31of' magnitude * These .oxi^ ^octellohs are  usually born#,, out jn prarttçç*
How ever, there a r e ' f e a n  a few cases"'where 0  d iffers.from-
unity by,m any power# of ten, in some case# te give an extremely, amall
valu© o f 0 ^  and. in others to give very  large values o f * , Anferaccne
and cyalohoxàno  ^ fall into the latter category and give HA equal to 6 * 5  v
I Û ‘ ^  'X 10 ’ and C > # 3  n  10 roapecttvely# wWch from equation 1,10 give ■ 
entropleu of aotîvatîon equal to about abc times the entropy erf molting, in fee
■case of anferaceiio and nineteen times Ûm entropy of melting m the case
to  m o t a d e q u a t e  t o  e x p la i n  t h e s e  h i g h  v a l u e s  b u t  i t  h a s  b e e n .
s u g g e s t e d  t h a t  a  h i g h  e n t r o p y  f a c t o r  w d  a  h ig h  O  c o u ld  a r i s e  d u #  t e
“I q
p x '@ « m e W m g  © f fo c ts  © r  W  Ie . r 0 © ~ s c e lo  lo a s o n in g  o f  fcho îa t t îo o ' r o u n d i
i  ' : . . . .  , ' . -  ^ -
v a c a n c ie s  * 'H ig h  p r e ^ - e x p ç m e n t ia l  f a c t o r s  h a v e  é t o o  b e e n  r e p o r t e d  I n
p h o s p h o r u s ''' a n d  a u l p b u r l ' '  T h e  e x p o r h i i e n f e i  v a lu e s  o f  f o u n d  t o '
toe# aolids ^ è re  several orders of maiinitude larg er than expected 
from f e e o r A ' ' % would be of'interest to see if high frequency factors 
are  a  feature o f  'diffusion. I n  mbieoular soltda #
ït to soon, feorefere-*^ tïmt fee Arrhenius param eters, E and. 
found In ahferacena and Oftclohexano do not fit very .%vcJl tote current 
feeoriou * Thte to' n #  really aurprlstog since .organia solids differ so 
much, from tho spherical solids treated In most diffusion theories * '
. 1 6 . -
Despite'llie almost iiiiivarsal applloaWllty of the-' equation
to dîîàisîoû proooUaes. there are aomo reported results where it I® . ' ■  ^ ■ ' 
claimed that dliffaslorii Is' uon-Arrhenliià**\  i$o*' does’ not - satisfy a siinpfo- , 
A rrh e n iu s  equation# In these ’ èssos the plot of eqiiatîon 1*5 does -not" " 
yield a straÎ0hl line * A s m other rato prooassas *the ùon-^Arrhoriîùé"
.hehavWur:,oould be'duo either'to the ac&ivation energy being a/function 'o f'■•' 
temperature or to the freqâënoy factor being a function of temperature*
In' fadti’ howOver# only a very few c a s e a ^ ^ ^ a t t r i b u t e d  to these *.
The majority Of oàsés whette a aimplo Arrhenius équation,is not,satUTfied ■ 
are explained as ' being caused by the*- existence of two- diffusion prooè»sés>-
one predominant at lower temperatarea and thé other at higher tomper*-39 -SI ■ , ' ' 'atures# * ' These can usually-, be resolved and are found separately to \
obey Arrhenius relations *
Thus’» the ■ m.atliematioa! troatmoni of ■ diffusion results allows'.thé 
diffusion aoofflclcttt# D$ to be measured» and from 'its variation, with''- 
temperature ' the Arrhenius " parani'eters » E and D » ; can' be oaloulate'd * ' ' 
From  these an insight Into the mèoîianîsm of diffusion- may be obtained*
The. results obtained from the, tew molecular solids so te r .studied'"'leave' 
many questions unanswered#
j-
The résulta obtained on.-organic solids by previous - workers  
indicates that both' the activation energies for diffusion ' and the frequency 
.feetora'a're .higher than anticipated#- In addition»., a secondary diffusion . 
process was found in anthracene* Further datqi? am required'to' 
confirm o r, deny Those ftndings#
The best hope' of increasing our understanding -of‘.these.problems 
appeared to' .lie in an invosMgatlon of diffusion In aromattoo ' hydrooarbons;. 
Not only have the structures of hydrocarbons been investigated thoroughly
1 7 #
hut raaray conduatlvlfey meeswemente and o&er studies have boon carried  
out on Mmm# ht addition aromalïc hydrocarbons are readily available # 
Mo ooaBpliçâtions> such am hydrogen bonding» a rleo *
I t  w w  deoWcd» therefore» W attempt to imeaeur# dilfuslcn m solid 
oromaQo hydrocarbons naphthalene. |n . p a rtic u la r using tra c e r 
teohnîqiîes'#. Diffusion anfsc^ropy would also bo looked fo r* .Before fee 
d iffusion .'studies p ro p e r could foe c a rrie d  out.» # procedure  had to  foe 
devlsod -fo r g row ing  sing le  c ry s ta k  o f the pure  m a te ria l and a lso o f fee 
doped m aterial» afno© diffusion studies on doped c rys ta ls  may th row  some 
light on fe# eeoQudary p ra a » s  ettrlWtod In anferaoeno to rapid 
movciment down dislocations • T he  grow th  o f single c rys ta ls  re q u lro o  
methods o f obW nIng fee m ateria ls In v e ry  high p u rity *
Thus» iie  work of this projeol was# firally» to oMaîn hydrocarbons 
in a state of high purîlyî secondly to grow largo* single cryatafe of fee 
maWrtel! and thirdly $ to oarr^  ^ out diffusion studies on fee material *
Thto work and other aufosldlary sfedles arc fee subject matter o f this 
fecsia #  ■
StrtSl. r r  H
A. PURIFICATION OF MATERIALS
(0  W W rn M m ,
. . F’urUîoàtïon materials ta oo® eî thè oldest prdblems In ahetidstry,
‘ ■ >■■ ■ . r -  ; i  ■
It takes on 4ri added împa*^nee,;'in fee aolîd' etete alnce fee prèaenoe of 
ovem smeU' amounts- of Impurities Is known to affect' solid properties J ■ feus , 
fee presence of even'aV'few parts '§mr: million of-impurity can affoat - 
profoundly fee semiaonductîno proriortîes, of germanium» and even/one 
p art'p er milHon ,of ■ Impurity may-Influence'fee spectrum of - organic crystals'.
In dîfltosîon studies » also, fee presence of. impurWes is known’to  
have a profound affect*.' 'The best known examples ore in fee alterations
addidyaH produce in  fee extrinsic - region, of diffusion of very many ' ’ '
3 3  " 'LAtsubstances* . The-intrinsic-region of dlffusleh- m.ay also be affected■* ■
If fee last ..diffusion'prooees found .in anlhracene^ and other ■
is , indeed, due to fee presence of dislocations o r Week- walls, then'- ■
hnporitlos should have an effect on that process # - -
In -growing 'single - crystals ', the purity of fee starting materials has
an ; affect on.;- fee" -quality -of; crystals , produced * It - Is  ^not, possible ■ In. the
groat majority of -cases, to înoorr^orate large proportions of foreign .
'59  ÊÜmolecules o r l<ms Into-.-a;crystal lattice* * Even with small amounts of
' ■-' ■ '59Impurity In fee-melt crystal growth becomes difficult*
■ When an - Impurity Is  Incorporated In to-a crystal it may be present 
either at a lattice site, o r an Interstitial site /  o r It may bo In a site
A i  t- A i  ''adjacent to a line defect o r a block wall* ' * It may be precipitated,
along dislocations o r in block walls • ■ The presence of Impurities may
increase both fee number of dislocations In a .crystal and the number. of 
eub^boundaWes In-fee solid* A ll feeae i>ossîbîlîtîeè--^ -^w ill,affect’ the grow th'-
praparties oî eryatal and may have on affect oh îte .-d î^ s im 'propeir^©®,
■There a re  techniques ayaîlabio for purifying substances. ; '
Borne, like dîstîHatlon, are  very otdî otîtérs# Mko'^ohromatogmphy and - 
i^ona-^refinîng» have bean devcdoped much more reoenlly* /The - techniques, 
used In IhîS'W érk w ere orystalUaUtîon» sublimation., distillation, and soné-' 
refining # Thé' latter method was the chief one used/ and will b e , - 
doscHbed în^détaîiî 'cryslalHsailoh, éubHmaiîon and distillation.; a rc  ■ old ■ ■ 
.aalabltehed procoaaès requiring 'little explanation h ere , and will"be 
described brieffy .in the'.ex^rlm êntal: details.
in zone^reHning, a 'molten zone # ' m aterial Is 'passed- repeatedly down 
a rod o f'thé same aubstehco # Thé Impurities in the solid move-wife;/the 
molten zone and' mo become conoentrated at fee bottom' of fee 'rod# ; "A  
few impurities'move in The reverse direction and'.to collect at fee Top#
The result 1$ .feat fee bulk fee material Is purified#
The method Is . sim ilar to .fractional, crystalliamfion from the'. '
(t om  bo. applied' to any substance which 'can be melted without decora--^ ' 
position and in which fee Impurities have' differcni solubilities In fee''liquid
and solid phases# It can'give -substenoe's of exceptionally high purity#
■'66Zone-rofining ' has been applied to m cW s, other .Inorgania; bysubstanaes, sar»ilaonduc<;ora(» and'mofo, reeontly'to'organic aubstarioes, * g»*
Consid«r & aoUd.ln aqnlllbrlMm ■ with Ite melt* . If  o„ la the 
■cone©ntratl«Mii of a given Impurity In tKo'aoltdi pheae and o. the cqrtoéhtratîoh 
In the liquid phaae, 'then the equilibrium <Mstributloh'coefficient,;'vk.V''t# . " 
defined by '
o: SS3 0
'’î ’ho aoluWllty In the liquid is usually- greater than that In the .solid :énd so
k . Is less than unity and the impurity tends, to be rejected - by- the -solid. "
o  , , ■ ■
If k I® greater' than I, the impurity -will tend to : accumulate In-thé:'«olid,0
lù .
te praclîce cHiuilfbrtem. aoudîfirtes • â.r© u #  achieved, te which amm 
thé e'ffeoMvo dlsWbutte# 0O0.pote.nt, k , te UsocU A  reW iw ehIp' botwëen 
k and k ' has boon dortyod’-by Buijon» Prim, and; Bltehterf^ '
When a molten zone passes down a solid ' bar-fe® leWteg edge of the 
"zoïte-te oonlinnoosly melting material .Into the zone* whereas the retreating 
edge is oontinuouaiy aoUdifyteg#-tee* oryatellteteg material-out from the . 
meîte. If k te Jess then I* - the materia! oryatelWateg out.wtit contain leas 
Impurity than the melt# When The molten zone reachea the /hottem' of the 
bar and heatteg da stepped* the .zone at the bottom of the- bar wiîï. solidify 
apd will oonlate a higher ooncentralion of împurllîos than the rest.of the 
rod # '
If instead' of swilohteg off at the bottom of .fee b a r, fee heater te 
returned quickly to fee top of fee bar (so quickly feat It melts'"no- material 
.white .imovlng upwards} and-then moves, slowly down the bar again 
causing ànOfeer molten zone to traverse fee b ar, ..further purîfîcaiîoî’i . of the 
bar %"vîH result im â-m ùm  impuHttes will colteofc In.fee- linai m im  -at fee" 
bottom* By repeating fete process many times very  high purities can be 
obtained*
in practice more than one heater can be used so that several molten 
zones can' be paeaed sînmltoeousîy# There must always .be solid - 
material between fee zones#
Attempts ■ have -been made to zon0 «-refihe oi^anle ■ compounds in 
horîzontertubas# However# It w#e found feet fee_molt flowed bao.k',. 
through fissuras In fee solid contemînatïng fee purified material#.- For fee 
aamo reason passing the molten zone upwards te not saltefactory*
Refining speeds of 10 to 50 mm*, per hour have .been recommended*^ 
for organic substances # and designs, for autemailo refiners have been
The requirement fa r fee present .work %mm for-.highly.'pure
■ â  j
napWhaWno - çW  fo r'w y a ta l growfe #, R vms -deoided to huilû
an auteBiat'îê zane-^refinèr -wWoh wouM hc '#  généra!. u è c ^ - j a b o r a t é r y  
a n d . wliioli wo-tild Im oapébte of purifying up to kilogram quàniîètes of 
materfel# T im  apparatws'■ which was buïR isva modification of.e reported; ■ gy ' ; v  . ■ , % .  ' % - ,.  ^ , '■ ■ = „re fin eri; fee n^w--.featwaa .being;'feat R- oic^rates : wife: one "motor ; onfy 
(instead of two) and InaohporaWs #n -'afeçmafié ' oWch' 'and''rapid''return' by 
m e a n s .  O ' f -e o u n W r ^ p o t e O * It " t e  deaoHbad ïn  ' f e e '  . f o l l o w i n g , s o e i l o n  *
The -mpparmtUB -conateW - -esOonfialfy of o 'îioaicr whîah ' surrciinds a 
Wb@ confetnîni? a oast 'rod of fee matortel being -refinod* ' The heater 
mete' a na^rrow b^md-'of-feo m #ortel and;moves' Wtevfy-'dowh fee. rod# 
material mèlfing Into feo moîton zone at .the bottom, (loading) edge of. fee 
heater and cryatâîltemg out -at fee 'top (retreating) èdge#' When-fee 
heater'reaohos fee bottom ' W fee rod it reterns qttlckfy to the top and 
anofeor# élow# downward traverse 'Is  made.# . 'Thte process te: .'repeated 
as -oiften as desired# - . -
Mora than one 'heater may bo,used in  fee 'apparatus#.. In' fete case 
several molten zones traverse .fee 'rod ‘simulteneously# - /.'The return  
mcchantem-. te a^^ustocl 0 0 , feat'a  rcolprocafing"motion. .te./obWncd*;/ - .-By fete 
'reaiprocatlng meohantem'feo speed of .#<m#')"refinteg..,.l$ mcreased two#, ferae# 
etc# time# depending on whether two or three# eto# W aters are used*
The limit to the number of heaters ' is reached when m solid band - , . . 
oannol be raalhtatned- sattefactorlly'between fee molten zones# .
The ■ heaters consist ; of’ niohrome réstetanoe tape wound on glass " 
form ers* The form ers a re  ■■'made of short (about'l'|', to--I-'In*) lohgfes 
of 'glass tubing of internal diara.eler just largo, enough-.to:allow fee heater 
to move easily over fee ; tube containing fee material Tor refining#’ /-The. 
nîéhronm tefte is''W0 imd-'to'--gîvO''a healing band .T-.cm# long and..wife a 
rcsiatence of about 60 ohms'#- The, temperaluro te ■ donirolled; by a
2 amp # 'more- femn. o%%e heater-is tmod fee/heaters a re
oopneotecî'in series *
CJno of the problems onbountorc^d waa keeping feè moltan zones small# 
As the. heater moved down -fee tube fee zone leiigfeened to m% unmoee#abte 
size# % was ■ attemiRed ib  ,Overcome this by winding a cooling, coll' round 
the iuba just above fee heater» fee aoil moving In company wife it. . The  
coll' was înîitally .cooled w ife ’water bul fete w m  found n<^-'to 'be-comptetely 
saÊiafaotory# ' The w ater coll /was replaced by a copper doll.perforated' 
on fee inside edge# Compressed a ir-w as Mown 'ferough' fed .perforated 
tube giving very  sattefaatory cooling and reducing fee zone; atee . t o  one
Inch o r less *
• When-fee heater .wife Its aRaohed'oooling coll reaches 'fee. end .of ils' 
traverse-'â stop aRachod to fee- lowering cord aclivatea a ’ microswîloh which- 
decouploe .-fee-;lowering machantem from fee heater*' ' T h e ,heater ie  . 
aounterp^sed by means of a- weight which, when fee heater is decoupled# 
'te’ite -under gravhy :rWaling fee cord and restoring fee heater to fee - - 
aterttog ' position * When It'has-falten fee. correct diatence fee opunter'^ 
poise aodvate# à eooond microBwitoh which ra-couptes ;fee' heaters IP The 
lowering'machaniéîB# 'T h is  oyote roiseate Iteeff. automatically, as .long''as fee 
.apparatus ' t e  swltohed" on# . ■ ':
A diagram'W fee da^co#ling ’mechantem - and fee clroult of .fee 
'apparate is shown'in Fig#2#I*l# The cord carryteg'.fee heaters'and fee 
.couitterpplae paseea round fee' pulley whteh is driven#.'via fee drive;,shaft 
.and cluteh head' mhowh, - by â *^Parvaiux^  ^/mOlpr; (1 r*p#m.t- geared' down - 
'to 1 r#,p.#h#-), ■'''’■'The driv.e..' speed -.te contro-lled  ^by ,m *^EnnWèrste|^ _^  sw.itoh#
At, fee :#nd of à trnver##» mlcroswitoh N#0# operates dg^plùtohing 'fee' ' '’ 
drive . and- .aitow.lng ' fee ’heaters , to return to fee i')oaWto'/when'. . ../.' /
miarpawitoh W#C-$ opens cuWng .fee current -to fee':solenoid 'and éo 
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(c) C l u t t h  ' D t t i ' f  of /r iv *  j6?) ù t . td i l  o f ctutch h f i c f
Circuit and Clutch f o r  Zon«-R,.f^„yp
: a
fee aketoh refera to fee wiring posRiona to fee jiinciion blooko and are  
numbered eorreapondtogly In fee apparatus Ifeelf* -
F ig , 2 * i * l  Ct>î shows a fuse buîît into fha apparatus to prevent ■ , 
damage to lha solenoid and clulali if:,the lueators o r clutcîi ahouW-Bltck..or ■ 
othorwlso fall to re fe ra 'to fee starting position and so fail to deactivate fee., ’- 
solenoid# If it falls to bo deactivated fee solenoid bums out* To  
provont feîs fee .Input, to fee apparatus passes through a loop, of ,fese#»wlro_ 
Inserted Into fee gloss form er of the 100 ohm resistor In fee solenoid • 
oirouit* If fee Boïonoîd fails to turn off aCtor about 30 seoa * 'of 
activation fee 100 ohm resistor heats up, melts the fuae-w ire and so outs . 
fee Input to fee whole apparatus * This safety device was toimd to be ' 
very effective #
The apparatus described ham been used to zone^^reffne up to '’kilogram,: 
quantîtiee of naphfealene, bonzolo aelci, ami camphehe# In feese oases . 
two heaters wore used* 'Anthracene has also been refined "but in smoMor
quantities and using only one heater*
(Hi)
Naphfeatono (molecular weight grade , U d *) was packed Into
fee isan0‘-raftpln0 tube and melted by heating ' fee tube * The lube was 
paakod unfe W I whan fee naphthalene was molten, fee material was allow.ed 
to solidify and more naphfealena added to fill fee space left due .to fee 
contraction on solidification * .
The packed tube was mounted on fee zono-^rofiner and two heaters' ■ 
and cooling colls fitted into place* The current to fee heaters, was " 
jswltohed mn and a i^iustod to aa low a value--as praeficabte while maintaining 
fee zones molton * The drive was then ewitohed on and the material loft ' ■ 
until ^eno^refincd#
Naphfealetio, anthracene, and other organio .substanoea have large ■ ■ 
oKpanolvHloa and also expand greatly on molting # This leads to 'stresses
being acl vtp InsMe the lubes hi the 'region Of the molten
BOÏIO with fe@ oonaoqwont risk of the lubes craakteg or even shattering 
explosively It the.- etreeaeu . ère, very lat^jo* A oonsldoroble amount of -
trouble woo oaused by fete* If ordinary glass tubes (20*^23 mm* bore) 
w ere usad for zone*^refinln0 shattering of the tube, always ooeurred#
-Even wife thick (2 *nm * j  walled, glass tubing shattering-sometimes 
oGOurredV ' Nevertheless wife omra Umd luck) nagfefealeno could bo 
, zone-^rcrfincd in feickf.%'va|ted gla.s# tubîmi and one lot was atiooessfuHy 
refined ..tisteg-.glass tubing wife 24 mm# bore and 2 mm# thick, watte*
I'ltek éS breakage appeared to deoroaso if fee bottom of fee zone- 
refining, tuba was left oi:>en# One lot of naphfealene. was- successfully 
refined tn an open tube, fe e .stresses. In fee tube being at least partially 
relieved by extrusion of several inches of solid ^ out of fee bottom of fee 
tuba'during feo zone’^ roflnteg* However# fee method was not full-proof ' 
and breakages sfill occurred*
The Open tube mfeod suggested feat if refining w are carried out in 
%^ tube treated to prevent fee solid adîtering to fee walls # most of fee 
stresses inside fee lube would be relieved by moven^ent of fee solid up fee 
tube * BÎUoonîsîng of fee walls seemed a promising method of preventing 
adhesion to fee gtmm* However# despite siMConelng fee glasa wife 
trîmiifeyloliloroaSIane fee refining tubes continued to shatter and- glass was 
abandoned as a .n'&aterial In which to zone-^^roSne large antounte of
- 73naphfealono* Exactly fee same problem., was found wife benxolo acid* --■74Gampheno#, .however# .zone^refined aattefaotorily In w îde-bore .glass tuboa* 
This Is probably because camphone is a ptestio crystef^ and takes ' up 
stress readily by ptestio deformation * Maphfealeno# anferaoenc# and 
benzole acid can bo zone^refined safely in thick 'waited glass tubing of 
about .half Inch bore*
Maphtlmtene was refined .sticoossfuUy In a copi^ar tub#/of on# 'inch
u
haro * 'Thé -Who was otecno.d' wîih dilute niteto.aold, water# and acetone 
before packing wW% naphthalene* ,. The zone-^refintod raatorial' was slightly 
oontamdnated with qog$|:mr but on greàsoîoss distillation into fee crystal growth 
veaael Wee section !l B of fete feestei gave beuuWW white material which' - 
gave exceltent mingto oryatete. It %vas felt# however# ihat fete was still, 
not quite settefaotory # .Eventually a teflon*  ^ tube (one Inch bore) ■ was 
used fo%* zone‘“‘refining •_ • -Thte w#a perfectly satlsfoctory a# long us fee
ten'^imrature of.fee heater was kept low *
(Iv ) Anfemoqn# # ■
Anferacano obtained commorolally# even so-called *®FWagenl'Grade^* 
anferaocine# te very. Im pure. 2ane-r©îîning of fete material wifeout inîdal 
purKiaédw saemoit umpromteing*. It was deddod# fear afore# to carry  
out an iidtteî puriRcWon by sublimation In- vacuo.
A -forfear oompllcadon artees. In feat anferacene te easily oxidised. 
an d '00  could not be melted In the presence of a ir and could not be zone-' 
refined in an uhoealed tube. It was decided to r^ ;?fine.anthracene in 
thSok-wallcd glass tubing and reduce'-fee risk d  shattering by using smallor 
amounts' of anttiracene and n arrow er tubes wife only one heater on fee 
refiner#
T o  achieve fete# and to prevent the anferaoeno being exposed;to'-tho 
a ir from fee beginning of fee sublimation to comptefi<m ,of single ' arysteî 
growth it was decided to- sublime# zone-refine# and fill fee crystal growing 
vessel In one closed- pteoo of apparatus.
The purification apparatus -te shown in Fig.- 2 * t .2 .  It Is'mad© 
entirely of glass and oonstete of;throe.glass sausages# A# B# cmd -G# a 
cryctel growing vessel Et#.,-and a zone-r©fining tube# B #.- - The., tetter te 
made -of § tech , bore Q .V .F .  glass piping, iSûg * ' blue-
fluorescent anthracene was pteoëd te A  via lube F# tube F  was sealed 
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soabM Joinl-at G . ■ The trap"' %vaé' Cèolod wife liquid-m trogéa'to.prevent 
any voiatlW ::mk$#r|a* oonfeminating fee vaoumm-llne# and fee ag$mrafes 
evaouaieci to 'appi^xîmatély Û.0Ü3 mm .Hg pressure* A  heating tàpo mmà 
'wrapped .round- A  and'fee métoriaiî slowly .sublimed into'B!* . Tube-A  m m  
rem oved'by sealing off at fee.constrlolion H * The procedure was 
repé'àtèd’» -fels.. time - subliming fee anthraôene from B Into G and - sealing', off 
a t'd * ' Ftenj^ ptng was continued throughout fee double .subllmadon*
Àbout;ha!f an'.aliitosrfeer© o f ’^ *whlto-spot*  ^ nitrogen (scrubbed,.by 
liulfeling'feroughT'Teser^s soiudon and conoonirated sulphuric acldi was 
'admitted, to;the'Apparalua and -fee anferaoano melted using fee" heating, tape* 
The Biaterlal was prevented-from.running Into fee zone-rofinlng tuba by a 
plug of..ïmferaôene .which-had soHfefted'.at K# When fee anferaoen# was ; 
raolten# 'toba E>-was-heated by a' flame* fee plug-at K 'finaliy being melted 
feua''allowing fee molten dnthraeene. to run Into tube D-# . The zonO'-refinlng 
tebe., w.a,:^ . seated, off. te K*
'The tube m m  Bet" to -, pteoe/on fee .zone-refinmg apparatus and one 
h eater.and cooling ooîï .fitted'round fee'tube* The stops fo r o.porat*ng fee 
mloroBwitohes w ere afeustod - on fee -oord to give fee "'correct' path lengfe# 
tb,e .ourroni to' fee heater set to fee minimum value which would maintain a 
molten'zone, and fee materlml left to zone-rofin#*
Whan’ zone-refining was complete fee tube was inverted and, fee top 
Inch o r so of material malted and allowed to run down .fee tube -past fee ■ 
entranco to E * The remaining pure moteria.l (assumed to be th ree- 
..quarters O'f the vm m im iop} was melted, and allowed to -ftow into the orystel 
growing.,, tube* E# The bottom quarter of malerïal in D m m  not. used 
minoe feis>parl, aonteiitod f e e -iminirîtîos# ■■
.After- fee- pure anthracene was In E , fee tube was sealed off at L  
in such m - way as to leave a glass- hook on E * The ' matertei in E was ■■. 
fepn' nmlted making - auro that fee capillary was properly filled, and-E
suspended by its..glass' hook in the top half of the orysial growing furnace*
An improved version- of the above method was to start with, 
anthraoon© which had been racrystàllîsed once from, giaoial aoetia acid 
and activated charcoal# once from pure glacial acetic.acid# and once 
from ioluens before packing into the purification apparatus- shown in 
F ig . 2 ,1  #2. 4-Only one sublimation was carried out In this case * The
nitrogen used was purified by bubbling through alkaline pyrogallol#- 
concentrated .aul|feurlc aoldi, and passing over freshly reduced:--coppc^r . 
turnings at SOD^.O.
(v)
.'62Many methods are available for the analysis of hydrocarbons but at
the concentrations likely to be found In zone-refined material iem of the
methods will be-useful. The. impurities commonly present in crude ■
naphthalene have been identifiée?^ and this offers a lead since particular
impuritioa can be looked fo r , Comparison Of fee ultra-violet' spectra of7(sthe zorie^reljfiad naphfealene wife the published spectra ' of fee expected 
impurities shows feat none of fee impurities is present in detectable amounts # 
even when saturated solutions of the material in ethanol o r hexane arc  
examined. From  the extinction'coefficients of - peaks, outside fee 
naphthalene absorbing region fee maximum •possible concentration present 
'can be calculated on the assumption'-that an absorbance -of Ü.02 would be 
detected. This calculation indicates feat fee■ concentration of anthracene' 
is less fean about i  part per million (-p .p .m ,). It is known feat zone- 
refining quickly reduces anferacene In  néphfealene to-less than 1 p .p .m . 
O ther impurities ■likely to be present have u ,v . spectra which overlap with 
that ■ of naphthal ene. . .
Thus u ,v . speclrosco.py indicates feat anthracene is not present in 
excess of p .p .m .#  but otherwise is nc^--.useful at fee snmll concentrations 


















'  Oomparîsoîi o f . infra-r€ïd'-'apüctra of B f^ aphthalemo and 
; 'i^ona^rofinod naphthalene. e4i,owa■ that jstome''peaks present.Jn the former .are 
'■absent în’:tîiè later* The'’ra'teverit'part of the s,S;>ecfcrum 'Is shownJn. 
Fig*2*i#3* However» &# Imparity or ImpwWes giving, rise to the peaks 
at 13*15'» 13.49» and 14*50 mtb.rons .oonld not be identified .and so- 
maxinmm impwritv ISmîts cannot be ealoulated for tl%em.
'. It Is known 'that the Impurities, commonly present In naphdialene 
readily zono^reflne out» with-the possible exception of the methyl.' ’TVnaphthalenes. The methyl naphthalenes have a strong | , r .  absorption# 
This peak was absent In the spectrum Of zone-refined naphthalene.
Zone-refined naphthalene was examined,by thin-layer chromatography 
(t*l#c#j and gas-liquid chromatography * T . L c *  failed to'show
any Impurity # Both, petroleum - éther and chloroform were tried as 
solvent»''and'the..-'plates'..were''examined under u*v# tight and by Iodising #
O'*1*0 * 'was equally negative*
78 'Melting ' curves and freezing 'curves' ■ can indicate the presence of 
'small amounts of-impurity and give measure of their concentration ♦
'The freczmg.'curves'of samples 'bf■ naphthalene. were taken and it 'was 
found that the method readily detected differences of -purity between''them # • 
The sample was melted In a small tube whioh was stirred, automatically 
and enclosed in a vessel with ,a. vacuum Jacket to ■ reduce the cooling rate. 
The vessel .was-thermostated ■'# 78^C* The "-temperature of'ttic 
naphthalene %ms measured with ,.a. ..thermistor calibrated against a platinum 
resiatance thermometer* The method readily detected îm,purity diterencea 
along a zone-refined bar# but in the. pure part of .the bar reproducible 
curves" were difficult to obtain' probably because' the impu%4ty concentration 
was at the limit of detection or less- than it*
<vO' ,
Several doped naphthalene crystals were grown Csbe Section II B *).
Anthraoene doped ■ crystals were analysed by w ♦ v . ' speçtromélry * 
Antliraaene has three strong absoriWohs at 3 3 8 » 3 3 5  »■ and 3 7 3  mtlllmicrons ' 
with which- 'the naphthalene-, peaks do not overlap even with a very large 
^xoess. of naphthalene (see Ftg* 2 *,1 *4 |*  - standard solutions of
, anthraaene Jn oxoesa naphthalene were made In oyolohexane and a. 
calibration curve drawn for the three ■peaks (F ig . 2 *1 .'S). Exaétient 
straight lines up■ to absorbanoes 'Of 'unity and- passing, through tlie origin 
ware obtained. 'The doped crystals were analysed'-by dSs's'olving weighed 
samplaa of tite crystals' in a known volume of cyclohexane and taking their 
u .v , spectra;" The. 'anthracene} contents of .the" samples were'^calculated ■ 
'■frohi tlia calibration-, curves *
'fha 2 -methyrnaphtha'tena do'ped arid 'Indble doped crystals wore not 
analysed'*
Details, of materials zonc-refinçd' and analysed are given for each 
crystal grown, from- them -m'.the crystal growing section (II B . ) .
















B C R Y S T A L  GROVSflNG ' : ..
(I) MeadWlm. . '
SiKtgle crystals can bo-grown m many waya# tb© commonest methods
being growih from soWtlon # from tlia ané from tîio vaponr* ■- î i  is  - .
aîso possîbl© to grow mmiOeryatals In the soMd sfeite by the' aitnè'alîng' of-
%  ■' . crystal aggregàtes. With arystel aggregates of plastic, organic-materials.» ■;
monoorystais of good quality asiid of almost any desired B im  can be obtained
by annealing# In ilds;. laboratory large crystals of pivalia acid», ayclohexàne»
€itc*, have hocm grown from the solid slato# The-method» however» Is -
not amteble for growing large ^ crystals of anisotropic materials snoh às
naphtîiedeno #
Growth of crystals from the 'vapour phase has been usod to obtain - .
monoarystals of many substances and Sîo^m has used the method for
* , 0 0growing single crystals ; df orcpnic materials*
Crystal growth from solution is the commonest method: of ■ obtaining
- 01 82 ' . ' '' single crystals and has been investigated ' thoroughly. * The method has
iie  advantage that a high temperature îe not required so that If the m aterial
décomposes at elevated temperatures o r has a solid state transition between
the laoîlîng-point and the required temperature it can still be grown by  the
method# it has» ho^vover» the serious objection that the crystal will
oontain occluded m<^har»^llqu0r * This was felt to be so serious a
disadvantage us to %nake \it undesirable to use solution^grown crystals for the
di%sl#n ©Mperiments. However# some crystal's wore grbwn end it was
found that - reasonably large crystals of naphthalene - could be obtainad easily
from solution, The ease growth of the crystal and its habit -depended _
on both the solvent used and-the purity of the naphtîialenô» e..g#
napIïCImtene grows from speatrosooplo grade.
.Ciyoloho^^ an© as plates, but zoms^^rofiftéd naphtliateno-grows as rods frora the 
same solvent* , - -
Growth from tine melt can b© used lo obtain crystals of any malorlal 
which does not décomposé on melting * The mefeod has, been. used to 
prepare crystals of very many substances»-o,*0 * silicon Iron , aluminium» 
alkali halides » anthracene»’ naphihalono» acetic’acid» icc, oyolohexane» etc# 
The mediod has proved to bo of ■ considerable Importance' and several 
techniques have been developed# Mo one..method hos proved.,batter than 
another# the method .adopted for a particular substance depending .on the 
properties of the material and the inclinations of the- experimenter* ',.
■ T h o ’chief methods of growing from-the melt araî*^ ■
Ca) The Brldgmann^Stockbarger method#
(b l The ICyropouloH method# and 
(o i The sKone-melting teoîmîque*
83In the zone^melting o r gon#rr#i#Bing,,Mchnkm^ purifîcadon.oî the
material can be combined with growth of a single crystal of fee aubstanca*
■IBy the repeated passage of several molten isones through a sample' of the
material contained in 'a  glass tub© the material is xone^refined and, with
suitable substances # the purified material forms a single crystal Inside ■ the
tube. In this laboratory single crystals about .1 - .cm* diameter and.
4 to 6 inches-long have been grown o.f plastic" organic solid#; by the. .^onc- ,
refining method* The crystals .contain vapour bubbles but .these "are easily
84removed by reversing the direction of 'motion of the final pass $
With non-oufoio organic crystals growth of single or.ystals by the .zone«. 
melting method (a much more difficult duo to the anisc^ropy -and brîftleness ■ ; 
of the crystals and their -tendency to crack during heating o r cooling* \
III this laboratory it \vas observed lhai .jaone^refining of naphfiialene.'and, 
benjsîoîo acid even in large (30 m m .I diameter tubes gwm  fairly', large
' - ' ' ' : - ' ' -. ' .. -  ^  ^  ^ *'., alngla oryatnb of-&e swbatanaos# Those tèndod to oraofe-,<m'-further _
cooling and broke, up sfill furdior by meohanical shook’‘'on removing-from
Ihe glass, lubosv Tho'''oryatels ^varo , In any. oase #. o f  v e ry p o o r. quality .
The oommCMst methocte of growth from the;m elt .are the-.Brldgmann*^ -
Slookbargor method andTlie'ICyropouloa-.method.' hi b o # ..methods the
molten material is aontainod in a oruoible'» ' solidification being brought about -
under controlled ' oondifclons either with o r without a seed crystal. ’ In the-:
.former 'method-oruolbles have been dçvîaed to initiate g ro w # from seeds,-,
produced within the' vemsm.
In oîôsad vessel'd r crucible-
containing, the substance is placed in  a furnace the température of which ■ ‘ .
Is above the méïtin0«-poînl of .the m.atorlal .at thé top of' the- furnace ' but. -
below the mcltlng-^ poinfc at the bottom of the furnace. The cruolblc _
containing the "molten' m aterial m iow eréd slowly'down the fumacè and os, -
the tip 'of the vessel passes through the 'mcMng-^poInt is#h#rm  crystalU^satlon
occurs at the bottom of the.'crédible. ' "Cçniînued lowering of the vessel
results in the melt becoming entirely solidified and# - if lowering is  slow
enough and other'oondltlons- correct# the solid produced is  monocrystaHlne.'
The furnace used must bo ,of --high heat stability so- that the .molting*^ *
.point isotherm -does not move up o r down the furnace'while-the crystal is-
growing (growth may take several days o r even weeks) .  Thé - temper^ ■-.
alura gradient In the neighbourhood of the melUn'g^p^nt should .be" sleep to
give good results.^ ■ Many-deeigns df furnace have been made to, achieve ■
thesîî ■ ' : - '
T o  obtain a sharp leynperature gradient at melting-point and to
kaep the teotharm stable it is necessary--to. ha.ve a baffie inside the furnace
with a hole-inTt just' jarge enough do allow, the crucible to pasa" Ih'rough#
. The-controls o f ' , . f u r n a c e  are  adiusted so that the meWng*#point isotherm
is at the baffle. . A. sketch of the-system W shown in M g* 2 .2 . 1  im}\
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îà ahwm  ki Fig* 2 *2 * i (b) * Btepanbv and V as ileva fo ttn d  tliat ihe
pe.irfot*m.anoe of the!:* furaac-e improved ami that they conld Woirease the .
growth rate of their cry^tala If the tomperature gradient In the low er part".'
of the & m aae was steeper &an that recommended by Btocfcbarger *'•
These anthora recommend a gradient shaped'm  in F ig* 2*2*1 (o) #
With gradients below the baffle àa sharp m  those recommended by
Stepanov and Vasileva shattering • nmy oaonr'in some oryatala doe to -
rapid cooling and In all cases Ûim phyaical perfeeWon of the grown crystal-onwill fee Was the quicker the cooling * On the oA er hand it has been found
impossible to grow some cryatala %vith too alow a gradient below th e , ,,
bafW^'^so that some compromise gradient muet be found by tria l and e rro r*
The kinds of imperfection likely to be introduced hy using Stepanov .and' -
Vasileva mediodi.aro internal : stressas which can be eliminated by
auWoquont annealing and alow Cooling after the crystal growing process
la oomptetet"^-  ^ ’
‘''Urn ■ înîSalion of erysWlisatlon da of great Importenee in both the/
Brîdgmann-Slockbargor' method and the ICyropouIoa raethod* in  the latter,- ,
IniMatîçn Is usually by means of & prepared aeedj. tn the -former ,{t may be •
91by means of a .prepared aead but more usually crystellteatlon fs Initiated . 
frorB a aoed itself grown within the crucible* If this Is not done correctly 
the material solîdîfîcss as a polycryatuWlne mass Instead of a monocryatal * ;
Borne of the designs of vessels fo r crystal growth by the EBrldgmann^' 
Slookbarger method are shown In -Fig* .2*2*2* The prmoiple of 
operation of all these tubes la sim ilar # Nucléation is initiated at die tip ' 
of the capillary by cooling# this usually being aohievcd by placing..'the ■, 
crucible Jn III© furnace with the tip of the capillary just below the baffle*  ^
Honce, a small number of crystals are present In tho capillary tip which'= 
grow on lowering the vessel* ■ One of the crystals is usually more ' ' %
favourably oriented for growth tlnan thé others and grows m. preference 
to the o&ers so as te fill the capillary by the time the junction 'wlte the . /
,ma(# 9t«0wlti Wb#' bam .Mmghèd - tb# - ba#e * l'h é re  'ihb# ' be # g#gle
meW mîlîatlng 'growth 5t^ . the, main vessel $
•■' ■■Type'tai' ycfsael. jn  Fig,* 2^2,#2 wa# - by' Tàmmann'^ ^^^^^ahdi/' ■
(W%' by. IS^dgrnannm, ., ' ■ ; 8haF^¥Oo.d ' grew- ' ' ' ,#nthrac,ene: in. a -
mhaimâ m  (o)-;,m FÎ0» 2/^ 2 #2# B'^ .olywyaialWn# matartal” grows' in 
iho-oulér vessel# some .growing into the c a p i l la r y 'T h e  behdls in:the 
caW Üarylèad to .&o 'eliminatioh of all : bat th# ..most: iayoh'raWy, orlentbd seed, 
Hence-the .maWri#! in the inner ' vessel is seeded-by a single crystal#
The method giv##. m #re dcrtain reanJis, than the àj.mpla'capillary désigné ' 
fa ) an d /fb |>  " ■",. '
' The 'orientation of tho crystal' wfthin ' the 'growth-tube depends on ••. 
varions factors particularly The orientation, of tine • seed-and the-.rate of . 
growth*. "V- ' ' ' -' .
The rate of growth of the crystal îa governed,-by the. rate at which 
the .vessel, is lowered through the baffle^ ■'■ If  ■iho'-ratè of : lowering is very  
'Slow the' dryatal'-wlil"grow in m y  .direction dop^ding on the orientation;' 
of the seed# However.#, if The; rate W increased./the crystal may be ■ 
an.abW' to- grow, in those,.; çrystaÛographïo directîohs-whoao'rates of growth 
are ■smàlU. -Héncè fael'-groWih rates w ill ;$noourago growSi along' .axes-' 
•which,.; call grow  rapidly and discourage growth along axes which can . 
grow only sldw ly., If lowering is too fasfThe-'cryalal growth may  ^be 
.uhaMe-'to k m p  pace- with'The movement of'die temperature gradient#... 
'dpurlous; nuoleatlon;,,w ill,occur and'a i^olycryatarresult*
in growth ■ of Sltilhene c r y s t a l s a  voesel -of.Tyi>e Cd) in Mg*2#2..*2# 
Scott and'co-workers-'fOund dial'orientation of ,Wm. orystaf depended-on ■ 
the -angle■ of the limb .of # c  zlg-Asag capUlary.:. .adjacent; .10-'iho dp-of % e  
conical '•ba#e InThe 'voseèl*, A  sim ilar effect %vas’ found by the .prea.aht' 
w riter in, growing naphthalene‘’in a vèaael of Type (f) and by .Shemvood'^' 
in growing anthraodho orystels# The ' présent w riter found that Üio
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.■ ■ ■ - .. entered i'thc» 'grpwih vèssel vertSoalîy. Th« angle of the cleavage, plane
could ' bo altsre^'hy ulteplng the ungla at which the-aUpllléry entered the
veaèol», - It wos found that the. cleavage plane could not be tilted moreVI
than, h f  ahoW . Howavar#. ■■Bher^^ood' vum -^blo  to-till iho angle of - ■ 
W%0 cleavage plane of anthracene through 90 by a vw ael ahaped
lîké ’ .laî in  F i0 d/2 #2'*2 . GryataW gro#n in  this vessef cleavedy 
horiwntallyo. Type (g) i# ah'c^daptailc^ of M
An éidmpWon of & e IBHdgmann*-Slookbaroer method is  to keep the 
■ stationary and move the temperature gradient by reduoing the Input 
to # 0  furnace in a controlled manner *
' ' The 'Bridgmann^-Btookbaroor technique has been used- for growing 
monocryatals #  vary many subslances#. 'One of the advantages of the 
method m that it  -can be used, to grow orya'tala of a pre*«determlned shape* 
'However#- ' alnca the crystal la grown' In a vessel it suffers from the  ^
dîaadvantàga "of having to remove,the orysWl from the vessel# a process’ ■ 
which frequently leads to fordakngas* Cooling within the vessel usually
produces  ^stresses .within the crystal but these can normally fee removed 
by annealing,, after removal from the .vessel.*
Grystals can. also fee grown -from the melt fey .means of ifea 
J S y r^ t^ fe  o r The material is melted in a
ôrucîfele"' end '0. -seed oryslal attached to a shaft Is dipped into the centre of' 
the-'■ molten'.surface* - A  small ‘amount of the aood is allowed to malt, and - 
then the, shaft i$ raised slowly*. If ieia$#ratur0 and pull rata are  adfusted 
corroctiy a single crystal ..is **pullod*^  frora & e melt# ' S tirring may fee 
achieved fey. relating "the shaft#
The method hue been used for growing single crystals of motals# 
safes# .and’sémicèncluolors#
T te  requirements of the, présent w-ork was far single, crystals
of volatile organic solids # Other (nvcaftgatars^^ * found growth '
.from the .moSfe an exdoUont rnoihod foi» .obteînlngf 'a.uci» cryatûîs # ' crncî# since' 
iha maWrIeW used are .volatile# growth in a closed. vosee.t saémod iho most 
promising - me&od*. ■■For ïhese reasons# and fo r the .-.reasons', outlînad In 
‘■''the disouasion above■# il mam 'dooSdod to try  to"grow large .monoaryatale by ■ 
'too ■prldomann**Btoo!toar0ër"matood# • tising a-fdrnaaé with stationary ' 
toothorma - and- towering 'th e ,mefe down too temperature gradient* ' ■ It m m  
deckled to ocmteln too melt In a olosed# ..glass vossol,# and to,atfeemi>l to 
produae too aéed .ciryslal In situ#
■Çîi) :Grom%.aLi%:Ato#^^ .
■■■'A .diagram of.,too orystal,growing tornaae la shown in ,.,„Fi0> 2:*2#3/ 
Tito 'iu rnm o  oonsiato of,-a refractory tube# 2 ft# long# with an Internal ■ 
dîàmëter of 12 cm* ÎI is wound %¥Îto nichrome- reaWtonoe wire# ..toere 
r  being-five leads (A,..to-’F"l Into the 'windings : t o " ,  enable . toe'ftirnaoe t o  be 
heated non^nnîformîy* " The windings and tube are  coated with 'ajundttm 
cement# Thermal- litodladon to by moan^ #i of a dense asbeatoa **blanket** 
wrapped rowd/'too .outside of .too ooatod tube# Which to then" placed.Inside 
. Tm 18 In# dtemetar “can and packed round With glass ftbr<Tand asbestos *'
, The tube to ■ closed top and bottom by •*Sindanyo**- plugs# readily 
ramovabto# and half-way down toe înaîdo of toe tube Is a -haiWach .thick 
asbestos., baffle# The baffle and too top **Slndanyo** plug- ara,.-;pierced to. ■
■ toko a glass tube, of 39 mm# dtomoter#' am shown In too ffgure# ■ The-
■ baffle'and plug fit tightly ..roUnd'toe tube# , The top plug has'o-smaM hole 
■• "I# allow a control thermostat tty ito 'T B l)' to. be {.nsérted* The"
'whole apparatus to surmmmtod by a glass bel W ar# 14 In# 'high#' which 
holds tlio glass, tube in 'plaoo and. also altow^ samples to 'fo,è■■.viewed by 
pulling the growto voBsel ■ up Into the jar# but hot compietoly Out of toe 
tornàce# ■ .The glass tube to'closed at - the 'to.p by a ■sto.ppor carrying- a-' 
narro%¥#r dlameter glues'tube# Through■ thto smafl tube passes-'-toe-**cord**
■ holding too vessel in place#
A diagram of too clrouit used to heat the chystal growing furnace'is -
t i y jiif'
tru-JM
‘Pi.
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ahcmm in  F ig * 2 #3 *4* T te  aeiiiig in # e  furnace W
oontrcîîcd hy  means of a *®Suîwîc®* onergy regulator' (type T Y B ) and a 
control thermostat (typo T S l ) ,  the latter being Inserted Into the furnace as 
shovTO In Fig $ 2*2*3# A. firsts rough control Is  obtained by: •telectlng .. 
from the various voltage outputs of the transform er* The output of 
transform er la fed Into the furnmco nvlndlngo at a p p ro p rie  -points (A  "to F *  
Fig * 2 *2*4 ) * A  wide variety of tomi^^eraWrea and temperature gradients ■ 
W possible by mBunm of^  'these controls and also by varying the Input ■ points. 
and aterfc-’Oîrouîlîng various sections of the furnace windings# BWamplos 
,of the gradients,obtained are shm^vn In Fig# 2.2#$#
The above furnace was rather massive and sufifored from the dis*- 
advantage tl^at it required a long time to heat up and stabilize $ and hence' a 
long. time W obtain tte  correct isottorni across the baffle by altering the ■ 
controls# However* this was more than comimnsated for by its high 
thermal sWbiWty and* o#c# set* no alteration in temperature at the baffle wac 
observable over several weeks or even month#* . This very high stability 
10 boîîavad by the w riter to have been responsible# more than any ,<#ker 
single factor* for the success in growing large good quality monocrystals'# 
The tiaed for growing single crystals of ■
naphthalene was of type (f) in M g* 2*2*2# It was conatruoted of glas0 
tubing of external diameter 32 mm* The length of tlie voseel varied-from ,  ^
vessel to veaael* The capillary at the botlom# by mean# of which Ao 
#oed was formed in  situ, was of 2 mm* internal diameter# the 
tube being about 3 cm , long from fee base of the main tuba to the tip - of 
the capillary *
was .done. either directly tl*e# packing the material • 
Into it by tend) o r by greaaeksa - distillation of the material into the'growtli" 
vessel# T te  greaseless dîstîllaiïan was carried out by placing tte  
naphthalene in flask B  (M g * 2 # 2 .6 ), sealing the tube €3" onto a ■vacuum-line









iultrogaiî vtfas admit&ad via Iwba C amd the naphthalene melted* ' The 
material was allowed to aoildify and the apparatus then re^^evacuated *
-This' was repeated^ the procedure serving to the naphthalene* ■
A fter the degassing, the apparatus %vas evacuated, a few cm * pressure-of 
nitrogen added and the-vessel sealed off at D*
‘I'he naphthalene was subsequently distilled Into the oryslal growing ' 
vessel A , and when most-of it had distilled over, the crystal growing 
vessel was sealed off at 5  * Mo a ir was allowed into the vessel during 
the distillation or the sealing off. ‘ The sealing off was carried'out in such, 
a may as to form a glass hook at the top of the vessel#
The naphthalene was then melted, particular oar© being taken that tlm
capillary was properly lilted, the vessel attached lo the lowering cord by 
means of Its glass hook, ' and suspended in the upper park ’ of the furnace . 
with only the tip of the capillary protruding below the bailie* The vessel 
remained in that position for 24 hours to ensure that the naphtiialane was 
completely molten except for the material in the dp of-the capillary which- 
formed a small crystal aggregate-. A t the end of this period the lowering - 
motor was switched an.
was carried out by means of a ^^Sangamo 
Woato^n” motor, 'speed 3 revolutions per day* The lowering cord was - 
wound round the apindl© of the motor. 'The rate of lowering could be 
altered by changing the diameter of the spindle* ‘The usual rate of 
lowering was 4*0 cm. per day, and this gave excellent results.
That part of the cord which entered the furnace was made of 
stranded■ copper 'wlre, the remainder was of thread*
When the " Bangamo** motor is switohad on, the vessel, suspended by 
its cord,is slowly lowered down the furnace, the molt solidifying as it, 
passes through the melting point isotherm at the baffle and enters the 
lower part of the furnao©*' The material in the capillary solidrflea fira t,
, ■ „ 40 .
and as lowering proceeds -one of the cryslals in-'the; poïyorysèaHine 
masB at the tip. of the capillary outgrows the-'dthera and by'the time 'the ■ ;■ 
bottom of Iho main growth tube has reaohcd the ^baffle the whole diameter 
of the oapîlîary is' filled by one e#ed. This aaad-'grows' into 'the main 
vessel and initiates growth there # K spurious seeding does - not - occur 
during subsequent lowering of the vessel, a large single oryatal *results.
Many excellent crystals of naphthalene'.were''grown' by-tins method. 
Table 2 .1  gives details of - the crystal boules grown.. - The temperature' 
gradients Used are shown in M g . 2 .2 .5 '.
In addition to crystals grown in the furnace described-here, 
naphthalene crystals w ere also grown In a -furnace. designed and built by 
Sherwood... - The furnace used in ^mrtioular 'case is shown, in'the - 
Table. ' - .
(ill)
In growing doped erysstals, the  required quantity o f’*^dopa’  ^ was 
placed in tlia crystal growing vessel, A  (F ’ig . ■'2'*,2*6)' prior to scaling 
tube C onto the vacuum lino. The naphthalene was then distilled into the ' 
vessel aa described above and the crystal grown as before.
The organic crystal lattice will not- dissolve' an unlimited proportion 
of foreign m aterial. * * ' Indeed, it is usually only very small .quantities' 
of impurities which can ho grown into a .crysta l, and if it is attempted to 
incorporate .too much foreign m aterial, a poly crystalline .mass results.
Soraa of the attem#s made In ttie present work failed because an excessive 
amount o fd o p e ” was present In the melt, in. other cases,/-growth 
resulted In the vessel containing, n< '^oncv monoorystal, but several.
These pieces were large" enough to be used. ' ''Where only very small 
amounts of doi>e w ere added, good monoorystate'-.were'-obtained*
A  sun%màry:;.-:o# thé dogmd crystals grown "is given, In 'Tablé 2 .1  
(Iv) ilrgwtkjol,,.
The anthracene was purified and the., crystal grdwing ^Vossel- filled '
as describod'in-sèotlOB î ï 'A-of, this ..thesis, The growth vessel: used '. 
.w,as-typ0 ,,.fc-KlFig# -2 .2*2) (  ^ the température gradientJii the furnace, was 
as shOvvn in ..'.Fig, 2 ,2 *3  (e l*  , ■ . .
, ■ ■ - /Vnthraqene orysfcate w ere also grown In  "vessels.;of type' ig )  '*' '.This 
is a .modification of'type j é )  in which the purified, .mfiterîal te .plaoad, in '
'the : Inner ' .tube : only *, ■ ' "fho ' ^ buter tube' nmy ' bo filled.-'bÿ'- any ' convenient '
material..:# *g *, imimbe/ bnth'raq^ne or, mlioone o i l # : The Inner and outer 
vessete-fit 'tqg'ether by 'means' b |.^  ground glass .joint# ' ■ The-capillary in
the inner "vessel., is sealed#' ' Use of Ihte vessel effbcts,.: a great saving in, ; . / : .,r " \ A! " - . , , ...p u re 'àhthra.cenè#
'. where a crystal boule w aà annealed the cryatat ,0roWmg vessel was 
left "in place'until it had reached the bottom of lhe':lurnaoe# ' The- tamper^ 
atwre there- was about 40 CU m the'case ofnaphthalene# The/ vessel 
m m  then removed and -placed •■ in ,a D ew ar fiask, cohteiningwvater ai.’40-'. 
and left .to ■cool;''tO/''rbomTempérature#
■"• While, this procedure prevented osîébkhig of thé crystal.' boule due to ■ . 
.too rapid cooling it was fe ll that "it was nol.,an entirély; aattefactory method 
of annealing# ' -The .temi^raturcl gradient in ’the furnace te Top, sharp.'to ’ 
.anneal sattefactprlly .'a'fi'd' the":growth vessel fits too closely to.iha crystal 
and' mpy-' paus'e ;atra|n evpn on'.slow ■ copllng#, Therefore, the crystals ' 
^wera re^annealed. by removing them from the growth yes'sel,. ..'placing. In 
a 'la rg e r glass vessel, and annealing for 7 dayè at 73^ 78 O# - 
I Naphthalene melts at ©Û ) ,  The température - was then reduced. to'
.about 35 .rover' another-T-ddya and; Üiereafter Pooled to roomTernperaturp 









Soîntlltetion; grade naphihajene without furlhor-purification#
Grown .în furnace ( i )  at 1mm* por hour* _ The. resulting 
monoorystal was of poor quality,* , ■;■ . .• .
A s .fo r A  * .
Aa for A *
-Â'él'tpr A#. Bome.whaTbetter quality*.', ‘ - „
Saîntlllatîon 'grade naphthaten© widlout fiirttner purification *
Grown In furnace (2 ) at 2 mm * par, hour* ■ ..Oulle good quality
crystal* ; . - ,
Molecular weight naphttialene* 'DJatllled into growth 
vessel* Grown in furnace l i )  at 1 mm* i>er hour* Quite 
■ good ..quality'*
Bcinliliation grade naphthalene * Dtefilled * Grown In furnace {%)
at 2 mm 4 per hour*. . Annealed, in furnace for moVeral days*
Crystal was. of very good appearance*
'As for Cl* . Orystal of very good appearance*- 
Scintillation grade naphthalene# Distilled*; Grown In-furnace 
C2) at 2 mm. per hour# Annealed# The'crystal was of 
very  good appearance#
B .D .H . Molecul-ar weight naphthalene. Greaseless distillation# 
Grown in furnace'T2). at 2 mm# t^er'hgur#- Annealed. 'The 
crystal was of..'excellant appearance*
V#H*;.-'M#- Wt# naphthalene *. ..Zonc^refined in glass tube" - 
tiO  passes) # Greaseless distillation. Grown = In furnace (2)
at 2 mwi« per hour. O rystal'of good appearance but some" 
contamination and had -several vapour tubes *
B *D#H* 'M * Wt. naphthalene. Zone-refined In.-”teflon” tube 




at 2 mm* par'hour* P a ri-o f th e 'crÿàtal, annealed*■ , -The 
oryatal was of'cxoqlleni appearance# : S ouIoh, C -and M w ere  
tha beat oryptals grown'* • '
A s for L  hoi-not annealed;- ^
B *,D#H. ' M'* -'Wt# naphthalene 'Wïihoùl .folihor-purification#' ''Grown 
In'furnace |2 i a t '4 mm. per*'hour*. .Gave■ several large ' 
monocrysiai'ltao fragments of poor appearance*' '
As fo r M* . ' '
ih)  ‘ "
Scîhllilatîon -grade naphdiialené without fiirih er purlfidàifon-. Sîï ' - 
.anthraOc'ne-added* . G row n'In' fornacc (2) à i-2 mm* ■■'per hour# 
Gave à polyc^rystaUine mass even W the càpîUary-tuba of" the 
growth vessel # , / • ■ ' ■ ■ ■
#OM.k_AD2: HcJntUïatîon .grade naphthalene. OreaeaJeas 'distillation* 0*5% 
anttiracene added* G row n -.In, forhôoe iZi' at 2 mm* per" hour* 
Gave "We large monocryslal of-poor api*>earanae plus eavarat ' 
fragments •* Analysis showed that the. Crystal contained 38p#p#m 
anthracene'ae-ar the bottom and' S6p'*,p*m# -near the top*’ 
Scrapmg^s from '% e top surface contained 1% 'àhthrçcen# *- 
As for A D2 but Q*t% anthracene added* Gave a good ' 
monocrystei oxceiié for about 1 mm* a# the Top surface *- Analysis 
showed the crystal .contained 2p#p*m.* antlsracene near tho 
bottom'and 46p#p.m* near thO fop* Scrapings from iho upper 
. surface contained 0*3% anthracene #
B -*p#H . M# Wt* naphtlialono* ■ Greaaafoes distillation*
0*1% i-imethyl naphth^fonc added*,.. GroWn In furnace (2 ) at 
2 mm* per hour* Gave a good monocr-ystal» $Mgh#y darker 
in  colour usual* '
B *D *H * M* Wt* Mphthalonc* Grçaqçless distillation. 0*5%m *
iC#
indoîe added# Grown m fam aca Ç2) at 2 mm-*- per hour* 
Gave two monoorystels * Rather brown in appearance#
A n l S Blue Tîuoreaoaîft anthraoeu©* SubNmWod W  We # Zone ^ refined 
(13 passes at ' l i  Ina* per hour and 6 passes at 0*75 ins*- 
per hour*) Grown in vessel of type Ce) (F ig * 3*3*3)*
Qp0wn in furaaee (2 ) at 2 mim. por hour * Gave a fairly  
good monoorysta! bul not water white (very  .sîîghtJy ydlow ) * 
Eluo-fluérosaoïit anthraoeno * CryataÙîsed twice from  glacfol 
mcetto "acid and onae from toluen©* Grown in %'eaael of type 
(g) (F ig * 3*3*3) with silicone fluid In the outer vessel *
G rm m  in furnace (2 ) a t  3  m m *  per hour* The hottoiB half 
was a inonoerystal with the remainder polycrystaHine ♦ 
piua-fltiorosoent onlhracono# Crystallised twice from acetic 
'acid and once from toluene* Sublimated one©* Zone^refmed 
_ (12 passes at 11. ins# per hour)* Grown In vessel of type 
( e )  ( F i g #  2 . 2 * 2 ) , *  Grown In-furnace ( 2 )  a t  3  m m #  per hour, 
Gave a fa irly  goad :monocrystal with a llttl© polyarystallin© 
material near the top* Crystal distinctly yellow #
(a ) Furnace (1 ) is the oryotol growing furnace described In 
ref# 88* Furnace (3 ) Is tho furnace described In this & ob|.‘
(b) Annealing procedUro^-ds ■ doaoribed in Chap* (v ) above.
(a ) Greaaolons distillation Is described In Chap* (11) 'above*
(d) A ll the naphthalene crystals mepe grown in vessels of typo
W  In FW# 3*3#2#
45*
C  M E A S U R E M E N T  O F  D I F F U S I O N  G p E F F I G I E N T E ^
M e t h o d s - o f  m e a s u r i n g  d t f i ' u s i o u  c o e f î î o î e n t e  are d l s o u s s o d  I n  P à r H  o f  
thte &CSÎ0# ft was wishad to -measure diffusion by a -direct method using 
a tracer teahukiua# Tlie- principle metSnod employed was ihë iraobr*^ééditofi* 
I n g  t e c h n i q u e  b u t  s o m e  r u n s  w e r e - ' o a r r f o d  o u t  u s i n g  t h ë  m u r f o o ë - d o è r e a s e   ^ ' 
method#
This programme required ilio preparation of radioactive tracers , 
their deposition on prepared faces-of tho crystals to-be studied* and# after 
dIEualon was complété, tho crystal had to bo- sectioned and the activity of 
each slice counfed#
In the surîace^dooreas0 --iB0tood an apparatus- had' to  be designed .to 
count the surface activity of the crystal %vhlle it was held at -the experimental 
ternperaiure #
Additional .experiments' w ere carried out to dîscover-the effe'ct, if any, 
of annaalincjf and also to try  to elucidate tho phenomenon- of the diffusion
(II) •
Since the materials studied w ere hydrocarbons# <mly isotopes of 
carbon and hydrogen could be û$#d\ The isotopes Used w ere carbon-^14 
and tritium (H ^)# Details these tracers are given in T'abte 2 *3 *1 , 
Sfoii are "weaft bcta«em.itt-orSf tritium being very weak. • l3oth .have very  
long halfoUvcs and 'bo decay corrections are  not required*
HalfoLJte MIIBatoms Beta Particle ^max,
iM m M l
Trftlum  . 12*5 0*835 6*0057 0.0186
Carbon-14 5S68 15*4 0*049 O.'iSS-
■ ■ 46 *
1 * The. materia! used for  ^ meat of the dllfuelon runs was [naphthalene- 
1-614# which was purchased..from the Radlochemtcal Centre, Amerabâm, 
-in vials onnWning 0*06 mo# C3#2m§*K The vials wore ohiHed, opened, 
and 122m0 # Inactive naphthalene added and the whbte cUesolved in  about 
2o#o. toluene' =or acétone'# Tho maWrlal was transferred to à stoppered 
bottle and the solvent allowed to evaporate# • When not In Use the bottle 
'was stored ât -2 0 %  #, 'as wore the Other- tracera Used.
Tho aottvlty of this material was 0#4 mjorOourl© per mg# 'It was ’ 
used fo r Djfftiaïott Runs 1 to' 29, for die diffusion runs parallel to the ”a" 
and axes, and fo r . runs on doped naphtoalene and iKdyorystaliine 
compacts* F ô r runs from 30 onwards and for the ”W I” 0XE:i^rimonts, 
tracer of four times this adtivî^ was used#Ci Q2# It h m  been reported ' that' proton 'movement may occur In 
aromatic hydrocarbons * If such movenmnt does take place the diffusion 
ooafficionl as measured b y  ttaphtha|otio-i-G14 may differ from the apparent 
di'ftusivity found using a hydrogen Isotope # Ife  teat 'this, a few djiïusîon 
exporimonts wore carried out using tritiuicd naphthefeno as tracer#
Trîtîated naphthafenç- can be mode either by synthesis, in which casa 
the nmtorial is labelled'at a known position, or by exchange, in which case
the substance is làfocifed generally# Exchange can be either with tritiumeggas o r tritiatod water* Tho method ' used was that of cxchahga,,wlth 
triMated w ater in the presence of a Lewis acid.
0#2g* nmphthafene %ver© melted In a gla#s tube with Ig#- anhydrous 
atednium  chloride and 0#la#c* (2mo#l T H O  added# The tube %vas 
chilled In liquid nitrogen, evacuated, and seated.# The seated tube was 
healed afe 10# O# tor 4Û hours, broken open, and Sts contente extracted 
with me&ytene chferide# 'The methyteno ohlôrîdç • solution was washed 
suac^îBSiveîy with water (several ttm os), dilute potassium hydroxide 
solution, dilute sulphuric a d d , and again several times with w ater# 
Anhydrous calcium dtlorido was added and Iho aolutton left to . dry o ver-
. .  A  47.: -
i  ; ■ The /d ry  solution wim  îîjlérad and avaparaled, tho/residue being.- 
Iràù eferrod 'ia  a-'-sublimation vessel and. sublhrmd'dh vacuo* 0*l6g# . 
ùaphthéîeuë whs recovered.' The. activity of this material w-m found to , 
be  0* 103• mtc'rocurie per mg# ■ ■ : -
’Thé àoWve naphthateno vmm rcdissolved îh methylene ■ oîdoride, and 
the washingt, drying# and oubîJumtîèn procedure repeated twice#- ' T'hé 
activity of 'the ' .rëeoVerod- naphthatene was found to be G#110 mforoedrle par 
mg# This is -ofose enough lo the firs t figure to show that, tho activity te - 
due to huphthètene and not to traces of Irltlated water*
Aîdiowgh' the àcüvljy ..of the .mèteHaî rëcOvëi?ed was dteappolhtîngly 
low# it 'was high enough to bo used in deciding whettier :di&i#iv#.e.s.: 
obtained -ùàing.'thte material m  tra c e r'w e re  the, m nm  o r dîtférant from . 
IhoB# obtehied" using naphthatenc**l-Q14# ’ -
3# '. ■AnthrOàahéê ■' The tracer used in the mnthraoono studios: was 
enthra00he-9'^©i4f"made by Sherwood and Thomson^when Ihoé© w orkers  
-were mçamûring diffusion in 'anthracene# ■ it was rcsubMmud before .use# 
Ite-.açtivîly was 0#6 ..mîcroaurîe per mg*
fill )
in most of The ' experiutente using th# tracer «secdoning method :and In 
all of the experiments using the .surface^^decrease raetîiod# diffusion was 
a'ludîad perpendloular'to the fû û i) plane (also called the ”ab” plané), 
in both naphthalene .and anthracene this te the cleavage plane and so is - 
readily found.
The oryatel for use In- 'a- diffusion run was oteavod from a . sîngîe ^ - 
cryatel boute using a sharp blade# The crystal was out'into #. disc 
approximately fi'-mm* ttiiok and 13 mm * -in diameter# the two flat faces of- 
iho dtec being ab ptenes * The ab iaco on %vhteh radioactive tracer was 
te be deposited’ was .prepared forlhor' either by grinding with carborundum 
and poîîahïng on a toluen@-wet .tissue (the polishing motîiod) or by mounts
Ing the crystal-.on the microtome with ïte cteàvage face parallel to the
" . . .  .. ; . ' 4B_ ^
blade ■ami;-removing slices Tro.m- the face unilîl'jt-.*'was- parfeatiy, f la t ., The 
last siloes, to bo removed ware''ahvays 1 miovon thick (the iTilorotome 
m e th o d )■ ■ Use -of- thé' micrétom# Is described.'later# '
Crystal faces prepared-by both these methods w ere found-to bo 
sattefaotory. for diffusion runs arid the method of face, preparation did not 
affect the .result' (,#ee la te r)., However #' preparation by the ^Wishing 
method te'^uasionally left the'face slightly convex instead of flat and such.' 
arysteJis,.;had to bo.■rejected# - '
tfiffuslon-runs I-to  14, runs on boule N , the swrfaca-deorease. 
experiments', the anthracene - aWdie#, 'and the ”taîî” experimenW w ere :'■ 
carried'out; ari'crystals'prepared by the polishing method* Runs from  
14;. onwards ; and .those parallel to The and ”b” axes w ere carried out
on .crystélé'.prepared by miorotoming, as w ere those using tritiated 
naphthalérié%as' tracer#
/For''m ost o f,foe crystals this was all the preparation required* 
.However* some, crystals w ere *tepecially annealed” ' before diffusion.
These crystals 'were prepared by the microtome method but, before 
deposfting radioactive niaterial On their prepared faces, they were enclosed 
in a small brass vessel, (the same type as was used for the diffusion 
anneals, g ,v . ) rind immersed in a; thermostat where they w ere annealed to  
..remove any strain, which might have been 'Introduced- by the crystal 
preparation. '■ A ll :*tepeoia.iIy annealed” crystals w ere from a boule which 
had been'' annealed after growth and so w ere effectively twice annealed*
The temperature, time, and cooling rate for the ”special ' anneal”- w ere the 
same as .'fori the first anneal (see -Section IÏ, B) * -  No further mechanical 
work was done on these erystate until diffusion was complete-, 
tlv ) -
G.l#ay%e g lan ^u
It was. wished to carry  out some diffusion experiments on naphthalene 
in directions -other.tlian perpendicular to..the cleavage'Cab) plane* This
reqütred Iho. various oryalaîlographio axas, to be Wantifîed m é  % rapid 
method' of doîhf thte was'" found* .
It was observed'that when,napMhaleno le^.oloayed. toe ,oleavdge ■ 
swrfeoe obfeteed is never i^erfeot but contains a series.of paralleMines 
o r steps-'Whose, dtroodon beers .no relation to the direotfon-of .m'ovomeni of 
toe blade-used for oleaylng. thq ,oryatnl# .., ft was deduced that these steps 
: always lie. .parallel to toe aam.e orysMlographlc direction on toe ab face#
.In. addition it w#s found toat .double, refraction, vanishes in a 'direction 
.parallel to the ^ stops,, L e ,|.J f  a cross, fe 'vie  wed normally itirough.toa 
,. cleavage face ..and the ■■oryatal rotated in. the afo plane the IwoJmages of-one 
,arm' of toe cross coincide when .toe .arm Is parallel to .toe steps . on. the 
,:--cleavage plenaf ., .The steps..moat, toerefore, lie  In an optic_ axial plane#; ' j[QA ■ '■ ‘, _l-da.ne%*ac” ;.is'.OuaH a plane - (n naphtoalene, and so toe .steps must be 
parallel to to# a^axW# " The b^axî» te at Hghi.angles to thc.a-axtedn the
ab-plan,e< .
..if the cleavage flake te 'rotated, until-one arm of the .cross., te parallel 
, to^  the' steps, and toe flake te then tilted, a position can b© found in which 
double refracllbn. vanishes for boto. arms of the cross #. The line of 
sight te thèn parallel to the o^axte #
.. The positions of thé m  and b-*axes w ere confirmed as follows î 
F o r a .Loue photograph the symmetry of toe naphthalene, crystal te 2 /m , 
,1 .0 te 'O m i r r o r  plane,pari>endicalar to a dtad^x/s. Hence, a photograito 
. taken'with the X'^ray .beam parallel to thC: b^axis should show a dlad axis 
■ of’ symmetry, and one taken with toe beam parallel to the a^exis. should 
_ .show o m irro r plane #- ■ Tw o specimens tvere out from a ery^tol bpule, ' 
one;of which, it.%vas pr.ediofced, would have an ”ae”plane and toe other a 
." ”bc” plane# ... A.. Lave photograph of-toe first speolmen taken with toe’beam 
'parallel to toe; predicted b*^axte and normal to the ac-^plane showed'a dsad . 
.'axis of symmetry* and a photograph taken of the second specimen-with
parallel to the predicted a-axte and normal to the be plan©
5U#
ahowed. a m irro r plane* thus ’ confirming tha directions'''of’the ;and  ^b*"ax©s 
Thm auihor wishes to record his appreolation of the help he obtained . 
in thte cryalallograpWo work from -M r* T * 'S *■-W y lie th o  .Nat#''Phil* 
Department - and M r#'' J #13# Wilson o f the - Mining ' D ep artm en t■ both--of/the 
University of-Slratholyd-o* • ■ • ^ .
GsTstals - w ere eut from a- boule lo give, a plane at right'angles-to the 
cleavage plane and paraîlol lo the - steps on thé ' cleavage surface # The  
resuming plan© te-,-normal to, The b^^axte - and such ■•oryatate/vvero'used for 
experiments in wSdah diffusion : parallel to-lha b-axte’#'" ■ -  - -
Other crystals w ere  cut to give a plane. at/ right - angles to both the 
cleavage surface-and the cleavage slops# : Tho rc-$uWng:- plane To ' ngrmal 
W. the a -a x le , and such ..crystalo w ere used for experiments in' which diffus!o* 
was- parallel to the a-axîs#-- '
The boule -was cut with a- tolucne*^wet 'thread end the.- resulting faces 
prepared by mlarotoming.'prior to the diffusion experiments#
(v ) ' " '
Some diffusion experiments wcre' -oarriad'.'out on poIycrysWllne - 
compacts' of naphthalene # Th© compacts w are made-.by, compréasîng ■ 
oryotaîîmc naphthale.no ■ in a die with a |  in# diameter plunger* B atis- 
faotory compacte w ere obtained ' by oomprc^ssing Ig-#- of naphthalene under a 
load of 4. tons applied ■ for 10 sees * ■ The surface on.'- which ’ active"
naphlhaleno w#a to be deposited was polished. on toluene^^^wet tissue * '
(v l) *. :
Fladro,active *na#rial:. can be deposited on the ■'prepared fac.çs. of %e
crystals cither from a solution o r a: 'suspension .of the mateHul ofe by ■&.
vapour cteposition method * . 'Deposition from solution o r aus#hslon. gives
an uneven deposit and may corrode the pre^mrad'faae but where 'diffusion 
penetration te deep the method Is .satisfactory * -Whore iwietratlon. is- 
expoetod to be smsill a vapour- deposition method is-better sinoo It ...doe#
VAC ^
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.not •aonr'C5d<3 -the' prepared faco and' gives an even^  ^apitaxîai layen of the 
radioadtïve^hydrôcarbon on ilie onÿstal, A  vapour deposition niethod-was 
used-ior'' Ti'30sè of'tho'-results roporled'her©^ ■
A  diagram -of'the déposition'apparatus is  sho^A/n-1n Mg# 2 *3 A# II 
IS'-made of glass"'except fo r the closed brass tube and tho brass' nut which 
holds, the crystal In place* ■ The-crystal#' with Its prepared face-down— - 
wards ÎB placed in the brass nut which is screwed Into place at the 'base 
of the cIoBcd brass lube* Some radioactive hydrccmrhon fe'
placed In the platinum dlah-and the apparatus assembled* Cooling water 
ie passed for 45' mine*.-and IhO'- apparatus •evacuated'■ to approximately 
O'#003 mrn'é Hg pressure# The radioactive material' ia- flashed onto the ■ 
prepared' crystal face by passing a-'10'' arap#-' current through the 'platinum ' 
dish# Tho apparatus is restored to atmospheric pressure and the 
crystal with its mdleàctîve 'deposit 'removed*
The depositor is approximateIy..2S$S efficient for naphthalene and iOf® 
efficient for anthmoene* It can'be calculated that the active deposits are  
from Z to '6 microns thick*
The -vapowr deposition method was used for all the naphthalene 
work except the ' *^taîl** expérimenta# în the latter deposition was-from  
acetone solution#- !n the first anthracene run depo.sltloii was by the ■ 
vapour method but In subséquent runs the tracer was depoalted on Üie 
prepared face from a-fine suspension of active anthracene In a -saturated 
solution of-active■ ènthraoen© in acetone# - In these oases the deposit was 
from S to' IS  mlcronia thick*
' (v il)
T l#  orystüla -with their radlodotivc depoaifcs were' enclosed in an 
a-ir-and water brass vessel » 19 mm # internal diameter with internal
length 30mm * ' They w ere held in position by a light spring and prevented 
from coming-into contact with the brass vessel by-small mica discs* The 
V0.,$sel was îmmeî‘acd in a thermostat at tho required oxporimental tem per-
aturç for rçquî.rad Mme# A t the end of the diffusion anneal the brass
■ v.essoi was -rcm.oved from, the thermostat* allowed to cool, and-fee* 1 . '1 -. f  ^ -, .
dryaW a, removed .and ^ ,sectioned # ^
Where . more than one or^stai was, enclosed in a vessel the crystals 
w ore placed in pairs with their aotlvct faces In contact*
,. , F o r %# -naphthalene experiments the diffusion anneals were carried  
out,.in', Water or glycerine therm oat# controlled to -  0#O1Q? The 
anthracene ■ diffusion anneals wp.re carried out In an /a ir thermostat controlled 
■'to - 'ü .iC ? , by a.'Fsçsîstarioo Themnometer Oonirolter# Typo R T 2* The 
Iherrnometera used .were calibrated against N .P # L . standardi^sed thormonv^ 
-etcn^s* ' Meeting up and cooling dowm times wore small;oom,pe,red with the
anneal.times .and. w are not corrected for..
CvHO ^ .
. A t .the and of the diffusion anneal tho crystals were sectioned using
a Book Sledg0-*Base Mlcr#om e # With this Instrument the specimen
moves vertically, with the blade, stationary during m cut* .At th© completion
■of one cutting movement the blade moves a' pro*-sct distance towards the
cpeolment, in.-,preparation for the..next slice * The microtome can he set
to sdve slices of ■nominal Ihloknesses from 1 to 45 microns* The
instrument ha^. been calibrated- and, found to give single .slices accurate to
**■ B% of tho nominal sotting# with Iho aooumulallve e rro r over 3S slice#V t . m i not greater tlian 2 f * * '
The'blade’ of Iho microtome can be set at various ©n.glas and tho
crystals arc very difficult to cut if the correct blade angle is not used* '
■ A  .nominal blade angle setting of 15 ■ wa.s found to give the smoWhest cUiling#'
Before slîaïno'# the crystal -waa lined up accurately wllh tho. blade so 
that the seoMons" w ere removed parallel to tho preparcKl feec and so nornml ' 
to the diffusion dlreo-tton * ' This was done by attaching a piece o l
paraffin, wax ctf about the earn© dimensions as the crystal onW an ©i^Usfible 
. chuck and placing the chuck m the jaws of the microtome # The wax
CO#
was seolioncd on  ihe microtome until ît gos^é a smooth feoo after aaoh 
 ^ siloa # A: small plama m irro r was attached, to &a .^ irnooth face with- ft© 
bàol; f lat;, against ; the face * , A  light with aross*-%vlres ■ was rafîeoted fe*om 
the m irror# îoeussed onto a place of ■ attached to a soreon^. and the
posftion of'the oroas-w lres on the paper marked*. Thfs procedure 
vr.ep.eatod-dntll the. oross^^wlres reflected-to the san;e position each time*
' -The - m irro r \and wax removed and-the. crystal to h& aeotîoned ,
àfeohédi b y ,îfe Inaotîve-face to die ,chuck (using black wax or paraffin wax)
, and 'the ahuck. replaced' on the piWrotOzpo ensuring _ that neither the m icro- 
,tpme- nor.-;-thC'dight w ere moved In the process* The active surface of 
the crystal w as ,outwai^ds and to ft 'wa# aftaohcd'tho, small pla.ne m irror#
-■ I'he: ahtiok,. -%va$ then adjusted to bring the' rfficctlon of ■ the croas-w lrcs  
to Iho marked posftîon# Tho prepared fae© of the cr)%tal was thon 
paraHeï to- the fiioo raadè. in the paraffin wax hy  the microtome blade and 
bo-silaes removedl from the crystal %^ere accurately parallel to the 
prepared face* - ,
, It can. b.B shown that with th© fight 1 metre from the m irror and the 
. reflected'.croasi-wlro© an equal distance away* an e rro r In fining, up of 
i  degree will move th-# reflected orccs'^-wîrea -3.5 cm * from the marked 
posidon * •
. Bfalore th© cryaiarw as attached to the chuck the sides of the crystal 
wore cut OÎI -^ vlth a sharp blade* TM s was to remove any activity 
which may have .diffused over the surface of the crystal and down its aides', 
After lining the crystal up with, the microtome the -blade was ' brought 
up to touch the face of tho crystal to ensure that the first section was tho 
cori^cct thickness* This was achieved by  turning a fine screw on the 
microtome which brought the blade towards the specimen* moving the 
crystal dcwik each dme until the blade was in a position where the active 
face of tho crystal was scratohed evenly when ft passed over the blade# 
The Made was then In the ^ero position and the crystal ready for
, SJlcos o f dee lrec!-th ta teees, w e ra  rem oved  by ro ta ting  
tbo .handle q$ fee- microtome.
A s  each section was cul it removed fe»oin iha ' microtome blade
end placed In a haK^dram vlaj and the viei stoppered. After each slice 
fee feae and •■sidles of fe©-oryatal w ere "dusted lightly wife a piece of 
paper tissue and fee blade oftjaned w ife 'a  toiuene»«-%vet tWsUé* When 
enough slioea were collected each slice-%vaa %veîghed“on a mlorobalance^ 
washed.,,into m Bcîntlllatlon vial wife l^ Z  o .c . toluene, 18- (%,c * acinîUîator 
solution added, end its activity -measured. In this way the activity was 
found at known depths in fee oryatK l^*
Wife'-anferacene-crÿstab S" micron aocdôns could bo removed very  
am.oofely* These w ere placed directly in the. scintillator vial without 
weighing # ' Table 2#3»2 shows the. %ve|ghts^  of S micron slicea taken 
from înaçfcîva'.anthracene crystals* Where slice thicknesses greater than 
S iidorbns w ere required for cnferaoano' these were removed as 
multiples of 6-microna by placing fee recjiUiredi number of $ micron slloos- 
in the same acinilllalor v ia l.
.«isMojo1 itslato (mg. ) SsteM . (m g .)
1 0,340 1 0.832
2 ■ .;0.'345 3 0,827
3 0,347 ■ 5 . 0.824 ..
4 0.343 7 0.825
$ 0.350 9 0.820
e 0,351 11 0.824
Ox ) #
In all cases where fee tracer^^socWoning technique was amployed 
aotîvîtScs w ere measured by scintillation counting*'- A  general purpose 
scintillator was used. This was made up by dissolving 3 g* 2 ,$ -  
dîphcnyloxq^oîe fP F O j .and 0 *1  g , 1 t4*-Ws^i2'^ (S**phenyl-*»ox£iii5olyU^ 
benzene (P G P O P ) In I  litre of oointlHatîCn«*grado toluene*• 10 c *o . of
scîntîîkilor va ore used'for each couni*
A  block diagram ■ of the -ooimtSrig equipment used is mhovm in 
Fig* 2 *3 ,2 * I t consiste of a sciniillatlon counter IphotomulSplterî with 
an, amplifler and 4n E ,H * T *  supply* The output from the solntiUaiion 
counter Is. ted into a Hncar pulse amplifier and from thenoointo, a pulse- 
height selector by wWoh the energy and distribution range of the pukes to 
be counted - a re  amlected, 'The selected p u k e s -arè ted into;, scaler which
counts them and with-which fa Incorporated an automate fimor*
Various counting seteups w ere-used, the two arrangements, most 
used being shown'in Fig,. The sointillation vial with its active
sample was placed in the solnlSllatioh counter#’ fee optimum E * H * T , ,  
amplification (gain) » puke^hefaht (threshold) » and gate-widfe selected and 
fee count’ rate determined* A  **background^V count was obtained by 
c o u n tin g v ia l çontamlng scintillator but no sample* Wherever possible 
10,000 couhte w ere tmkon for each sample giving a standard. deviation of
The "count rate number of counts observed-divided by fe e ’time, of
observation -  was calculated in counts per second (o *p *s *),
IFR^ fa fee -count rate dbsarved for the sample (inOluding background) ; 
and Rp  ^ fa. the count rate for background atone# then fee count rate 
for fee sample' altfee fa "
4?
a t
The counting e rro r, (standard deviation) may be calculated from (Poisson 
- D i s t r l b u t i # )  $ ,1«C 8 f  4" S ” P »S
.where, ' ' . ( R ) /
S  j .
R and the subacrîpis have fee same moaning as before# t is fee tim e'of 
observation: in'secs * # and s fa fee Standard devfafion. The • counting
« f
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a ' r t w s  w e ' - n o i  q i u a i e d ;  î ù ; ,  & l l  t i t  t h ©  T # b # 5 : , , 6 f  '  B e m w î W  b W  a  t y p i c a l  
:0alou(#!pb W , App.emdix* ■ ■
The':ap^q{fic. âotÎYÎty ‘(A ) .i^es ôbtatîtod.'by dividîïtg Fv^  by Ihe tveighl- 
■0f ; a à m p l e - vj.al»'' ; A. is ■ quoted, in a*p*a* .per mg#. For the 
■unthràôèno; results^ w h fre  J^e -seoWons wer.q not’’weighed, A  Im quoted 
in p^r .S'udcrona#
(%) ,
; The' optimum oondltions for oountlng-'were determined by'.making
standard.. sbîdMtms. of hexadecane*-i***C14 and observing Uié variations In
standard. and ' baokgrbtmd - counts m  the variables In the oountlng equipment
.were'ohanged* Th##e. variables are-the-'H#.T,' (E # H *T # ) supply^'the
gain,' the pula^height" , end the gate-^wldth (G'»W,#K This was
done ,aeyeraldn%ea..’Jduring the course, of the work-and'the optimum ^
conditions for .counting^-'fbund In each case# , Examples of the -graphs
obtained' nr e .shown in Fig». 2#3#3 for the : equipment shown In Fig#- 2#3#2,
The, performance of .a counter may" be" oharaaterieed by the
e#oiency, ;E-, where ■' '■'■
: • ;  '
being the-oounF rate of a standard ' of .disintegration^ rate r# E ‘-ahOukl■' a . ■- ■' \  ■ ' / , ' ' ' .
be as' high'as .p o s s ib le # F o r  .weak-samples, w here-H , -is about 1 , the 
Opdmum.. obndidohs ; are  those where s/R ._ (o r E /R^.J is a maximum #
In .the. present work it was required to count samples varying from -fairly  
high activities lo very Tow activities in the same' 'ëXiimrlment so-that in 
practice/O..,compromise had to be made between maximising E and m axi- 
m îsîn0’'R ^7H p#-'--■  ^ . -
Th#;.''o©iidlUon.» 'uae^ following the .analysis çÆ the curve» shown In 
.F ig » ''â.,3.3 w eré j Eipuiprn'ent A ;  E ,H .T >  ». 640 volts, Gain '=’ 30' . 
(nom inal), P .H .. 3G*'>3»VV'» »= 30. ' This gives a background count o f-
0»IS 'c .{> ts  /e n d  C"counting, efficiency of S0$, EVF^g, 1 6 ,TOO. 
Etquipment ' # f. 'E ,H » f  . «: 1130 volts,. Gain « > 1 ,000 , P . H ... « 30, • ■. ' 
'.O'fW* »v2S*-.-, This;gives a background-of-0 ,6  o.p,.s*' and a. counting
As .'.well à$ finding the b e #  aounling oondWone- (t vvas- necessary ia  
find îf the following had.any affect, o n .the' count r # e : ,_ ; .
(a ) The vcfoma of scintHI.ator used* This ,is shown-in Table 
h ,Sa,seen .ih# sbintlllafor vofomo has no elfecl h#ween^volumes of Z and
20 OéO*
' lJN É..O l.JlçîlO É Îte^
■V  ^ - - - A # # y  ^I.W#
1 , . ,26.69-0,29 ■ ■ 8 ,,29..30t0.29
29.$2%,,30 , ■ 9 29.agio.29
# . .29.90-0,30 , 10, 29.S6Î0.29
4.. . 29.80tô,3Û„ 11 29.44t0.29
5 29.36# .29:. 12 29.51to.29
6- 29 ,34t0.,29 13" 29.48to.29
7 29,4St0.29 20 " 29.30to.29
. . f  b) Effect’of..'time. A 'sample may ..change its count slightly from
dajr to day-. This was observed frequency but did not always occur.
The effect im prri^ably-.due io  small-.-fîucluatîona. în th€> counting:eciuîpm©nl# 
T d  overcom.o". fchià all samples .concerned w ith-a particular experiment 
w ere co&mted'on the same day, %
( q) K'fféct of scintillator v ia l. It Is possible that a count may vary  
depending.on which viaToontathè .the sample. Tablé 2 ,3 *4 , shows the, ■ 
counts obtained from, ten different vials containing 10 a,©# scînûllator each 
but no aample.,, It is seen that there are  email differences between vials* 
'While the ,d#fférénce.$ are insignificant for most aounts, they become 
important for very small counts such a s . those found In the •Hall*^  experk  
m enW , . .
■ . ■. ' V . ■ '■ . . . ■
MiâLNss,* ■ X te L lfe ,
1 .0 7 #  .0 3 ........... 6 1 .2 6 '#  .03
....... 1 ,0 8 # .0 3 - ' 7 O,.00#.O3
' ' 3- 1 .0 0 #  .,03 8 1 ,1 3 # .03’ t  "  '
4 '  ■ . 1 ,1 5 #  ,04" 0 1 .0 3 # ,0 2
5 -'■' 1 ,1 6 # .0 4 ■. 10, 1 *1 0 #  *02
' Average 1 #07 », Range 0 ,09  Iç
ié )  Effect ,0f diiiilion pf açtnIiUator* Elfoce small, araPUnts of 
tpiuono w ere used to-wash the samples W d the srinWlIaffon vîals the effect 
of small additions <ff toluene to foe sointfllator had to be disoovered#
Table 3 ,3 *5  shows counts obtained from a aamido containing 10 o#a* of 
scintillator ■wifo-smà!! amounts'of-toluene added. It la seen that there Is , 
no aigniffoant- effect, ■
% #m LV dL:.^  Aotîvïtv ' ' ' ' ' Aohvitv
jL#TG,-JL Co ,J2 T
. ' ' . N i l ,  ' 24.2S 'iO *i4 ' S.O , 2 4 .4 0 # .4 4 '
'" l #  ' ' 24,42-10,45 6 ,5  ' ' 24,41%0.45
, ’ ’ 2 .0  2 4 ,5 0 # .4 5  10,0 . 2 4 .1 0 # .4 4
;'4 .0 ' 2 4 .5 5 # .4 4 ' 12.0  ' 2 2 .5 5 # .2 4
. , ' ik  y . : I'oaaible ^kjuenehlng^* by naphthalene, Thera im, a - 'ppssîbllîiy
.that, the ;addfflon,of .naphfoaîeno to foe scintillator cmenohea It, How ever»■ 
Table 2>'3*6| showe'^foat .haphfoalene h m  no quenching effect on foe count.




ljgW J#LLJËJDW l1= Ti^„aL,M,,„cijiaejh A gtklty, 
'.tha|ena,i3rssi©n|.„ls,.J l& ow uJL
NU 3 4 .3 3 # . 31 Nil 3 6 .4 2 # . 36
0,0004 3 5 .0 1 -0 .3 4 0.070 3 6 .2 4 '# . 36
0.0014 3 4 .6 6 # . 31 0.241 3 6 .6 4 # .3 7
0.0111 3 4 .4 8 # . 41 0.516 3 6 .4 5 # . 36
0.0334 3 4 .2 7 # . 41 0.888 3 6 .3 7 #  .36
0.0764 3 4 ,7 1 # .4 1 1.213 ■ 36, 7 9 '# . 37
(f) Posaible '*quenching” by anthracene. Table 2 .3 .7  shows the
effect of anthràoene on the oount-rate. ' Crystalline anthracene' was used
m the first experiment and zone-refined anthracene in the second
experiment.
% aW .e_&Æ lt •; @mi R. . '
AM hm om a AfSklly
i
XRteOê,.._.st
A jllh l’ae.me, Acfiylty ' ta iK ^a ,)
Mil 2 9 .2 0 # . 23 Nil 3 3 .1 3 # . 26
0.605 ' 2 9 .0 0 #  .,37 0.378 3 3 .1 3 # .3 3
1.040 2 8 .42 -0 .52 1.159 3 0 .6 7 # . 32
2.264 2 7 .3 8 #  .25 2.065 2 8 .7 4 # . 26
3,281 2 6 .2 6 #  .40 2.534 2 7 .4 8 # . 26
5.763 ' 2 3 .8 0 # . 14 4.488 2 6 .1 9 # . 26
7.003 2 2 .9 0 '# . 42
0.559 2 0 .8 7 # .2 7
Ouenching is quite marked $ However» for the diffusion runs -  
where very small quantities are counted and the same amount of 
anthracene Is present in each case -  no correction is required* Whore 
slice thicknesses w ere varied in a particular experiment the aounkrale 
was ■ corrected for differences In quenching between slices *
6Ü.
In' &ÎS' technique a thm deposit i of active' material Is' placed on a 
plane surface of -the crystal and the deareasa of surface activity with time 
Is measured *
. The apparatus constructed Is shov^n in Fig* 2*3*4#■ It consists of 
a thin«-windowed Geigor-M uller tube contained in a cylindrical brass vessel » 
the leads of the G .^M , tube passing out of the vessel through a brass 
pipe. The crystal is placed in the brass crystal holder with Its active 
deposit upwards. ' A#,th«n film of mica Is placed over the active surface 
to prevent losses by evaporation»' and' the cap screwed Into place# The 
crystal holder is assembled and screwed into. position In the, brass vessel 
by means of the matching threads • ■ The end of the G . -M  •, tube Is held
against the holder by the spring# A ll external threads are  made water^ 
tight with *HhréadseaF teflon tape.
When assémbied the apparatus is Immersed in a thermostat maintained 
at the desired temperature 4 -0»Ü lC ? ), and the leads connected to a 
sealer typo NS29D via a probe unit# Count-rates are taken at intervals 
and so surface activity measured" as -m function of time #
An ,E .H .T .  of 600 volts was used for the G#*-M. tube (one-third  
of the way along the plateau). A  background count was taken either 
before.the experiment was started or after its completion*
The crystals used in the 'experiments w ere pre$mred by polishing as 
described in (Ml) above and the radioactive deposits made by the vapour 
deporittoh Method (section (v i) above) .
A il diffusion measurements by the surfaoe-decrease method were  
made perpendicular to the **ab** plane in single crystals of' naphthalene #
( xii )
These experiments w ere carried out to attempt a quantitative 
determination of the affect of annealing the crystals. It .had previously 





T&î*-w#ma##»mW t'M . 4#W fMwiw.mx/w)
yitkàwm
a#M crytiè l keWer
Fis. 2,),4: Sur*mg«-D#or*ame AooarmÈum
than"'ihat .of samo' oryBtel-.nnhnnoaWd * Tho’ -mothod nsad for. . 
m éaw H nÿ'the diffusion ai3K f^haients.*-was.,a?<àç|ly aa desorîbèd 'ahove-.foi*- 
ihe'lràoer-iîseaâohîng'experinienta.,, however # the annealing treatment - .prior 
'to ithe''diffusion ahneai w as'varied *
, Bovaral/crystal*^ from, the : «an^e.-naphthalene houle w ere prepared 
by the, 'poilahin#''. method* .enolosed twlthhut ;active,-depoaJts) In a brass 
vessel j and the vessel Immersed, in, the thermostat, at a temperature - close 
todho meffmg-polnt# This temperature is .deaortbed In the results as, 
the amealmg tem perature#, ;T-# ' . 0ryataW '' w ere removed from the thermo- 
atat at-Varying-times -so that several crystals w ere obtained from the' same 
boule, the crystals having, been annealed at ■ T  for differing' annealing 
times, 1^ ,, ' •■■■^ Whendho last crystal had been .removed, radioactive deposits 
were, placed--on them, and their-diffusion coefficients m easured'at .a lower' 
tempBraturë|. T i Cthe' *Mîffuslon temperature*^*)* In-all cases diffusion was 
.measured-|.;^rpendiaular to the **ab** plane * ' -
Typioai diffusion %vere foimd In many of the diffusion runs
described .W  this thesis* However,, the activity in the tail region" was
so low that the aoun|s wore of doubtful significance* Several .'experiments 
w ere earrfed out; bn. naphthalene to-try'to-m easure, the activity-of the tall 
more; accurately*" In these experiments the crystals w e ré -prepared by 
the p.ollshing method as for a normal experiment in which diffusion was 
to-be m easured, perpendicular to the .cleavage plane ; . îTadioactlvè 
naphthalene was deposited from, acetone,'solution on-the prepared faoé.s 
and ti'ie-.crystals.'enclosed in a glass tube and immersed In a thermostat 
.at" the required "temperature for the. diffusion anneal * A t the end of the 
diffusion time-'-the. crystale w ere'rem oved and all surfaces out away with 
a scalpel to a depth - greater than the probable bulk diffusion penetration. 
The ' romaindor- of the crystals w ere washed with toluene to remove c^ ny 
active fragments I cnushed,- weighed Into .scintillation vials., and their
' .  .  ^ ' 
aoWvWes deWrmlned#
■ B y  lliîs method a very .much larger weight of crystal wee oblaltied 
than in Sectioning,' end hence a better msMmmte of the tall activity qouW he 
made-on the aashmptton that the tali activity îs-lévellèd throughout the 
cryatel by  rapid diffusion along ehert^elrcultlng paths # ' The .results are.., 
discussed Safer W%#e thesis # _ ,’
W v )  ^ "
Moat sources of error,',.sitoh as deposit thickness, quenching effects, -, 
■eta*, have already been dealt ■ Of the possible sources of error.:' '
not yet dtocussad the most Important are  la ) unevonass of the deposit,
(b) îossêa of activity during the diffusion anneal, and (c ) the possibility 
of contamination of sections during mlorotomlng of the oryaW ,
(a ) ' '
Microscopic examination- d  deposit# made by the vapour deposition 
method showed that the material was deposited In a.: thin, even disc of 
diameter - equal lo'thal of the hole in the brass washer of the deposition 
apparatus (M g# 2 # 3 *i)#  ■ **Whiskers** were observed growing oui from 
the deposit but w ere tew , in number « Bine# th# diameter of the crystal 
was greater - than the diameter of the hole in the brass washer, there 
was always a siim irm rëa of the prepared face n #  covered by the circular 
deposit * Deposits made from solution o r .suspension v^ere also thin but
were less., even than those made by the vapour method*
'The. only likelysource of e rro r  In the deposits made by both methods 
appears tô be that due to Incomplete coverage of the prepared surface* " ' 
This problem ' has been dlacuaeed In several diffusion studies, notably by ,.ioy ' 'Tannhaueer' who show# that It Is not necessary for the diffusing species ■ 
to bo depoaifed - evenly over the entire surface and that the e rro r intro** 
duced by non-uniform coverage Is zero*
(b)
Active maferlal could be lost from the diffusion face by surface
diffusion round &e .oryslal or by evaporation during the diffusion anneal* 
A fter a diffusion ' anneal the edgos-.ohd back’of the crystal ; w ere always 
•activa# ' Table 2#3#8 shows .the activities "found oh 'thé ' diffusion"Surface, 
the edges, and back of various -o'rystals used in titîfusîbn runs# 'The  
■activities are quoted in a*p#s# 'p cr âq» cnu' of'surfeoe# ' The background 
count ('B'jJ "1# given for comparison:* • '
•; K 5 „ „  ’'ÊSSU^asbum ■ ' S&;ék„â,wrJâ'&e.. Miàsm- ■
■ ■'" -A aW ty 2 .1 ,,..A #W *y g,. AatW ty g r A ”.s .)
■ %#wwL,Z@m, f IsuBuajtm sL»') '
. 17B 21,2.3, 4 41.7  0 .2
A l ' 43,,6 , 11.7 4 0 .3  . 0 .4
D2 . 61.0  30 ,7  ; 53*6 0 .7
D3 . 13$ .8 . 10.3  40.1 0 .2
D6 325.7 ,, 14.6  . S2.0- ,0 .6  ,
H là seen that oahaWerâWè : activity , îa 'present on the edges and 
baok OÎ the crystals. .However', It is possiblethat'active material reaches 
the surfaces * not fay diffusion from the deposit o r fay evaporation and 
ro»deposi#on on the other surfaces:,- fa# during the deposiiiem itself. The  
crystal does n #  ht tightly Into the brass nut of the deposlter and so it is 
possible that active material escapes tltrough the tvasher and reaches tiio 
back and sides'of the crystal. " To  teat this à deposit -'was made-on a 
crystal and the deposition aurfaOO,; the back, and the edges of the crystal 
romoved immediately and tested for activity. The activities found are  
shown in Table 2,3.9.
2On th0 prepared idepuaitlbu) surface*— S9#l  c*p#s#/cm .
2Ou th^ back 22 #0 c * p  * s # / c#3 *2
Thus rimph- of fee uclM ly on Ih# edge ' and back found after a diffusion
an n e a lia .ihoro.'tiâfora diffusion.commences. \
■ To find how much active material reached the .surfaces during, a 
diffusion anneal,,'_a .deposit was made on a crystal, the edges■'and back",of 
■the'crystal cut away\.to eliminate activity reaching them during-the 
-deposition,dnd'%the crystal w ith'its/active deposit:, .enoloaod In a brass vessel. • 
'and‘-immersed in a thermostat at 78 .4  for 70 hours. ' Thé surfaces 
’oT'the crystal/w ore then removed and their •activities and the activity-of the 
remainder of The -crystal determined. The inside of the vessel was waahed- 
out .with toluene and the activity of the washings measured. The result;,- 
of the-exr^eriment is shown in Table 2 ,3 .10#
GgunL,m%.
&mctlgn._oL
D lff. surface: 1090 303.2 . 88.0
Back surface: 19.7 5 .3 1.6
Edges? ' , 27 .7 16.6 '4 .8
'Hemalnder of Xtal; 3 .8 1.1
Washings: 15.6 '4.5
It W seen that the diffusion surface is îa r more active than any oi' the
other surfaces* However, thor© are  -some losses. Allowing for the
activity in the remainder of the crystal and assuming that the edges and 
back:are active to the smuQ level, the losses by evaporation and surface 
diffusion are about How ever, most of the losses will be from the
^^whtakors^H which offer a very large surface a re a , and in addition the 
experiment is  rather a severe test (1 .6^  below the meIting**polht ter ' 
almost 3 days) whore evaporative losses will bo at a maximum. The  
losses in the - diffusion experiments themselves will usually be less.
. . .  -  .
That gross ■ lossaa o i activity from the âurféce- cto - not oooiir .can also- 
be shown by taking oounfe with a ihln-wtedowod $ub#rb0ter#,..\amd:,
after the diffusion antieal# Examples Mkely to 'five losses gfeater-; Ihan - 
average are given In Table $#$#11#
( ei)
Count before diffusion anneal
‘ (e .p v s H : - $16
Count after @# hre# at 74 #9^0#




W ) W ) 
1214 $10
Count after 3S6 lira* at , w#,
(e#p#0#i:
The agreement of the diffusion ooaMolenls obtained by Ihe "sûrfaoê-*-'- 
deoreaae method, with those obtained by the trmoer^aeotionihg - techni€|u#/1#' ' 
also good evidence that large aelîvîly losses do noiooodr'*.  ^ ^
Any d r r o r  In the traeer^seotionin# method wMoh,;mighl be - omu##d.. - ' 
by the active, edges. was eliminated by cutting away-the edges of 'the 
crystal before sectioning #
(a> SoBtiMitellon*
Great :, care was taken during 'the sectioning ' of ;4he ''crystals' - that 
alices, should not oontaminale each <#K#r $ However.# 'since..It-'would 
require only " an extremely ;Small'amount of contamination from Thé'' ffrst 
ullce. to give significant increases in the counts of submaquent' el W e#,. ■ - 
experiments w ere 'carried out to ensure that such.; contamination did not -'’ -. 
occur* ' These experiments also served to check that the... ftning^up 
technique was efficient# and to discover if appreciable diffusion tdfees -placé 
at room temperature * '
Three'crystals from naphthalene' boule N wore prepared by the 
polishing .'method and active naphttialene. deposited from aeetohe solution Oh 
the prepared faces# The crystals were stored in a glass•.•boftie at room
v w  *
température*' - After varying times The crystals were removed,; Mned-up 
on the mtcroiome-and sectioned ém fe r .an ordinary, diffusion ru n , , Table- 
2#3*1$ gîveB'Tho activities of the first to the fifth sections of these,■ crystals 
All sections were S microns thick. R,.. is the background count# R,'S
the slice count minus. Rp^# and t Is the time elapsing between deposition 
of active material on the surface and microtoming of the crystal.
afete.,2..J.Al4î, Jl»jeaffh0gBfe*,
. m i R T2
F i'^ C o p .s ,) 1,1S”0,01.. , 1 .23^0,02 1.29^0.02
t 24 ’hours* 17 days S .4 weeks
B „ (o .P *s .)â» B g (o .P .s .) B g  (cs.p.s.)
1 3 2 S .0 tl.2 25.8^0,3 9 3 .3 -0 .9
,•2 4 .6 0 to ’.O8 ' 0.39ÎO .Û4 . a.07*-0.04
3 0 .3Û Î0 .02 0 .02 -0 .05 1 .96 -0 .03
4 0 ,3 3 #  .02 NiltO.OS . 1 .49 -0 .02
S ,0 .4 0 # .0 2 ’ 0 .0 7 Î0 .04 l .S lt0 .0 2
These experiments show that (a ) contamination does not extend 
beyond the second, or at most the third, slice; (b) the itnmg**up technique 
IS excellent! and (c) measurable diffusion does not take place at room 
temperature even after 2 months.
.PART HI
0 7 #
R E S U L T S  ' '
( I )
'l"he raaults for iho traoar-aectioning experîmenfe on naphthalene
are given in Tables 3.1 to 3 .6  and plotted In the Figures'- numbered
carr'ospondjngly. ' Surfaoe-decreaae results are 'shown-in T a b le -J .7
and Fig# 3 .7 . Anthrao'eno results are dealt with after naphthalene.
In the Tables and Figures#' A Is the specific activity In counts
per second per mllilgram# or* m the anthracene resulfe where sections
iveré not,weighed, A  Is In c .p .s *  per S micron slice. The distance,
d, from the, active deposit is taken as the distance from the centre of
102 103the-section to the active surface. * The distance, 'd ,.'is quoted in 
microns and d^ in square m icrons.' The other Tables and Figures 
are explained in the -appropriate places.
._,.lA.fAËÎ_2*#àm,
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*> # l . (
:Tâtete-Jli'fcont/d* }
B a» # J û aâ ,
i l  B .20.0 . -1 B 17.39 25 1.-240
t$ 8.98 225 '■ 0.,953
■-. .5':' . 25 4.49 . 625 0.652
■ - ■': 4-' : 35- .1 .50 ■ I l 225 ■ 0 .176:4S- ' 1.08 2,025' ' 0.033
7 ■ ■ 6$ . ' 1 .33 4,225'- 0 .124
■ 8 : ,75: 0 .97 5,625.,, -0.013■
.12 A . ' . ( lé iO 1 5, ■ . . 3 i3ê 25 0.527
2 - ' 15 . ■1.40 225 ■ 0 .147
3"..' ' 25 ■ . 1 .00 ' 625 ,-0.002
. 4 „3S 0.49 1 ,225 ■ '-0.312
12 B } :4 8 ;0 1 ' 5 518.1 ■25 ■: a.,714
. • 2 15 : "16 8 .0 -225 2.225
3 25 ■ . . 53.8 625 1.731
4 35 26.1 , 1,225 1.416
S , 45 8.33 ■ 2,025 ■0.921
'€ , 55 2 .11 3,025 0.32S'^
f 65 0*43 4,225 -0 .3 6 6
$ 75 ■ ,0.18 5,625 -0 .75 2
14 ■' 1 S 105.3 , as 2.022
2 ' ' 15 ■ -,:14.09 225 ■ 1.149
3 ■25 5.30 625 0.724
4 . „ ■ ' 35 ■2.13 , 1,225-, 0,328
S 45 ■' 0 ,95 2,025 -0 .022
■ 6 ■ 55 0.63 3,025 -0 .201
7 ès 0.-57 4,325 -0.-244
is- A ■ .55 .0 - ' 1 5 17.64 25 ■.'",1.247
' ■ 3 • 25 6*61 , ■ 625 , 0*820, 4 35 1.93 1,225 ' "ü.'aaé'
■ 9 45 0,38 2,025■ ,-0'.420ts © Os.o 3 25- 7.96 625 - 0.901■4 : , 35 4 .33 1,225 : 0.637
- ! ■45 4 .50 2,025 '■ ■' 0.6536 , S B 2.85 3*025 ■ 0.4557 65 ■ 2.17 4,225 ' 0.337
8 . 75 0,71 5,625 -0 ,149

















J k 4 . 1ssl4
139.8 4 ,225 "2.146.
44.31 5,625
9.11 ■ 7,225 ■ 0.960
2.17 9,025 ■■ 0,537'
:■ 0 .30 11,025 , ■-0.523
' 0 .27  ■■' :1S,625 -0 .56 9
■ 0.31 . : 18,225 ■ # .509";
1 5 162.4 25 ■ ' 2 .
2 - . ' 15 ''' 243.0 225; 2.
3 25 : 113.1 ■ "(.625"' :,2 .
4 ■ - '35 " 7.39 " ti'225 ■ ' 0 .
S , 45 : 1.70 2,025 0 .
6 , ■' 55 1*68 3,025 0.
7 65 1.59 4 ,225 , „.o.
8 ■ 75 ; 1.16 ■ 5 ,625 " 0 .
9 85 1.16 7,225 0 .
10: 95. ■ 0.71 9,025 " ■ -0 ,
1 ' 5. ,'366.3 '■ 25 ' 2 .2 15 172.3 225 2.
3 ■ -, 31* 20 ■ ,;625.„ 1.
4 35 2.32 ,1,225 " 0.
5 45 0.59 '"g:,025 " '# ' .
6 55" 0.38 ■ 3,025"''" ' # .
7 65 0.47 4 ,225 —0 .a , 75 0.43 5,625' -04
9 85 ' 0.42': , 7,22s —0.10: 95 . 0.37' ,9 ,025; -0 .
2 , 15' 400.8 ■ ,"225:, ■2*
4 35 , ■ .'1 ,225'' .a ,5 45 ' ' ',2025 ' '"2 .
6 ' 55 83.22 "''3,"025 1.
1 5 ■ 153.2"'' '(25' :2.
2 15 122,4 (gas " 2.
3 . 25 ' 22.20 :' , 625 1.
4 35 ■' 9 .56 1,225' .,,,0.5: ' 45 :i.83: . ' ,, 2,'02S 04




















' A - ? \ - Hîstâ™
('.4*42 -O'04S
•■ 4 0 3 '.. •1;*22S : 0 , 693 .
. 3*81 ' 424025-;: . '0 * 581,
1*79'- ■-S0 2 S,-, .0.253,'
1,6.3. ' ■ , , 0,214;.
17.8 -al 1%251
1,20 0 ,'G#o:
; 0 .04 ■ 62S ' ' -1*398:
191. s ■ ;'2S - 2*282 :
.39.27 22# 1,594
i . l 4 -  ' 62# ■ . .0 ,1 2 7
■ 6*03 6 *2# " o * W3.7S ' #6* 2#: - 0.574:
'3.17 . 1#6 '. , 'o.soi
V 2 .03 ■ 306 ' 0*308,.'
,1.1'S . #06 O.O'él'
:■ '0*91 :■ : ?#6 • ■ 4 - 0 . 186-.V
0,71 '■1,0S6 -0*46.7::
0*13 ' : I i4 0 6 ■.0 *816-;
0 0 ,6 1  ' ■2#, .' I ..957 ■
.73.7#., ■■' 225 "A, ...'1 :*#6#
6'4*14' , .-"'62'#'' .-.: - 11807
■ as.32 ' . l * 2| # ; , - \ , .1.403 '
3 .74  . ■ 'ô:;S73'
0'.6S ' -.3,02# - «0,187
,'0,32. : 4*225 -0 .49 5
' 5 ,625  , - i(-A,9S9)
161.1 -Ag#' ■' . . 2.207-
144.7 2.161100.3 -. '.'625 „ 2*001
48.09 .4 ,2 2 5  ' ■' 1 .682
,'16,30 .■A'-2»025 . :i;2 i 2
:.'2.59 ■.(4025-; "■0-.413"
" 0 .66  ■"'-:-'4,22# -0 .160:
%;,,
,<'g-










§jÜ£S£(v' ' d  , , „ A  ' : 4 -,
■ 1 . 5 389*0 - 25- 2.590
2 15 209.5 '225 . 2 .3 2 1 "
3 , 25 115.2 ■ ' 625 2.062*
4 , ' 35 ■■,63*24 1,225 1.801
5 45, 27.61 2,025 1 • 441
:6 55. . 9 .18 3,025 0.963
7 65 . . .-2,'. 16 4,,225 ■ .0*335 ' .'
8 75 V 0.61 5,625 . -0 .21 5  :•
1 5 4 .70 25. ( 0 .672 '."
2 15 3,. 03 225 0.4813 25 0,92 625 '-0 .030.4 35 -0.31 1,225 -0 .5 1 0  ;
5 ■ ,45 ; ■ ; 0.07" -2,025 -$ .15 0
■1"; . : 3: 4 « 24 9 0.6272 .8 .5 2 .54 72.25 0.405 .■■':3 13.5 1.49 -■ 182.3 0,173 ■'
4 18.5 0.88 342 - -0 ,0 5 5  '5 23.5 „■ 0.45 - 552. ■ -ÛV347 ;
1 5 571.5,:'-' 25 2.757
2 12.5 23.2 156 1.366
3 17.5 9.66 306 0,9.85
4 22.5 .,-3.84, 506 0 .5 8 4  .: '
■ 5 27,5 - (2.85 756 ■ 0.455 '6 32.5 2.71 1,056 0.433:.-,
7 37.5 2*16 ' 1,406 ' . 0.335:--'" '
8 ( 42 .5  - 1 ,96 1,806 0*292 . : :
9' 47 .5 1 .74 2,256 . -0.241 .
10 52. S.. 1.68 2,756 ' 0.225.; .
1 2."5,,,. 1 ,400. ."' 6 .25 ' 3 .15
2 7 .5 42.0 56 1.623
3 ' 12.5 59.4 156 1 .774
4 . 17.5 12 .5 ' 306 1.097
, S ' 22 .5 21.7 506 1.337
6 27.5 4 .94 756
7 - 32,5 7.68 1,056 6 .885
8 ‘ '3 7 .5 4'. 83 1,406 0.684
9 42.5 2.55 1,806 0.407
10 47.5 1 .71 2,236 0*233
11 . '52.5 - l',-26. ' 2,756 . „0,100"




sites d A - W A
1 , 2.5' 4,772 ' 6 .25 3.6792 7.5' 502 ' 56,/, ■ . 2.7013 12.5' ,343 156'/ ' 2 .5354 17.5' 247 2,393
5 22.5' 157.6 506 2.1986 27.5' ' 112.1 ■ 756 2.050
7 32.5' 4 4 .S 1,056
■8 37.5 IS'^3 1,406 1.185
9 4 2 .5 . 3.55 1,806 0,550
10 47.5 0 .70 '2,236' , -0 ,155
11 . 52.5 ' 1 .04 2,756 0.017
12 57.5 0.58 3,306 -0 .237
1 2 ,5 900 6.25' 2.934
2 7 .5  ' 14.8 56 1.170
6 27 .5 4 .24 756 0.627
7 jé ' 3.16 1,056 0.500
10 47.5 0.27 2,256 -0 .569































































15 72.5 2 .04 0,310
1 2 .5 552.1 6.25 2,742
2 7 .5 ■ 261,3 56 2,417
3 12.5 181,9 156
4 17.5 306 2,012
5 22.5 72,8 506 1.8626 27.5 31.7 756 1.5017 32.5 8.97 1,056 0.953
8 37.5 3 .30 0.519910 •'42.5 0 ,86 1,806 -0 .06547 .5 0,22 2,256 (-0 .6 5 8 )
X s iM à J L J C  (' c a n t/d . )
SQO.O
33B :  ^ 36b.8
miice d & ' '.«f l£»a,.,A
l' 5 10,74 23, ' 1.031.
.-:2. : ’ ■ 15 10.14 225 1.006
■ 3 25, , 9 .35 ■623 0,980
4 V3S f 1225 0.901
.!) 45 6.12 2,025 0.787
6 55 ' ', 4.90' 3-,025 ' ' 0.690
7 65 3.48 4,225 0.542
8 75 2.12 5,625 0.324
9 - ' as 1.43 7,225' 0.161
10 93 0.84 9,025 -0 .076
11 105 ' - 0 . 5 Ù " ' ' 11,025, ' -0.301„
12 . 115 0 .2 5 : 13,225 , ' -0 .620
1 ',3 . 16.98 25 i .230 '
2 ' - 15 - 12.62 , 225 ' - 1.108,
3 25 11.97 625 1.078"
4 ‘ 33 9.77 1,225 ', Ûi990-
.5 45 , 8.05" 2 ,,025 0.906
6 5 5 '' ■ 6.62 3,025 ' Û.S21
7 ■ 65 ■ S. 26 4,225■ ' G . 721,,
S ■ ■ 73 - 3.44 S, 623 0.537
9 85 , 2.35 7 ,22s ■ 0.407
10 ,93 1.42 9,025 ' 0.152
11 105 , ü'".93' 11,025 —0 #031
12 l i s 0.S4' ,. 13,225 -0 .268
1 2 .5 38.02 6 1.389
2 7 .3 37.38 l."575
3 "12.3 35.32 156, i.,'54a
4 17.3 31-. 35 306 1.499
S 22.3 27.23 506 1.435
6 .27 .3 22:%49 756 1.552
, 7 ,32.3 ," 17.'86 1,056 1.2628 ' 37.3 '13.,80 , 1,406 1.140
- "9 ' 42.3 10.19
10 47.3 7.21 2,256 0.858
11 ■ 32;.S ' 5.02 2,756 0.701
12 "57.3 3 .64 3,306 , 0.561
13 62.3 ' 1.91 3,906 0.281
14 67.3 ■ 1.26 4,556 0.100
15 - 72.3 0 .76 ' 5,236 - 0.119
.Xiafete-l.,! (adnt/d.)
Kuïîi .Libr.s..»l illtes . à A ' -à . ,
34 119,2 1 2 .5 42.70 6' "■ 1.630
2 7 .5 16.54 '. 56 1.219
3 1 2 .5 ' ■■2.13 ■ ..-..ISO ■ 0.328
4 17.5 Ü.08,, 306 ;\-4/.097
35 346.1 1 ' 5. ' 8 .72 ■ ' 25 ■• ' ■ 0.941
2 ■ • IS " 7',13 ■■ .225'' . .■ . 0.853 .
3 ■ , . 25 ■ S .00 , 625. 0 ,699 /
' 4 ' 35 '" ' 2'. 65 ' ■ i>22S ' ' ' O’i.423
5 ■■'■45 ; ' 1.21 2,025 0.083
6 55 ' 0.52" 3,025 -0 .284
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.3 s ■Bitosim .sL.Te-sectioning method» perpendlculan to "dh" plané *.) „
iîlteo à J \ ê  . log A
119.2 1 5 3.23 25 0.509
2 13 2.82 225 0.450
3 23 2.01 '625 0.:3'03
4 ,  33 1.46 1,225 0,164
346.1 1 3 4.28' 25 0.631
2 15 3.61 '225.'- 0.558
3 25 2.28 ■ 623 0.358
4 33 1.35 1,225 0.130






A l . 89 .Ü
A2 846,2
A3 40.0
■HJlsâ. â  . •A4JH.»«î*.4ii5KtB> IfiaA.,,
1 5 82.29 23 1.915
2 15 50,81 225 1.706
3 ■ 23 69*09 625 1.839
4 35 22.80 1,225 1.356
6 ^ :45 13.20 2.025 1.121
6 55 6,00 3,025 0.778
9 85 0 .14 7,225 -0 .854
10 ■ 95 0 .12 9,625 ,-0 ,921
■ 1 ' 5 276.7 25 2.442
3 ■ 25 183.2 625 2.263
5 . 45 120.2 2,025 2.080
7 65 28.7 4,225 1.458
9 9 .9 5 7,223 0,998
11 165 1.43 11,025 0.161
12 lis 0,63 13,225 -0 .201
1 . 5 143,3 25 2.156
3 25 70.8 625 1.850
■ 4 , 35 54.0 1,225 1.732
6 55 23.9 3,025 1,378
7 65 10.7 4 ,225 1.029





(Tl*aaep«©pHopfng method, using ’ NaphÜiàlené~l«C14 as tracer)
#!.Wa 'fi ■ - ’■
B 'I;. ,.6 5 .0 .3 . i s 8'6.13' 625. -' 1.935
4 35 - 49.06- ,-.l-,225 ' 1.691
S ' 45 - - 33,60- - 2,025- 1,526.
'6 - 35 ■ ' . 15.13-' 3 ,0 2 5 . ' 1.1-80., . •; r \7 65 3.7'5- . 4,225 0.574
8 \ '75 ' 2'.8S:.;, ,6., 625 0.4559 . 85 ' 3 .5 4 ' 7,225 ' 0.549
10 .-95 ' 3.55^ 9,025 0.550
E 2 , 89 .0  ' ' 1 ' 5 52.-5 .25 ' "1 .720.
2 15- ' 44,9 225'-- 1,652
3 25 36.3  -'---. .625 - 1 .560
4 35 . 15.9 - 1,225 1 .-201'
3 45- ., -7,87- 2,025 0.896
6 -55 3.16 -3,025 0.500
7 65- " 1.01'-' -■4,225- 0.004
8 75', , 0 .25 ..5,625 -0 .60 0
B3 . 546,2 1 5: 502.4 - . . 25, 2.701
3 ■ 25- . ., ' 4@0'.0 .v ,625 2.653S 45-' 251.7 2,025 .-2.401
' 6 56 190.6 ■ 3,025 2.280
8 76 ■ -. 5 5 .S ■" . -5,625 - 1.744
10 '93- ,21.1 -. 9Î025 ' 1.324
12 1-15-- .■2.53- 13,225 .0.403
13 125 0 .99 15X25- -0 ,004
#■fv







ë-îlea. d A.. . i # #a ■ ia8&_'
2 15 43.89 225 1.642
3 23 ■34,19 625 1,534
.4: 35 22.99 1.^23 1.362
5 45 21.87 2,025 1.340
6 55 13.15 3,025 1.118
7 65 9.12 4,225 0.960
8 75 5.41 5,625 0.733
9 85 2.21 7,225 0.344
10 95 0.64 9,025 -0 .19 4
12 115 0.91 13,225 -0 .041
13 125 0.39 15,625
4 35 209.9 1,225 2.322
S 45 68.75 2,025
6 55 11.31 3,025 1.054
7 65 1 .77 4,225 0.248
8 73 1,31 5,625 0.117
9 85 0.64 7,225 -0 .194
10 95 0.65 9,025 -0 .187
11 103 0.55 11,025 (-0 .2 6 0 )
1 3 227.4 25 2.357'
2 15 63.73 225 1.818
3. 25 23.34 625 1.368
4 35 7,81 1,225 0,893
S 45 4.12 2,025 0.615
6 55 1.44 3,025 0.158
7 65 0,46 4,225 -0 ,337
8 75 0.20 5,625 -0 .699
9 85 0.11 7,225 (-0 ,9 5 9 )
1 5 7.78 25 0.891a 15 6.61 225 0.820
■ 3 23 4.97 6254 '35 ■ 3.13 1,225 0,496
S 45 1.71 2,025 0.233
6 55 0.79 3,025 -0 ,102
mwa A A Isoik
DS : 396 , 0  ■ 1 a 7.08 25
2 IS 5.82 2 2 5 0.765
3 as 3.96 625 0.S98
4 35 ' a .50 1,225s 45 1.16 2,025 0.065
6 35 0.49 -0.310
D6 89.0 1 320.9 25 2 . 3 0 62 p 28.75 225 1 . 4 5 9
3 - as 2 . 2 8 625 0.358
4 35 0.29 1,225 -0.538
S 45 (0 .04 ) 2,025 «*
'/tx






( Tracor-aectîonmg method, using Naphthalene-1-Ç 14 «s Iraoer)
luft Ü k m ,à  .
C l 48 .0
C2 72.0
C3 26.17
C4 4 3 .2S
§J.te„ à A im è.
8,9. 120.0 494.5 14,400 2.694
12,13 180.0 301.9 32,400 2.480
16,17 240.0 112.6 57,600 2.052
20,21 300.0 120.2 90,000 2.080
24,25 360.0 28.2 129,600 1.450
28,29 420.0 15.0 176,400 1.176
32,33 480.0 4 .87 230,400 0.688
36,37 540.0 2.80 291,600 0.447
40,41 600.0 1.63 360,000 0.212
44,43 660.0 1.28 433,600 0.107
13,14 195.0 21.6 38,030 1.335
18,19 270.0 17.4 72,900 1.241
23,24 345.0 1.20 119,000 0.079
27,28 405.0 1.32 ' 164.000 0.121
31,32 465.0 ' 0 .50 216,200 -0.301
35,36 525.0 0 .43 275,600 -0 .367
39,40 585.0 0 .32 '342,200 -0 .495
43,44 645.0 0.28 416,000 -0 .553
6 82". 5 291.7 6,608 2.463
8 112.5 119.4 12,660 2.077
10 142.S 60.7 20,310 1.783
12 172.5 40.0 29,730 1.602
13 187.S 39.4 35,160 1.595
14 202.6 20,4 41,020 1.310
15 217.5 9.98 47,320 0.999
22 322.5 ■ 6 .50 104,000 0.813
1 3 85.35 25 1.931
2 15 71.89 225 1.857
' S 45 81.27 2,025 1.910
6 55' 88.69 3,025 1.948
8 75 47.56 5,625 1.677
9 85 '29.63 7,225 1.472
10 95 27,35 9,023 1.437
12 115 22.20 13,225 1.346
15 . 143 13.20 '21,025 1.121
X’âf.îl0..,â»Ê ■ (eont/4.
Run,









































0 .74  .220,900 
0 .36  240,100 
0 .3 2 ' 302 


























2 1 .0- 1 S 889.5 23 2 .9493 23 184.9 623 a 267
S 45 29.64 2 023 1 4726 ■ '33 16,19 3 023 1
7 63 11,63 4 223 1 066
8 73 9.89 S 623 0 995
9 83 7,14 7 223 û 834
93 6.68 9 023 0 82312 113 3 .42 13 223 ■ 0 734
13 123 3.89 13 623 0
14 133 3.13 18 223. 0
13 145 4.19 21 025 0 622
16 135 2.76 24 023 0 441
17 165 2 .44 . 27 223 0
18 173 . 2*79 30 623 0 446
19 183 2.41 34 223 ' 0 382
20 193 2 .23 39 023 0 348
C Î' 21.0
^ltes„ £l
1 5 373,9 . 25
2 15 14.6 225
3, 49 .4 625
4 12.3 1,226
■ ,5 45 7.35 2,025
6 56 . 5.31 3,025
7 65 ■ 3.51 4,225
' a 75- 3,27 5,625










































































fr ' dJ.*4 f /
■iSoî-JUE^ îfîu3Î0n in 'Wapfithalano ^Pérp^adîàuîeir tô'';'lhe"**ab*^ - Plàne)
 ^ (a ) T  ^S2,s^c,| haokgNw d obiint û^So.i #a* ; ii'towla' B
&ouni' Gounl.
<JI:^ .-■' t ? HrifeSU'-"';- , O' -•■ -Isai,-(rnins) " Cc'.p,s,) (mina) (o .p .s .)
0 -■74- , ■ 1 ■' 55 -'63 ■'" "G .8513- -:i-.74ü
S f 71' -. ■ 0.959 '’■ -6.699" - "■ ' - , . 6 0  • 6 2 .5 -- ,.0.843 1.77,0
, 15 69 ! ' 0.931'  ^ ".-1.176 - 70 - . 0.823:-- 1.848
20' 60 - : 0.918 -' 1.-301--- - 75- ' ' 6Ü.:."5,'-" : 0.816 1.875
25 67 ■ 0.905 l'.398- - ' 89 - ' 59.5 0.803 -1.949-
-30 - 66 : -. 0.891 1.477 lo i  -" -'- 59,.o :"-' '-0.796:;..:2.Ü04-
35 --■ 65 ■-■'■■' - - ■ Ù\ié7B '-'■1.544 : 108 '"38"; S. '-0.789 - 2.033;
40 64,5 0.871 1.602 ' , : 135 57 0.769- ■ 2 .130
■ (b) iim,Ji,»D,j.g.,' 
Gduht ■ ■-■
T  70 ,6 %  . j /  back^round count 0 .4 ç .p  
- Qount
,s . ;  Boule'D. ,
•".liai©--. _, : / y ' lm .À t A'. Iss,.i( aoaa J (c ,p ,a . ) (secs .) (c .p .s . )
■■" 0 83.3  . 1- JWSa " % ■ '4600 ' ■' ' ■71.3' ' . 0.861-,-'■■3;663
340' 79.-0 0.948 2,532 '4900 ■- 72.0- 0.864 3.690-
•S80 78.0 Û.936 2.763'-'■' 5200 ■ 72.2 0,866 -3.716
880 7-7.2' Ô.926 ' ■ 2 .945 ' '■ 5550 ■ - 71.9 0.862 3.744
120 - 76.0 0-.912 - - 3.049, ■ 6100 - 71.3 0,855 '3,785
360 75.8 ■'0.910-'■ - \  3". 1-34 ■ 640'0---> 70.7 0.848 ■ 3.806-
680 ' 74.9 0.899 3.204"''" 6700 72.4 0.868 3.826
040 75.0 , 0.900 - 3.26'S . ' 7300 7 0 .9 ■-'Ü.8SÛ 3.863
080 ■ 75,. 3 ■ Û.904 3-.618 ■-, .,- 8200 ■ 71,9  :,:■ '0.862 ' 3 .914
320 73.2 0.878 -' - 3.366 ■ '3500 72.0 0 .86 4 ' - -3.929,
560 73.2 0.878 3.408 ' 8800: -■ 71.9 0.862 3 .'945-
800 73.4 0 ,880 ' --3;447 9700 70.1 ■-■- 0.841 3.987
040 73.6 ■0.883 3.483 : 10,000 7 1 .5 - - 0.858 4.000
280 ■ 73 .6 - '0 .8 8 3 - - -3 ..Sl6,''" - - : 10,360 -'70.8'''-.- 0 .849 ' 4.013-
700 7-1.9, , 0 .862 - ""'3^568'- ■ 10,600 ' .7-1-* 3" -' :-■-0.855- - 4.025-
000 - 73.3  - 0.879 ■' 3 .602 "■-' 10,900 -.76.2 ■- 0.842 4V037:
300 72.1 , 0.865 3 .■63'4 ■ 11,200 ' 69.,7 ' 0.836- 4.049-























0.Ü170.1210 , 212 .
0.476320 20.8 0.927 o-.sos3,40 20,9 .0..932 0,5323.98 20,5 '0,914 0.6004.16 ■ 20,7 , 0.923 0.6194.32 20.4 0,6364.S8 20,6 0,918 0,661S.SÛ 20,3 ,■ 0.9Ü5 0.7406.26 20.0 0.891 0,7976.6s 20.2-:'v 0,900 0.8237.33 19.9 ; 0.S86 0.8658.09 ■ 19.9 0,886 0.908
$.Sü 19.6 ■ 0.873 0,929
l /l_ oa t(h ra .) (c .p .s . ) it i,vp-v« 1
9 .25  ■ 19.5 ■ 0 966
9 ,92 -■ 19,7 0.877 0 997
22.60 13,4 0.818 1 354
22.70 '18i3- 0 ,814 1 356
23-,89- 18.2 ' 0.809 1 378
25.07 18,1 ■ 0 .805 1 399
3 2 .20:- 17.9 0.795 1 508
34.83 • 17.8 0.791 i ' 542
47.07 ■ 17.5' 0.777 1 673
•50.12 17,3"' 0.768 1 700
51.51 17.3 0.768 1 712
54,92 17.2 ■ 0*764 1 740
56.97 17.1 0.759 1 756
58.09 17.1 0.759- 1 764
71.50 16.9 0 ,750 ' 1 854
72.70- 16.7 0.741 ■-1 862
74.40- 16 .8 0.745 ■1 87298.60 ■ 16,6 0.736- . 1
144,1 16.1 0.714 2- 159
(d) T ** 7,0*6% *î backgroiind eom t ■*» 0,6  c.si,:.s,; Boula
0 267.0 1 w» ■
255.1 0.955 -0 .57 3
1.767 226.1 0,854 - 0.247
1,650 224.6 0.841 0.267
2,073 224.8 . 0.842- 0.317-
2,700 218.9 0.820 0.431
2.775 ■ 218,7 ■■0.818 0.443
218.9 Û.820,. 0.462
3.167 - 217.9 0,815 0.501
3,567 213.4 - -0.552-
3,667 211,5 0 ,7 9 2 0.564
3,867 0,790 0.587
4,267 209.9 0.765 ■ 0.630
4.733 2 0 7 .5 - 0.777 ■ '0 .675
4.833 207,2 0.776 .- 0 ,604

















161.3 ■ 0 .603 1382





































52.42 140.a ■ 0.526 1.720
52. SO 140.3- 0 .524 1.720
52.63 141.3- 0.528 1.721
52.85 140.7 0.526 - 1.723
93.83' 122.6 0.458 1.972
94.00 121.5 0.454 1.973








Run S .D t l ; ' - T.«» $2.8 % -.'; , Boule _'B'.
j â o u(Dt)^'
0 .^2 . '1 .2 8 0 0.075 4.61
Ü.90 1.426 0.0-96 5.40
0 .88 '- '. 1,589 0.117 5.50
0..86 . 1.645 0.139 6.82
ü.'.84'-'- .-. 1.752 0.162 7.28
0.82 , .1,858 0.186 7.52
0.80 '1 .9 6 6 . 0.211 7.52
0.78, 2.073 ' 0.237 7.41
0.76:,... 2.180 9.264 - 7.21
F ina l value, D '■>» 6.83 X 10“^^
-Run- È .D  .g: T :« .7 0 ,0 "% , '-Boulé P .  '
j / 6 ' km.-..Lj.a<3pSj,,l, 11D X  10
0 .93  ■ 2 .84 0.065 5.73
0.92 2 .97 0.075 ■ 5.65
0.91- -3.10 0.086 5.52
0,90 3*23 0.096 . 3..08
0 .89 ■ ' 3 .36 0.106 4.59
0.88 ' 3 .SO 0.117 4.06
0 .8 7  ' 3 .63 0,128 3.60 ■
0.86' '3 .7 6 0.139 3.15
0 .88  , 3 .89 0.150 2.72
0 ..M  . 4 .02 . 0.162 2.36
Final value, D «' 4 .25  X 10"^^
T. -  60.8 % .  ; ■
Jif6 ' D  X 10^^a -if. *vb'JT.* Hr-H;*!■•>
0.96'- O.'SO 0.036. 1.69
0 .94 0 .46 0.055 2.73
0.92. 0 .60 -■0.075 3,68
0.90 0 .75 0.096 4.27
0-.88 . . . 0 .90 .. ' 0.117 4.49
Ü .86 1.04 0.139 4.59  -
0 .84 1.19 0.162 4*23
0 ,82  . 1 .34 0.-186 4.13

















Final valu®, D  « 4 .06  x 10 
(d) Kun S .D .4 :  T  « 78.6 Boule H ,



























































F i g .  3 . 8 ; T h e  F u n c t io n  v -  e x p  ( x ^ )  e r f c  x
Diffusion: îa govéi^nèd'by 'Fick^s ' Second Equation'* via;, ■’ '
 ^ ÉÜ ' -  -W 'dfa., ■ ' ^ ...dt . .;; ;dx  ^ ! Eqn, 3*1
whei^e a ,10 the, eone$ntnatiOn- of : diffusa# at. a diatano# x after Mme t# - 
D 10 Iho.idiffusion. ooofticietit and is usually gtyan in. dmi„ per sac, ■ ' Plek-ts. 
OQuatioiTis are dis.aussed more fully in the introduction to this thesis^
; The solution of F io k *s , Second Equation depends.on, the boundary .. 
conditions,,,of ^ j^ he : particular exp»er(ment * " In all the tracer-sectioning 
results rapoHted hare the. sn^rcc^ of the diffusant Is an active deposit 
2 to , 6 microns thick : from which diffusion takes place to de^ t^hs mUeh 
greater than ti%e deposit thickness into a crystal whose dimension in . th.e, 
diffusion direction la very • ’much ■ greater than the ' penetration of diffusant, 
'These experimental conditions approximate to that of diffusion from an, , I-/'. ' • •;infinitely Ihîn source into a semi-infinite solid. The appropriate solution *
of Ftck*3 equation for theme boundary conditions is
. . a  , i )
4Dt ) Eqn. 3 .2
where o is the concentration of radioactive tracer at a distance d from, ■ 
the deposit after time t* (In this equation d Is used In place of x) .
Q Is the total activity deposited at the surface ; D is the diffusion 
coefficient. Thus a plot of log^^c against d r should give a straight line 
of slope (m) given by
m - i / (2 ,3 0 3 x 4 D t ) . Eqn, 3 ,3
The linearity of,such a plot Is usually taken as being diagnostic of bulk 
diffusion. Thus* if the boundary conditions have bean chosen correctly*
a plot of the logarithms of the specific activities* A (used as a measure' 2 - , of c ) , against the corresponding values of d should be a straight line
of negative slope* m* from which the diffusion coefficient may be 
obtained, by the calculation
D -^ -l/(a .3 0 3 x 4 m t)*
The tracer-sectioning results for smgîe ■ crystals ’ of naphthalene are  
shown in Figs,. ;-3.l.-to ^3,S iund'Tablas- 3*1. to-3',5# . .The = plots of. log A  va 
y #  are almost all .linear Indicating'- that the correct boundary conditions are  
present .and that bulk diffusion Is taking': place*  ^ ;From. those plots which 
.■are linear.■ «nd sho%v none /ol'tiie■ peculiarities outiined; belowv the diffusion ■ 
ooefSoiants were-oaloulated'using'. Eqn*; 3*4* - ' The - gradients - wore 
computed by the method of least squares' using the Sirius computer at the 
Colville*s Computing Laboratory* University of Stridhclyde*■ ;The 
oalculatod bulk-self-diffusion-.coeffidents are given in  Table '3*9 along with 
the correspwding diffusion:'t#mi:mraturea - and details- of- the ' crystals- studied*
' ■ ' Borne- of the plots- show % one o r more of the following de^mrtures 
from simple linearity /-
(a ) An intial high point#
A n  initial high point occurs In the following naphthalene runs: 
la A * i m ,  14* 16C* 21*. 23, 27, and 33C No explnnation
■ could be found why these .runs,- rather- tiian others, should have high, 
initial p o i n t s - There is no correlation-between-the existenoe o f a high 
point end'.tho absolute activity at the surfeoé, the diffusion'coefficient, or the 
diffusion time or-temperature #
High initial point» have been found in many diffusion stuMes, including
both the published' studies- on anthracene-* Labes and his -do#.workers2 -  ■ - found that the--first two-or. three sections' gave anomalously high
. . .  ' . -1 B^mcific activities but do not say how high* Sherwood and Thon^son
found initial high pctiAt» in all their crystals* T h e ,activities of tiW r first
sections- w ere at least -three times  ^greater- ffian that -of the second slices
and in six crystals, out of eight studied the first slice was more than ten
■times more, active than the second slice * - In contrast, the results on
naphthalene reported - here show only ten crystals with high Initial points'
out of more than 30 studied, and of tiiese ten, only two ('Runs 30E and 3T
have initial a.etiviiias greater than about ten times the activities of Ü10
s€^ concl sections.
The practice adopted by previous workers- who found anomalously
high Initial activities was. to'discount''the first point and.calculate D =from
37the remainder of the slope * How ever, Mortlock- has oast -doubt on 
this procedure' and has shown how tho diffusion coefficient calculated from 
a slope with-'high initial point can be corrected* ■ Applying Mortlock 
correction to the two worst cases' (30B and 31) in the results reported 
here, it can be shown that the calculated diffusion coefficients are from 
10 to 2ûfî too low* Taking' a Z0% increase as being correct, tiie diffusion 
coefficient for Run 30B becomes 9*08x10"*'^'^ Instead of 7*56x10**^^ as 
calculated directly from the log A: vs * d plot* Similarly Run- 31 gives 
D 2*24x10""^^’ instead of 1*87x10"*’^^* In all other cases the increase 
is smaller*
The differences made to the Arrhenius plots by applying these 
corrections to the diffusion coefficients is Well within the standard 
deviations of the gradients of-the plots, hence, it was decided to follow the 
example of previous workers and calculate the diffusion coefficients directly 
from the plot of log A  against d*^  since ffie corrections required by the . 
initial high points are not significant in the present -case*
(b) An initial upward hook*
This occurs In -Runs 29 and 3ÛA- where the first few slices have 
anomalously high activities * In both these crystals the activity-at the 
surface was considerably greater than average and the first few afioes 
may have been cohtamïnéted"-from the initial slice despite thé great care 
taken to prevent this* . Other workers * have reported.the presence < 
of a pronounced upward hobk at small penetrations and attributed it to 
deformation. of the surface layer during preparation of the crystals for 
deposition* However, ' eohtamlnation is a more likely reason in the
Present case *
In calculating the diffusion coefficients from, 'these two plots, ffie 
upward hook was ignored and D calculated from the linear part of ÜiC 
'pW.# ■ Application of MorilOok^s■■'■■correction'does not alter'-Ihe diffusion 
cocffioloats apprccîàbïy*
(c) tails’^* were found' in many of the crystals studied#
i' 2Such tëîfo .îuwà been reported ' ■ by'many workers--and attributed to
rapid diffusion down dislocations.'Or 'block walls'-resulting' in a  levelHng out
of W i activity through the oryst^il# ' This secondary diffusion,' although
rapid, carries only a small fraction (a reported 1% - in anthraceno) ' of the
mass transported and hence diffusion coefficients calculated from the main
pa# of the plot end ignoring'the tail are not much in error#  However,
the tail is easily corrected for and this was done in the present case#
The n'iothod of correction; used was to extraiWat# the tail backwards .
to QUÏ the log A  axis' ’ an.d- read off the activity due to the tail at each pcfint
on tW  main part of the plot# These‘ values■'were then subtracted from
.the measured activities ^nd the logarithms of the ■corracted activities
2rc«-plotted' against d # This procedure invariably gave a linear plot from 
which D wa.s calculated. Ah example of - a tail correcS-On is given in the 
Appendix#
The reasons for the diffusion tail in naphthalene will be - disoussed 
in a later section.
(d) Mon-linear plots#,
2 'In Runs D3 -and D6- the pWs of log A  asminsl d' do not give straight
Imes Wee Figs#, 3#.S (b) and 3*3 (c ) # Run E>6 is completely non-linear
in d , however, Run D3 could be treated as linear if the ffnat point is
interpreted as a tail and the initial 'points as an upward hook # ■ A
diffusion coefficient was calculated from the remaining linear pàrt but must
be treated with caution* It Is quoted in the Table of Diffusion Coefficients*2These two plots, which, are apparently linear in d rather than'd , wîît'b©
rooanakleredi,!afcôr. . •■ .. .■ - .
T h e , 'resit'te, fr.qm %e ’ traoer-aeationlng experh'oehtm on naphtiiaierie ' 
motxQ}^py0kAn are;given"in TaWe'"3#9 and dlsoassedi th-''Feietlîon, lb the 
, Arrhenius -parameters m o'-'later section*
The :same boundary oonditions apply to  the iràher-^iectioning resulfe ' 
on, the^  compacts as. *n -#e  monoarystals -on the assumption : that bulk
dîffrssîon- is .taking 'place* ' '.The■'.results ,are gïVën in Table: 3*6 and log A
plotted agafust 4. lin Fig* 3*6. .A./is in e*p#a* per m,g* , - d In microns,2  ^ ' and d .in square microns.
■Several differences, ^ ..from; the ■-rcsuits on single crystals are  
immediately apparent* ■r^enefcrations. hro much-..deeper in,th'e'co.mpaats 
than, in-ihe,-monoory#als* .Tails are rauch more in evidence‘and some 
of them- have' an apparent slbpep Upward hooka at smaller penetrations 
occur in.the- majority of. the-'"résulté* ■ 1iowëVer> é  large central portion 
of the plot is linear in  d (exoopt Run" C4 which "wa's not’ sectioned' deep 
enough)*
.Discounting the''‘-initial upward hooks add subtr,acting 'the. .lails^  as Is 
the practice in otiior diffusion studios.-, diffusion' coefficients can bo 
calculated ,'from -the remainder: of: iho- plot  ^using' 'Eqn *.' 3*4.-* ' ' The '.'gradients 
w ere determined by theTpethod of-îoast'mean' squares,--és in.''the mono-- 
cryistal results-#. The.,apparent -bulk diffusion coefficients so calculated are  
given in Table 3.-9 and dWcuasad -later# in relation to the rc.suks on- 'sinc 
. cryatmis and..the:'Arrhenius' -parameter^*
The 'poasîbîlity :of the; aoir4>acl results nW being validly analysed in 
.terms of''jaitioo,diffusion''is- discussed -dn-,,a' later section*
( V > • i iu r fe ®
■ In'- the .surfaco-^dooraase experiments Ac ' diffusant was a thin layer
j -, • ; p lane,
of radioactive naphthalane dopoaited on thé cleavage A# 4  naphthalene
monocrystal, 1 he thioknesa of the aryatal.:|n the diffusion direction was
about ,4 mm# These-Condition# approximate to diffusion from - an Infinitely
thin layer into m semLinfifiite solid* T h e . solution" of FiofcEs equation for ■
these boundary conditteris (see seotlon ( I IT  above), W
' ^  , C3-. ■ - I  ^ ■ ■ ' \-t )
^  „ ' ( 7T w «  ' ( ■4131 ) - -Eqn. 3 .2
In the tracer"^ AeotioWng:: - method' the activities; due "to individual Oryatal 
sections are measured, activity In cÉier parts of the oryataE'nc^ ^hnteriferin## 
In the measurements * ■ ' However » ' In the 'SuiNfeioe«*deorease method \the 
activity detected- at tiio orystel surface im’ due not only to active material-on , 
the surface but also to-activity in deeper-layers >of the crystal sOme of the 
emissions from which, itenelrate*: the .intervémnf layers and reach the 
detector. . : Allowance m ust'bo-m ade-for this-#. - Indhe' present ease the . 
emitted raya #r# weak beta particles which are not Very penetrating 
(see Table 2 *3 *1 'cm page 41)*- '■'-■•,'■■■ '
The absorption of., radiation, in metier^can be found by measuring the 
activity of a source behind Increasing Ihîckhessea of material * ■ The ■ 
absorption o f.electromagnetic-radiation is.found to obey Lambert*s L aw , '
I «■ fX   ^ .. . Eqn. 3 .5
where I Is the intensity of'- the radiation' after- traversing a- thickness' % of ■
absorber, and L  Is the Intensity o f'the radiation In the absence of
absorber* This equation '.defines the linear coefficient of absorpticm,^
Since beta rays -are-not undulatory teerè |s 'n o -apparent reason why they s.;
should obey Eqn*' 3 *5 , .however#' It' is "'usually found...that the fays do# in"14fact, feHow Lam bert's L a w . Thus eoeflicient of absorption as 
defined by Es|n. I..S oan; bè'- fobnd' ■altbowgh' the coitcept'ba» only a dubious 
and probablj^; llmtted ‘appllcafibn tb bet# 'p&rtloles-. ' ,
Aadumiftg that/'Eqos, 3 .2  and 3.iS are applioable» ike  total ■Activity#
L  ''measured: at,'the 'surfaoe 'of the .crystal after time t will
' s  ' V
'whora -Î . W tiie activity at t -  ' o" o ■ ■ .
introducing the. error"funotion to the .form'
r ' “ >“ . . .  ( .y )  dy.
0-Î
srf  ^ (D tM  -'= (7T)
where
it can be shown that
I exp ( p ^ ‘r9t>(l -  e rf
erfc X f:" t  -  e rf X,
i,-'-
o r, writing
I Ip exp ( Dt) ' erfc p(Dt)'^ "Eqn* 3*6: . * ' j ■ i ■
Thus, since I, '% and t can be measured, x p(Dt)*^ can be found-if
the function
■y ^ exp' fx " ) erfc x
can be ' evaluated * This, function, has been used "by previous workers^^*^^ 
and tabulated* It is  .shown graphically in 'Mg* .3*0* Therrfore , by
measuring" the decrease" of surface activity of the crystal with .time',..1 ■' - ' ' ' ■: ■ . p fD t i ' X, can be evaluated from Fig* 3*8* The only problem' remain*^•
ing is the evaluation of F  *
' ■ ■ .. ' ■
, Booaus© of thé douWful validity erf Blqn. 3 .3  the absorption coefficient 
should be determined experimentally for each absorber and the range of 
application, of Lambert'*» Law found* However, it (s found in praottce '- othat the - mass absor#ion' Coefficient, M cm* per g * , is. nearly
■• iosindependent of the nature-of the absorber ' ao that'if is known by
; . "V ■ ■• -yfV ,
meaour ornent, in One .absorber:- it - .can. ho,. assumed to ■applyTo:-'Crfher''; . 
absorbers àtJèaàl approximately * y Since:,the experimental, évaluation of- 
^ ter 'naphthmlene./WôuM be. m^dlfficult :uhdortaMng ' and thé résulte were 
required - only. #':.cheok:,'ôn\#he [tracér^^Wctionteg expérimente # it whs . 
decided not - toy ro^determine . but to utiltee published figures to calculate 
thé absorption 'coefficient for '##"14 ' betm rays in naphthalene '
The mass" abaorptlcMi ■ coefficient"# M cm * i^er g , ,  is defined by the
-  T A  Eqn., 3.e
whor#. H-is ,they absolute absorption coefficient in cmT and P is the density3 ' ' ' „ ' •'of the absorber In g* per Cm;. ,.The mass absor|4i<m.coefficient-can be"■' ' ' . ‘ ' '' '' ' 2 ' ■ '' ' ’ , <3àloulated. fr>pm thè hi»lf~|Wcknesis ,■ di ,g. per, om,., thu»'
■ Ktn 0,69'3/4;t. ■ Eqn. 3 .9  'I ;IU - - g ,-
Combining B:qna. 3*8 -and,.3*9-to obtain the .absolute absorption cocffioieni,
obtain . ;  ^ . ' '' -T': y . ;
, , : : ' 0 * 6 9 3  p-/dj^ \  " ■" E q n .^3*10.-
Inserting., the published values* fo r  CI44 .bètals^^ dj 2*41 ./c n f* i' 106 - - : ' : 3' .#and for naphthalene , p l*14S0*/oxn# ■ Evqn* 3.10 gives '
- . (0.693..X .1.145)/'■(2'.43.x , . I S . q n .  3 - . l l
Î..O.» ^ 326. S -
'This was the value-used in'the ■present work .lor the absorption coefficient' 
■of..C*-14,beta..rays In naphthalène*
■ . Diffusion coefficients: were calculated from the »urface#*decreaso ■ 
results (Table .3-*7) by ffie follW lng procedure*
.1 * ■' I / I  was plotied. ''against'- Ibg.-yt . The. resulting graph As almost '. ' 
linear arid a smooth curVe.waà:ÿ.drawn through the points •(Fig*--3*7l *
I is the initial surface  ^activity #■■ and I the activity after time t*y .
2 . The -function y ©xpCx,P' ertc- x .was plotted- and a smooth curve
3 . ■ -Convenient' Vàlucé' of i / L  -# 0re  seJoeted and- the corresponding 
volnen of Jog t-rendvdff-irom '^Mg . "3:*7*
4# L&ing ■ the same value»; of yl/L 'm  in, 3• $ corresponding, values•‘.I .O ' j
of p (Di)^, •^ %^ ero rW d  . Off.:fro&- ' Fig * ::3*8 # t / l  ^  y # and. x«
Thus corresponding'-values.'rf Jog-!''■ and (Dt)^ w ore obtained* . These 
are rdiown-In-Table''3-*8•■■■■'. ■-
S* pi -CDj^ >vés caleulalodvtrom Iha values of and log t*
The time, t , must be converted to-seconds* ,
6* . The diffusion " cbefficieht # D , was' ’calculated from-the values ofX- . ; ' ' ■' '. "''■"V' 4 ■ ■; ; . . . ,
p (D )^  using , _326*S omT - as given Jn Eqn
By this - procedure ^several values--,of D--,werc obtaiued for each 
0urfac0#"decroase experiment*,.;:,. Ideally;teesa.,values should all ba'aciwal, 
however# as can-be seen In' T a b le -3*8#- a narrow range of values, was 
obteined in each ' oxpeHmeni# ' " Values caldulated from very long 't*s Or 
very short - t^a (where tho-'J/ÿ vs * log t plcrf is non linear) - deviate, 
farthest from the average and these were rejected before'averaging thé 
remaining Values' to obtain %; final v#ïue o f the dlffoslt# -odejfficjent for the 
experiment*- These values'are included In Table '3*9.
' ÿÿ., .
liun . £H.«p.»asE,.asa*l ka„lJB.xM .-.J ..
(•Per’pendîoulat', to ,'>ab** Plane) - Line A
lA  ■ (4 .S 2 'Î0 .11 )x iA ®  50.0 3.094 \3 .63S
2A  ■ (7 .97 ’i0 .4 4 )x iç r^ ‘  . ‘4d,.,3 ■ 3 . 1 8 8 '  1.9013 (2 .00 t0 .26 )x lC rlC  4S.7 3.137 2.301
4 (1 .93±0 .18 ))à0 -lÛ  45.1 '3.142 2.286
BaufoJBL (Perpendicular-to "#b" Plané) ' Line B
—i 1S D l , 6.83x10 52.5  3,071 1.634
MWkauJBL ( Perpendicular to *^ab** Plane) Lfliié;©.
S 0 2 , 4 .25x10"^,: . ,7d,Û""-'' 2.914 1.628
E^ule_,E. (Perpendicular-to Plane) ’ “Line @#H* # J* # (Symbol a )
B D3 4.06x10 60.8  „ 2.994 0.609
ÊawJsXl.» X jïm ated . (PeriiendSoüar to "aW  Plane) Une O»-,,H'’ , 3 * , '
(Symbol o)
8 f2 .3 3 i‘0 .0 7 )'x l0 ~ li 70 .4  2.914 1.404
9 (5 .7 1 -0 .28 )x lO -l^  60.0  3.001 0.737
I I A  ( 1 .2 2 t û . l l ) x lO - l l  76.2 2.862 1.086
I I E  (1.29±0.14)%10-11 76.2 2.862 " 1.111
12B ( I .0 7 l0 .0 1 ) x l0 - l l  66.3  2.943 1.029
JBaWsjyUU&imeaW (Penpendlonlar to "ab" Plane) U n e  G ' ,H ’ , 3 * ,  ',
( Symbol a )
12A (1 .3 6 'iû .0 8 )x lü “^  ^ 66.3
14 (3 .18 ÎÛ .69)x lO *'l^  70,6
504  ( 3.04x10-11 78.6
150 (2 .15 :0 .10x1 (7^ ^  68.0
160 (8 .S S t0 .1 S )x l0 -l^ .- ,,6 l.5
18 (2 .3 0 * 0 .1 2  )xlO“l^  57.3
19Ei ( 1 .0 8 *0 .1 8 ) xlO-11 64.2
29 (3 .7 4 * 0 .3 8 )x l0 - l l  74.9












' (G qnt/àë). , , ,  -
libM te„i^ -AjRÉS^fiC (Parallel tq '•a*', Axis) L in e G*','h » .3»,  (Symbol x)
A l  ' ■ - (8..89*0V24)xlo;“i','f‘ ' 61.S , 2 . 9 6 8 '  0.949
,- A2, . . . (2:.75*0.ü.&)xie” l ’^  . 57,3.  ' ,■.. 3 .824  ■ 0.439
■ A 3 , ( 2 .7 l * p . l4 )x lO - l l  70.9 2.906 1.433
(■Parallel.-to "b" Axis) , L in e -G* , (Symbol * )
' ' '"■' M  - , • ■ , -EU .: ,(1 .62*0 ,.18 )x10’*A -68..0, ' 2.930. 1.209
■B2 - . (a .l3 *0 .Û 9 )x lÛ " '* ‘^ '‘"' 61.5 . '2 .988 0.910
- 8 3  ' (3.16#.06)'% 10-1^' 9 7 . 3 '  ' 3.0^6-: • : .0.499
(F-erpendi'cular'tb *@b* Plane) Une 3" ■
ISA " (S .5 2 *0 .13)xlû  ,,,
17A ' (S-il4-2û..29)xlO"*''
17B , : ' (3 .5 8 *0 .0 3 )xicr*;:
19A (2 .8 0 *0 .1 1 )x l0 '**r
20A , , ( l ,7 7 ± 0 ',l6 )x lû ‘- l^
20B "■■(2,lt*0..02),xl0“ l'^
(S.G0* 0 .{>S)xl07l^  
■(6.87*(>.Sl)xlÔ*^
(l.ll*Ô ..d3 ).x :lC rll ___
23 (1.91*Û.G3)xlO**l^ 60.9
(5 .96*0 .6Ô )x 10-1^
4»C’A tfi
26A (S .2S4Ü.20)xlû”J'f
27 , ,(l.9Û *0 .O l),x lO “l f
30A (1 .8 4 *0 ,lS )x lÛ ”l'®
30'B. (7 .56*0  * 35) xlO“f  f
34 . (2'.77*0',03)%10""'^'^
(Perpendicular to "ab" Plane) " U ne N
68.0,, ■ 2.930 ■ ■0.-742
52.5' " ' 3.070 -0 .2 8 9
S2'.S 3.070 -0 .447
64.2 2.963' ■ 0.447
51.3 3.082 ■ -0 .733
@1.3 3'.082, *0 .675
51 .4-, 3.081' ■ -0 .301
72.3 2.893 0.940
72.5 , 2.893 1.043
 ■ 2.993 0.280
56.2 ' ■, 3.036 '-0.22,5
indioular to "ab" Plane) 'Lin© L ”
74.35 2.877 , 0.720
69.67 2.916 0.278
78.2' 2.846 ' 0 .264
78.2'"'' 2.846 , -0 .121
56.8 ' : 3.030  ^ *ü:.723
31%": (1 .8 7 *0 .0 5 ) x l o F  56.0, 3.038' ' 1.271(4 .6 2 *0 .0 8 )xlO*"*" ' ■48.8 " ' 3.106 ' 0 .664
lü l.,(Gont/d.)
M W kW Lj& W B m kâ.' ( Ferpendlaular to Plan©) U ne N* (Symbol x)
33A (7.92*Û.OSlxl0“JJ 56.2 3.036 0.899
■3315 (7.76±0..il)xl0"*'^ m a  3.036 0;889
33 (^ .iW .O a lx ld "^ ^ . 48.9 3 , 1 0 s 0,313
(%KW.#W:.±l#Rb&Wma^.m&..%jR&Q@r)'(Peqp. to "ab" Plane 
. ■ ' ' ' -  Lia© M* ( Symbol4-)
T i  (8 .69 *0  .OS)xlû"}f' :S6.8 ' 3*030 0*939T2 (2,06±ü.06)xi0 48.9 3*105 0*313
(AmtbmammX).#m@:4) (P © rp. to ”ab” Plane)
, , . . . ■  Une  G»sH»,3»,  (Symbol6 )
D3 (1 .00*Û .07)x ld '‘^^?) 52,9 3.070,y 0.255
BsEMâBuMU*u6âMisdhâ. (AmWimsmmJSqm&ë), ■
D1 (2 „2 1*0 .1 1 )x l0 "}J  68.0  
D2 (5 ,.7û *0 .37 )x l0”:;: 61.5  
D4 (2.10*0,21)%10~-^^ 51.3










£loule.,„.àlD.,,„i^ )(î! £?.op.eJ)’(Perp . to "ab" lUane) 
Une
(Symbol» )
D5 {1 .98*û .02 )x lû "^^  51.3 3.082 0.296






(6 .50*0 .22 )x l0~J^  50.0  
(3 .1 6 *0 .9 3 )x 10“ 5): 40.3  
(3 .6 6 * 0 .2 7 )x l0 : ; :  45.1  
(9 .13*0 .44 )x l0% j;'' 60.9  
(8 .33*0.721x10" 34.6  











































10.11*3 .72  












14.36*0 .13  
8 .37 *3 .0 0
<vî)
Iri ■ dîffasîon studios th# întegratad form of the Arrhooius ' equation 
îa ■ usually $ivon in tite form
' /  D  -  D o % p ( ^ E / R T )  Eqn. 3 . i ao
from- which it can be seen;.that a plot of log-j^^D against 1 /T  should be a
straight line-, of negative slope I:i/(2,*303R) and’intercept log D # Theo
meanings of ttie terms are explained In P art I . of this thesis * ■ The 
Arrhenius equation has been found to be almost universally applicable to 
diKusion coejMcients .
Table 3 .9  lists the bulk self-dlffuston coefficients for naphthalene 
found In the .present work# The origin of the crystals used In the 
measurements ' Is also given, along with the temperatures of measurement 
and the^rcoiprocai temperatures * The logarithms of the diffusion coefficlcnta 
are plotted against Ï / T  In Fig* 3#9. In ffio Figure and Table.a prime 
( * )  is used to indicate an.annealed crystal# and a double prime to 
Indicate specially annealed crystals*
It is Immediately obvious from Fig# 3*9 that the results do not fall 
on any one Arrhenius line. ' A  series of lines is found, the particular 
line on which a diffusion iTAeasurement falls depending on the -history of the 
oryatal on which the ‘measurement was made # This conclusion was 
completely unexpected # The line on - which m result falls is indicated In 
both the Table and the Figure*
The highest line In the Arrhenius plot Is formed by diffusion measure*^- 
ments made on compacts (line Comp# In Fig* 3*9)*  -The next line 
(line A ) results from measurements made on crystal A , which was the 
.first crystal grown and which was of very  poor quality* Results on the 
(annealed) ; boules G* , H * a n d  3* all appear to fall on one line# but a 
line which is much lower than A .  Crystals G* #H* # and 3* were of 
‘very"'.good -quality* It would appear from this that the better ffie quality
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of a ' orystal the lower la Its diffusion àoeffioiènt al a particular temper*^ 
aturcï* "The purity of the arysiul may also have'an affect since'boules 
0-#H,. and'3 wera^made from purer material than-previous boulesv
■These cbndueiona ■ .are borne out by the surfaqe-decreasc. mèassure*- 
ments. Diffusion coefficients found for boules IB" and D He lower Than 
those for boule A  but higher than Those-from G* • -Surface^decrêàse 
results from subsequent,' boules He very - close to line' G* #3^  ; the 
result from ; B u n 'B D 4  on. boule ;H being in excellent agreement with the 
tracer-sectioning result on the same-crystal at The-same temperature.
T o  tost if annealing was a factor in reducing the diffusion coefficient # 
oryetols from the annealed boule 3-■ w ere .’^specially annealed** (séo page 47) 
and their diffusion coefficients measured* • An even low er' Arrhenius line 
,.(line 3**). réaUlted*, To  find the -effect'of impurities.# crystals ^were grown 
exactly as,-for bou|e 3* but -wltti impurities added # ' It was found that 
annealed.crystals from these doped- boules- fell close to; line J*#. -
-To. test the matter' furfiier# diffusion coefficients w are measurod on 
specially annealed crystals from boule L  (this was one of the. most 
optically , perfect boules - grown) and’ on unannealed crystals, from boule N  
(which was grbwu from unpurifiad- material at twice ;the* usual rate)* The  
difffislon coefficients from the - form er ' gave an .Arrhenius plot (line U* ) 
.lower than, line 3** whereas -the latter gave a plot (line N) higher than 
lînè" 3* * Annealing of boule N reduced its diffusion coefficients to line M * .
-That the'effect is not spurious can be seen particularly clearly from 
Run 33. In which the diffusion coefficients o f 4 crystals w ere measured# 
two. from boute. N - (annealed) (Runs 33A and B ) # one from boule 3 
(annealed) (Run 330)# and one from, boule J (specially annealed) (Run 330) 
Runs 33&;#G# and D  were diffused fOr.-the same time at the same 
temperature but gave different .diffusion coefficients showing clearly that 
th# diffusion coefficient varies with the-,crystal. Runs 33A and B  were
. " .,., ', ' ' . . ' 
oh crystals,treated. oKactly alike except for thé, diffusion, time* ' These 
iwo.runs gave the ,same coefficient within the experimental error*, . ,
■ In thé ex’iljbrimenta to test f o r ‘anisotropy (carried out on annealed 
'boute 3). it'wés' found Thai'the diffusion Oooffiotents- .paraltei to the axis# 
and parallel-, to': the aXis fell oh tho\sairbe'Arrhenius line as. .ooeffioienta 
measured per|.iéhdîcuiar 'to- the plane. It can he ■'concluded that if- 
diffusion anteotropy ' axista'jn naphthalene it i,a yery slight# .'.Tracer 
■ëxpérîmehté 'using'Trîtiated naphthalene gave the sém e'results as those 
using' naphthatena^l'^G14 'as .tracer*' MWoe- proton diffusion -does'not 
'odour''(h naphthalene.- '
From 'Fig-*‘.3-*9.T^''oah-b@'concluded ,'taat diffusion in  single' crystals 
of naphthalene-'ts- mi extrinsic' property of the crystal 'and depends on the 
' .iterfdcdph of the - orystal.*^ ■ 'To :h ffrsi :appr oximation- the - différant "Arrhenius 
JinesTor 'mohodrystate-'are parallel. 'The .Arrhenius line reSulti'hg-dVom 
:'p'bly,drÿstallînè’hmtehiaTls'.higher than that for single 'crystate 'and is less
' - ■ : r  ' >.  ;  , ,  . ■ : . _  ; -  . - : ,  -
'"Thé'results■ close to taé' melting-point'a re  anomaious' in- that the 
-Arrhenius ' plot".dips --downwards'/at/hlgh tamperatures
It cah';be seen- from Fgn*, 3*12 that'The--acHvafftm 'energy; (^ -diffusion 
can be ca'ïculàlèd from' th,e slope" of the Arrhenius' plot and the-pre**' 
exponential'factor from The--.intercept* ‘The>gradients and/întèroépta of the 
’Veirious-Arrheniüs lines.. W,ere calduiated by The method'. .of-,'leas.t squares ' 
Using the' S irius.’oômputer>' ' 'The ''pre«?'expon#ntial ''factor#, and 'activation 
-enemies-'so,.found' aW"given In -Table 3*10-# '.The,high ■ temperature. ixiinta.
werè'omîtté’d 'from-tiie''calculation'»
' Examination-of Table; 3.10 'shows, the-fbHowing|w
1* Assuming ■ that, bulk diffusion is 'being "measured' In the-compacts# 
diffusion ih polycryatalllne naphthalené Can be 'described' • by ;the equation
; ■ D  ■- O.2oxp(^12,7O0/RT)#  . ..A' Eqn* 3*13 ,
The e rro r in. -E.'.te ^1 .42  k'Cal-*  ^ T h e . e rro r  In' .logD^ indicates: that'Do
beW,eon 0 #02 ^ûé  1.08' -om*/sec*% the mosi: probabl© value-.bein^.
û.2i*^ T h e 'acMviitîon energy for-polyoryMal^ is about three time#
' ' ' '  ^  ^ %*Zsmaller than that found for monoorymtaW - and D Is about 10 sm aller.
2# Annealed boules G* and have the same activation energy and
frequency factor, within exi^erimental - e r ro r .
3 . -Within experimental e rro r diffusion"measurements parallel to the
axis# parallel to the axis* and perpendicular to the *^ab** piano
Of naphthalene do not show anisc^ropy #
4 é Bulk diffusion'■ in anOealed single-crystals of naphthalene follows
the equation
1 1 ' -  -,, ,D =' 2.8x10 exp (-3 4 ,9 0 0 /R T ) . ' Ecjn. 3 .14■ ■ ■ ' , ■  . in  1 ^The e rro r in' E 'is  *47kcal. ,D  liés between 3*18x10. and 2.30x102 ^ om ./seo . ' Eqn. 3 ,14 was calculated from diffusion coefficients measured
on boulas G • ,  H* $ and- 3 * . .
3.,-- Specially annealed crystals’ from boule J give the aquation
: : D  >.8x10^^ exp, (-3 B ,0 0 0 /K T ) Eqn, 3 .15
and specially annealed crystals from boule L  give
. D  ' *  2 ,5x10^ ^ 'exp {« 4 2 ,7 0 0 /R T ) B q«. 3.16
6 , The différences in E between boules A , and 3*^  are
of doubtful sfenlficanoe# but IE .could be Interpreted as increasing with
increasing perfection of the crystal ( i .e .  the lower the Arrhenius line In 
F ig , 3 .9 1 the higher the energy)# E for boule W  (which gave the 
lowest line) Is significantly higher than thé others* However, boule M* 
does not agree with the conclusion that .E la higher the lower the 
Arrhenius line,
7.. increases from 3 * , "to to U * . How ever, the resultsO ' .
on A and M* do not agree with the interpretation that increases as
the Arrhenius fine is lowered*
Despite these discrepancies It may be the case that both E and
l U  i  $
do increase with .‘perfection of the. crystal. This seems the most likely 
pattern assuming that,the; diffusion'cooffî.oiênts ’vary with the,crystals the 
overall results leave little doubt that. D  is In fact.,an extrinsic property of 
the solid♦ .That no absolutely regular change in. D . and -E, was found 
could be aitrîbiitéd to the difficMÎtiés in the êxperiméntal technique *,
8 . The 'results- on doped. crypW s obey the equatio.n
D '« 6.1x10® exp («.'30:,700/B-T) ' ' : Eqn, 3 .17
The differences- in E and between doped and undoped crystals are  
significant*
In summary ÿ the results for naphthalene show that diffusion is an 
extrinsic' property of the' crystal* The.-Arrhenius prc*«exponential factor
and activation energy for diffusion probably Increase with Increasing 
perfection of the crystal} the value of the diffusion coefficient at a given 
température dafihitely decree^ea. with increasing‘perfection* .Diffusion
anisotropy is not found, The energy of diffusion in monocrystala is
12 "“Iapproximately ''$$ keal * and is approximately 10 cns2 secT Dopants ' 
reduce both E and D  ♦ The pre^oxponential factor In polycrystals is2 4 ,  j[- . ■ • o -0 *2cm * aecT, and E in polycrystals ' is about one-third of, that found in 
single crystals. The Interpretation of the results on polycryatafe depends 
on the assumption that bulk diffusion is being measured In the compacts.
(vlO
The experiment is described on page 60. Four identical crystals
w ore annealad at 79#64'^0.02 ^6# fo r varying tim.ca, I > affer which theira
diffusion ' coefficients w ere measured by the tracer-sectioning metliod.
T h e ■ diffusion tem pérature  ^ and diffusion time* t '^* w ere the same for 
'all four crystals* T ,  ôS .O ^G .} t , 399 hours, The results are
ahown in F ig . 3 .1 0 (a ) . A  is the specific activity al t'l distance d 
microns from the deposit after time t A , ^ .  is the specific activity at
d &ffor (as I'ound from the inWroept of tha feast' mean squares
»*#• J
•  > •#  •
k» V*< *





Fig. 3.10: Reduction of D on Annealin c l
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2jplot of log A'.verâu3 d ’) * From ’ tho alopos of' tho. ourvoâî ifc ean bo' 
soen'ihat the 'élMuêimi obeffioienfcs of $ho'.ory$taW have-ohmgod ' after.' '■ 
annealing ; Table 3 * l i  gîvo's the dftftisWn  ^ooeftlolenta calculated'by the 
■'method of lea^t .aC|Uar©s*’ and " the ' amieatlng time * t # 'at: 79 *64 ' T
-diffusion 'coefhelonts': a re • plowed against t in , F ig  • 3.. 10 {b)' • ■ .'• '■. . &f' ■
'"tl
1 0 % 7,4l#l.@ 0
a 24.25 '■ 3 0 ,95M .55
3 72.00 .- 1 9 .0 8 #  #68
L25 ' 8 .0 5 #  .34
' A fter annealing for 24 hours, the dtftuslon coefficient k? unchanged. 
After a further tv*io days* anneal D, has dropped to approximately Wo#  ^
thirds of Its original value* and.after another .day’s annealing (96 hours 
In all) ÿ D has fallen to just over one-»quarter, of Its. value before annealing. 
Thus ànnéalîng at a high temperature undoubtedly decreases the diffusion 
coefficient.
- Assuming that the decreaseJn..,'.d{ffusion'coefftaient is due to the. 
annealing- out of defects# ft m.#ht be expected.that'the change, in D would 
follow an .exponential law such as ■
A-O  ^ A D  exp ( - t  /K )  . - Eqn. 3 ,16■ o a
where A  D  Is the change m D after annealing for time t Î A  0  anda o
are constants * " Equations sim ilar to 3.18 have been found to hold
1'0B 109for annealing out of-Auonched#! reslstivfty ” * in some metals.
How(wer#..' a plot of log A  D vs-.'t ■ Is not linear In the present 'case so. . . ■' -. ■ a .. ' - .
the exponential law apparently does not hold. .
It has;boon found in some annealing studies On metals ih # - quenched» 
in resistivity does not decay cxponèntlaUy* ' The resîstiyîty ( f )  '.may
decrease only-alov^ly at-Ihe begmnfng of th# VannW#. follmycd by,..a period 
durh%l Vihidhy'^ f  . decremses more rapidly^ slowing wp. at 'longer
t *a to\approach an asymptotic vàîuè.^ W h c n A f/^ f^  ($ plotted against 
t an S-shaped curve results,'-.- ' Such o; Curve has been found for high- ""( ; . ■■-■'■'■- ' ' ' "TiO ' 'temperature ■quanchéH- tn' go.Id, •'It: has been''.s^ug'gestod, ■ that this 
behaviour results when high concentrations ' of qucnchéd-în. defects are  
present in crystals .■■'of''low dislocation. oonto'ht » ■ In such=. cases the In ter- 
"action' of point. dèfed# ' become# . important # '
Unfortunately it is not possible to measure dlffusi<>n coefficients in 
' a short-lima- exporlmont: # ' tcmporatures’ well below- the. anneading 
temperature# so that experiments strictly analogous -to quenching expert- ■ 
ments In" metals cannot be performed* Afthc^h" the results of. the present
OKPértoeùi-^how' , clearly that annealing reduce# : the' diffusion coe#aient it
Is., nofc-qiossjbleTo-''say'with any confidence -what, simple law# if any# the 
'annealing 'process obeys* . .
(vliU '. ■
As'-dia.cuasod in P art L "o f this theels# diffusion “lalls^* have been
1 2 -found in many dlffuaiw studies (including anthrao^^i^  ^ ) and been 
. attributed to rapid diffusion do%vn short-circuiting - paths. The tall 
manlfeats Itself'■ in Tracer experiments as ammlL'mctlvifies within the specimeni; 
at depths much .greater .than The; bulk .diffusion penetration, Ik has been 
$ugge.#ed that ■ penetration of the crystal is ■ complete * In some . crystals- 
tested by the author The tail extended as far into the crystal as it was 
possible. tOr.section.' ( 3-4m m #.),,-. - However# tails war# not present In all 
arystal$$...and' in: alfho# a^il- cases w here-a tail ■'Was; found the activity was 
very low and hence of doubtful significance,
3Tibfe.â#A2x : ' Thp_incidMg0_oT'
Bee Over# ,
4* A  M  $
A 4 26.17 45.1 20.0 4 .4
G ‘ 9 ■ '  ■ ' 4 8 .0 60.0  ' 0 .4 0,®
G» ■ l lA 20 VÜ ,76.2 H .'O . Nil
G». ' • ' . 1113 ■ - 20 .0 76.2  ' 1 .4  , 2 .8
' G» 12B • ■ : ■' 48 .0  • ■ . ' 66 .3  ' - M .'D ',... Nil
H * . , 1 4 ........... . 78 .6 0 .9 3 .0
J» : 16C' " 8 9 .0 '6 1 .5 .' 0 .3 1 .0
J» .113*0 , ■ 64*2... 1 .6 5 .3
33.0 ' 360.0, ■ .56*2 N .D .' . N il
J* (p a r .’k^ ’*) A 1 ,A 2 ' '0 9 -;0 ,546.2 6 1 .5 ,5 7 .3  N .D . Nil
3»(par.»'b*') B1 • '65 .0 68.0 3 .5 14.0
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0 .5 2 .5
■ - to ' to ) ' N .D .
: '72'*5)
■ 63.- I . . . 36.8 )
to to ) .N .D . ' N il
356.0 ■ - 7 8 .2 )
' 2 1 .S.- ■ 56.0. N .D . ' N il
70 .6 46 .6 ■■'2.0 . 1 .7
119.2 48*9)
. t o to ) N .D , Nil
.0 .66',8
A D 3 • D1 63 .0 '68.0 ■ ' ,0 .6 2 .4
A D 3 . , D2 . 89 .0 ' ■'61.5 0 .6 3*0
A D 3 : . D4 396.0 ■"51.3 N .D .. Nil
MD  . ■... ,D5 396.0.,-.,, 51.3 N .D , Nil
Compact C l 50.0 ■2.0 0 .3
Compact C2 72.0 ■'4G'"iS 0 .5 0.1.
Compact C3 , 26*17 45*1 6 .5 1 .0
Compact - C5 '■ ";24.0 ' • '60.9 1 .0 , 8 .3
Compact ■C7 ■ 21 .0 54,6  ■ 0 ,4 0 .3
T«26*3.«C * ;T i6 5 -h rs ,
> l,0 8 o ,p .s .
V»»-4 g rt«A 'b.--xpfe • 3
T>-'-60*l®C, {t“»72 iirs , '’D^70*2®C. ;toî5 hra
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TéMo .3.12 lîsis' all TW on-naphthalone ,
kl whioli a WM 'vyas .found , o r would, have been found If present, Those 
-€^%perlme#8 ar#  omitted In wliloh-lhe orystal'w as not -aeeWonOd. ddep 
enough -to find the' latl o r in which $ for some, other reason # no definite 
deoîsioîi' could be made- about' Its presence- o r abmençë'# The diffusion 
time and tem,perature are included in th e 'Tablé» i$ the‘,.count-rata 
found in the- foil nunus the' background count# .'%% * ''N »D » Indicates the 
absence of a tail » The ratio Is given as a- measure of ttie
slgnlficanco; of iho count# Table 3#12 W summarized in T ab le ..3*13# The  
total number of 'runa carried out on- each, crystal boule is Hated together ' 
with the number of runs in which a tail was .detected* ; Doubtful experi­
ments are omifted.
G ryaW  ( _ ' A  G$ H ’ J* #  L» N N* D o ^ d  ' Oomps*
.No* of Runs; 1 4 1 7 10 4 . 2. 5 4 . '
No'» of Taifo: 1 2  1 -3 2. .N il 1 Nil _ 2 , ' " 3
ÎI fo difficlilt'to generalise'from  Tables 3* 12-and 3 *1 3 ,because of-the, 
low aatîvî'tiés involved and the small number of exi>erîmente carried out-on 
acme of the oryata i-boutes* 'H ow ever, it could be concluded that- as" 
the orystml becomes more perfect the W terbeoome.fo%vor*.. .F o r •exàmpîo,. 
tails wore-found in all <rf-the 'compacts# in ha|f of the doped'crystals, m 
half of the■ annoated crystals ( O’ In one-fifth' of''crystal# from'.. 
apeéîallÿ annealed bpute 3’’ , and In none of., the crystals ' from- speotojly '■ 
annealed boute U H  This is. the expected pattern if ih# tail# are,,caw ed , 
by dialocaUons and- block walls# Novarfitetess# the results are ■ 
InconolusJvo # ' -
To  obtain inOr© definite results ' the experiments described on page 61 
w ere carried out. By this means, comparatively' tergë wolghts-of orysta! ■ 
w er^ obtained and so# if W te w ere leyelted ütrough.'the crystals#
.T  . % ' , .. ..113»
eotBparaiîveîy large; (and sîgnîfieani)" counts oaulcî- be expected#  ^ The- 
resüte' âro given m Tabje ;3*14#' ■ R \  ÎS' the- aount-rate. 'oF the' sample 
minus thè''baokg.rPund'-00001# ' A  îs ’ the spoclfio' aollvity în. o.p#s»/m 0
(#% ,/wt»'- of àamële) - R lOdioates'-thàt'the sample ooünt-rate was
wlthîn tmo  standard deviation <rf. the baokground count*  ^ ' A n y l e s s  
than a'b.puf 0 .3 ' d»p#0 »' #- highly dubious and results from '-suoh bounts are
m arked'N ith '■ an # $ t e r W ' k # , .  / -•
The'following oonolustons can bo drawn frpm the ta ll.experiments; -  
(a)'.',;.-l3oute '-N and 'doped' boules - A # 2  # AD3# and''ID' do not -have
w w ;- ' ' \  \  . , ' ' /  y
•'■' (b ) Ëoulé J (unànndàled) and L * (Annealed), and doped" boule MD 
probably do not have- tails,# or at best' have only vary small tails #
■' (o) BouW L ' (ùnahùeàled) has a very  small tail# and :
(d) 'The dompacfe have diffusion tatte,-.»
Apart from the results'--on compacts the tnoidenco-of tails'found, by  
these experiments is not the one expected If the tails are  due to short- 
'oîrouîtîng- paths ,s'uoh ,as -,dl.#loeatlons,and block' walls* ■'Cei^ainly 'the tails 
are  not levelled through the 'crysta l. .Evan where a tail was found in 
these experiments ■ .the specific'acdvîdes are at least a factor of 10 smaller 
tlnan would'be; predicted Trom the 'tracer^seetioning results* •
The author is of the opinion that the evidence indicates strongly that, 
diffusion tails found by the tracar^sectlonmg method (in naphthalene) are  





Fia. ,3 i l3î  Arrheniua Plot - Grain-Boundarv Diffugion
114.
(fa l B r Æ .4 f e , ia S ^ .g îa a a r ^  n«p ltfh .l.n . and on
R#ns D3 and^06 (doimd monéoirysWWj.,. dnabt# '-."were 'expr##*ed whethar
diffusion ' In thosé' oà$#$ ooutd be legtttmètely treated m  W lk diffusion.
FJga, 3 ,5 (b ),. and (o ) show -R una'0 3  and ,06  .plotted-against both d and
c? * Tbo, plots ■ agamal d ■ ara more nearly linear than the ■ plots against
d # Linearity In ■ d is ■ typical of .graln^boundary diffusion*
■ The. reaUlta irdm'naphthalene-compacts are given Jn. Table 3*6
(page 82) and -pldtte.d againat d In Big*- 3*6* They a re  dSàouaaed in
terms of bulk.diffusion,-On page ,94, In #'% *.-3.11 the same results are
plotted against'd*-‘-andi' for. com W riaonr a' selection of results from mono-
crystalsare■ ahoiAfn plotted-against d in F ig* 3 .1 2 . The monocrystals
sho%v the downward curyaWre expected# but in-the-compacts downward
curvature is absent and fairly  linear plots ' a ré  ' obtained except hear the .
. surface of the "crystal-and In some oases at deep' penetrations'. ■ It
seemed worthwhile# therefore# to carry  out .'# -.-Fisher analysis on these
results to find If they w ere consistent with gralrt^boundary diffusion*TilIn graln^boundary diffusion material Is usually considered to 
diffuse from a source of constant concentration down a uniform boundary 
of width & # the boundary being i>erpendloular to the surface. P ick 's  
laws are assumed To be clayed with the diffusion coefficient (D ')  In the 
boundary very much,greater than The bulk difhision coefficient# D *
. solutions to - the -grain#.boundary diffusion problem have been8 .       ...........................
published, the simplest io  apply being that of Fisher# ■ v l# ,
' "O <3  ^ exp (/^ T r^ T ^ ^ )c rfo  & ^  'Eqn. 3.19'
w h e r e ^  y /(D t)'%  p' D * /D   ^/  (D t) ^  # and (x -*|^  )/(D fc)^'.
y is the direction of diffusion down The boundary# and x The direction 
normal to It*. • The solution, ia approximate only# but is the^-principle one 
used for measuring DL*
113.
lOB T i l  '!t can. be mWwn ' T  . that#- in the. sectioning method where aectîons 
ore taken parallel to the.free snrfaoe and porpendioular to the boundary, 
M a h e r's  solution gives
m » d log c /« iy- -a 'L (2 ,3 0 3 (7 T D t)M D »  W d )^ Eqm .3.20 
where o la the concentration of diffusant at a distance y , and t is the 
diffusion. lim e. T h a t'is , a plot of .log a against y (o i^ ) should be a 
straight line of slope,m , given by equation 3*20*
The least mean squares ({«m *s«) slopes of the linear portions In 
Figs* 3 .5 (b ) , 3 « 5 (o ), and 3.11 w ere calculated and D ' found from 
Eqn. 3*20 by the rearrangement •
' ( dy ) (CTTDt)* Eqn. 3.21D* & -C 2.303)^
h 'warn .aiauined to be 8 Angstrom units. D * was caloulated taking the 
lattice diKusion coefficient» D , from line A  In F ig . 3 .9  and also from 
line 3 " . The résulta are  shown In Table 3 ,1 5 , both calculated values of 
D» being given.
.T| AJL5j
R un. ilfe ics l '£L®£.J
CT -5 2 .2 *1 .8 ' 48.0 50.0
QZ -5 7 ,7 *6 .9 72.0 4 0 .5C3 -7 0 ,0 *6 .6 26.17 45.1
0 4 -3 5 .6 *1 .3 43.25 60,9
CS —4 4 .5 *1 .4 24 .0 60.9
0 6 -5 4 ,5 *2 .8 21.0 54.6
07 -5 8 .6 *1 ,6 21.0 54.6
D3 - -429*7 449.0 52,9
D6 -1023*20 89,0 60,9
SlM im eAj Ë llIin e lL 'i
4 .99x 1qT 1 .15x10",
I .40x10": 3 .13x10",





1 .04x10": 2 .36x lO "f






G rain-boundary diffusion obeys an Arrhenius relaticmship in the
D« *  D» exp ( o ) mqn. 3 .22
where E *is  the aetîvadon energy fo r grain-boundary diffusion, T  Is the 
absolute tem perature, and D * is' the pre-exponential factor. L,og D ' is
i io .
ahown plotted l /T  in Fig* 3*13# A  good alrmght lino îe
'Obtained‘(with thè 'pOseible exception of Hun 0 4 ) IrreepeçttvC of •whettiar 
the bulk diffumion cdefficiont from line A  o r line J*' (F ig * 3 .9 ) Is used In 
the calculation # Runs. D3 and 0 6  a re  not shown since they give a 
positive slope* -
The Arrhenius parameters calculated from the l*m #s* slopes and 
Intercepts of Fig.- 3*13 arc  tabulated below *
2 . *wi.'S.(kmW. ■ iaaJDi Matt».'O
(a) 2 5 .6 *1 .9 , 12 .91*1 .27
(b) 2 6 .3 *1 .» 11 .69*1 .27
Co) 2 8 .9 *0 .6 1 5 .1 5 *0 ,8 1
(d) 2 9 .6 *0 .6 13 ,97*0 .43
it dan ba seen Ironn Table 3 .16  that
D front line A  
D from line 3*'
D from line A I  
Run 04' omitted, 
D from line 3": 
Run 0 4  omitted *
calculated from the two lines of F ig* 3 ,13  a re  in good, agreement. There
fore# although the absolute value of ©'■ depends on which value of D I#
used in the calculation # the activation energy obtained Is not sensitive to
the choice of D  as long as a consistent set of D  values Is used*
It Is. of interest to compare the Arrhenius parameters of Table 3*16
with the parameters obtained for bulk diffusion In single crystals * Such
■comparison shows E« ^ 0 .7 E  and D ' *** 0 ^ ,, o o
Another question arises from these results and from the variability 
of the bulk dsffosion coefficient with the crystal: Is It possible that some
of the results 'on monocrystals could be Interpreted as graln-boundary 
diffusion? -Plots of log, A  versus d fo r monocrystals are# however# not 
linear# exeei^ *^  possibly for Runs lA #  2A# and 3 on boule A * A  Fisher 
■analysis was' carried out on tinese  ^results together with Run 4 (also 
boule A )*  The results are shown-In Table '3*17* Bulk diffusion 
"coefficfonts tWcOn from" line J*' (F ig * 3*9) w ere us'ed In the calculation.
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4
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A n Arrhenius plot oonsfcruote.d from Table 3 .17  doés npt gtva a 
atrMght linaj Indeed# no three results fell on a straight line. This is
strong evidence_ that the traoer^seoilonlng results''oh" boulo A  cannot hé
interpreted as grain^boundary' diffusion and, hayo,..already been correctly
interpreted ■ as biilk dîtt^ uaion *
Before açoeptîng ilhe results on pçlyoryhteW as being due to grain--
boundary diffusion ' it would bo useful te have ' m aomparîaon between the
rosulte obtained, by the F isher analysis and results 'obtained by a 'm ore
l l 3exact Solution* ' Whipple has published a  solution to thé gratn'-boundary
diffusion■ problem Which avoids thé 'approximations'made'by F ish er# but
which m much, more difficult to apply ■ in its ■original form -to experimental111results*' However# Le G laire has made comparisons between the
solutions of F isher and Whipple and shown how the'form er may be
'^ 'correçted*^ *  ■
The graîn-^boundary diffusion;-coefficient can be expressed In the, form  
n i  s -  J L - a (sU asL s.)'^  I
where A  ** dln'c/d( T  f  )
Comparison with equation 3*21 shows that this is equivalent to F ish er's  
solution when A  «***-jp . Therefore# if A  can be evaluated using a 
more exact solution thm  F is h e r's # a direct comparison can be made
between the two Solutions* Le. G laire has evaluated A  as"a function erf1 '
oj p ' a t  various ç> 's-using Whipple's exact solution.
Tqîîle 3 4 6  «Ww# values of-^ *» calculated from the re.ulte
on palyorystaUîne compacts of naphtinàlenc * ' V aines of y  near the mid-
, ’■ ,v . . 'point of # 0  diffusion penetration w ere used and D values w ere taken 
from line «ï'MFig. 3*»)» Corresponding values of A  w ere found from  
Le Glait'e’ s analysis and inserted in Eqn. 3 .23  to give "conrecled** 
(Whipple) values of the graln-boundary diffusion coefficients. These are  
shown in the T ab le .
Hun ■ 7) £ k .
C l 0 i0 4 ' 940 . 6 .41 1.317
02 0 .04 3098 9.29 1.445
0 3 0.02 '2203 ■ 4 .29 1.220
C4 0.01 143- ■ 3 .65 1.200
CS ' -0.03' 402 4.0.9' 1.225
'06 0.61 901 1.67 1.085













The **corrected*' value» of D ' arc  about a factor of 3 higher than
the Fteher value»»- A n'A rrhenius plot of the ''corrected** values gives
24#2koais# and is in fa ir agreement with
the Fisher analysis* the activation energies; are in remarkably good - 
agreement ♦
In deciding whether the polycrystal results should be interpreted as 
grain-boundary diffusion or as bulk diffusion* the following points w ere  
conaWercd:^.
1 . Log ,A  can be interpreted as being linear in either d or d #
The standard deviations of the- plots are as' follows
Run C l . 0 2  0 3 - 0 4  ' 0 5  0 6  0 7  -
d^ plot 3 .4#  .30# - 7 .4#  4 .8#  8 .6 #  5.2%
d plot 3 ,4#  12# 9 .4#  2 .3#  3 .2# 5 .1#  ■ 2 .8#
Bbme the more truly linear the plot the smaller will be Its standard 
deviation those figures Indicate that the plots are more linear in d than 
(n d . This'fdvgura an interpretation. as graln-boundary diffusion* 
however*' the LHifféiï^énccs are m arginal.
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2* The niimber of.points on those portions used to oalcuiate D
or D ' -are as/foHo\vs". ......................
Run. ■Cl • ■ C2 ■ 0 3  ■ C4 -'■ 0 $ : ' ■ C6 ' ' 07
-  8 ' ■ 4 7 Nil  ^ ' 7 11 .13'
4 plot . 9 6 . 8 .6 11 13 17
favours tee graîn-boundary Interpretation in all cases.
3,. The -standard deviations of the Arrhenius- plots are  
(a ). Assuming bulk'.diffusion : for Î for log D , I4l^tO '
ih )  Assuming grain-boundary diffusion: for E  ' ,  1 *Z% for log * 11
Again this favours the graSn-boundary interpretation. ■
4 . ' The assumption' of bulk diffusion In the polycrystaUIno compacts
gives the equation
D  0 ,2 e x p (- .lg * 7 0 0 /R T > ,
Thera is nothing Intrinsically unlikely about this equation * Indeed its
parameters' are of approximately the same order as those reported by2Labes- and his'oO -w orkers fo r bulk, diffusion in enteracen©. The
aesum^ion of graîn^boundary diffusion in the compacts gives11D* -  3x10 exp (-2 6 ,0 0 0 /F r r ) . - E qn. 3*24
which is rem arkably sim ilar to the results reported here for -bulk diffusion
in naphthaleno (D ^ D  i B: * -  Ô .7 E ). Again there Is nothing.
intrinsically unlikely about this,
în summary, tee - results on polyoryatals can be interpreted either
as bulk diffusion or as grain-boundary diffusion* The evidence for bulk
2diffusion im teat the - log A  versus d plots. are reasonably 'linear and give 
consistent results. The évidence for grain-bowndary diffusion is that the 
plots are marginally more linear in d than in d * The monocrystal 
résulte cannot be' considered as linear In d . The F isher and Whipple
analyses of the polycrystals are  in good agreement. In addition# It is
more- likely teen not that polycryatals would show evidence of grain- 
boundary diffusion, ' 'On balance,- .teer.efore;* the available evidence 
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The ; tracer-sôcèiônlag results on anthracene are shown (n F igs . 
3 .1 4 (a ) and ( b ) .. ' The .plots of log A  against show the following 
features ,
Bun An i t  The plot is a good straight line showing neither an initial high
point nor a ta il. Û  was calculated directly from the l.rn .s . slope using
all the points in the calculation.
Run An 2: The plot is a good straight line with no high point but widi :.a
typical diffusion ta il. The diffusion coefficient was calculated from the 
l.m .s . slope ■ after subtracting the--tail.
Run An 3: There  is an initial high -point but no tail. The plot shows'
a slight curvature. The diffusion coefficient was calculated from the 
l.m .3 . slope omitting tlie first point.
I Am An 4: Gives a line with no initial high point but with a diffusion tail .
D  was calculated from the l.m ..s . - slope after correcting for the ta il.
Run A n S :. The plot against d falls into three regions» (a ) An initial »
steep portion! (b ) A  middle region less steep than (a)J (c ) A  diffusion
ta il. This was the behaviour found by Labes and his co-w orkers In 
their sectioning ex^^eriments. The diffusion coefficient was calculated from  
the middle region » Cb) » after correcting for the tail» ( c ) .
Bun An" 6î Gives regions (a ) and (b) described under Run An 5» but . 
does not have a ta il. D  was calculated from region (b) *
Run An 7s ' 'Clives three regions sim ilar to An Sv D calculated from the 
middle region after correcting for the ta il.
. Run An 8: S im ilar to An S àhd An 7 . D calculated as before.
% casons for the diffusion tail in anthracene have been discussed by
W .0  ^  '
JarnOgln and Sherwood who have demonstrated that tail activity 
increases with increasing impurity content. Short-circuiting paths induced 
by the presence of impurity molecules are  presumed respcmsible so that
it would be expected that the higher the dislocation density in a crystal the
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‘greater would’-bé the mass transported^^ifethé-^îffusîoïi-'ta ll. ■ In the.
present work# -' tee few -anthracene 'crystals'-w ere examined to contribute
anything further to our knowledge of diffusion tails#
• The : near-surface region of high activity and Steep gradient found, in -
Runs A n '5^ .#.6*7 and 6 appears to be sim ilar -to.that found by Labes and
his co-w orkers in théîr tracer-sectioning meaâurements on anthracene.
'These w orkers discounted the initial Wgh points because the levelling for
sectioning and the flatness of the surface w ere not always ideal# In die
present Work it was found that the crystal surface was planar to within
-J.microns after the diffusion anneal so that complete sections could be
removed even very close to the, surface# Some explanation must be found
for the high region other than uheveness' at .the surface*
It is possible That the .initial- steep region is due to bulk self-diffusion.
Hovyovar# diffusion coefficients calculated from this region are small # and
the results obtained from different crystals are not self-consistent •
Nevertheless#■'the accuracy of the technique Js such that this possibility
cannot be ruled out completely* Another possibility Is that the high region
Is caused by diffusion of an Impurity present at the surface# F o r example
If anthraguinono.-wara'formed at the surface from active anthracene it
would be'expected ■ to-.diffuse inwards * A t 195 ■ C# the ratio of the diffusion
coefficient of anthraquinone in anthracene to that of anthracene in
ahthràeene is  approximately, 0 ,22* The diffusion coefficients calculated
from the near?-aurface regi#%s in B^uns An S#6#7 and 8 are  respectively
D»2S#0#14, 0*03# and 0*13 times the coefficients caloulated from the
second portions of the same plots.# The respective temperatures arc^
189.5^* 180#S^‘|. 187#6^# and 187*6^'# Since the activation energy for
diffusion of atithraquinene in anthracene Is greater than the energy of self-
114 'diffusion In anthracene . ' # and the diffusion coefficients in the near-surfae#  
region w ere 'measured only Inaccurately# it is possible that the near-surface 
regions found in Runs An S#8#7, and 8 are attributable to diffusion of
anthraqulnone. A  further poasibUtty is that thO' near*-*surface region has
i . r A,an anoaisalousîy .low'■'self-diffusioh coefficient compared with'the bulk* Such
38behaviour ' has been observed In Other rhatorîals, '
Whatever- the- cause of. the -initial steep portion in Runs An 5 -  8 , it - - - / , _ 2decided tô tise' the second'‘ portion of the log Avis-#d' plots to - calculate ■
l^ ho diffusion 'coefficients * This is in accord with the practice adopted by
other - w orkers * ' and gives reasonably consistent résulte* Inclusion of
the initial imrts of'the plots leads' to Inebneislencies In the results and
diffioultiaa'in explaining the second (main) -portion of the diffusion profiles.
The boundary conditions In'the tracer-sectioning- experiments on
anthracene are  "the same as in thé ■ expérimente on naphthalene * The
appropriate solution of F lck*s equation for those conditions ts (see page 90!
2Q i . ( -d  .)(TTDt)^ exp  ^ j ,
Where a is the concentration of diffusant at - distance d after time t* Henco 
the diffusion çoeffictent is given by
D -i/(2 *3 0 3 x 4 iT T )*
2where m is the gradient of the lo g c v s .d  • plot, "The plots are  shown in - 
F ig s. 3 ,14(a) and (b ) , Expérim enter details and tlie calculated diffusion 
coefficients are  given. In Table, 3*19,.
B mp XteL tiJbüe.4  ^ TÙ&L
A n l 2.- 561.6 (4 ,93±O a2).x l0^?„." 2.693 196.0 2.131
2- .308.0 ( 3 ,4 7 # 0 .0 9 )x l0 q f 1.S33 18S.0 ’ 2.183
-'1 ,- '.'30.S' ■■<6.23*0..2.1)xl0'':i 3 .794 204.0 2.096
An4 2 -3 0 .5 - (7.31'40.22-),xl0“J f 2,@64 , 204,0  2.096
AnS 1 ■ 24 ,0  ■' ( 1 .4 7 *0 ,0 3 J'xlO ":: 3.169 189 .S 2.162
An6 2 3-79,0.. - (4 .63*0-.01 ).:xlO“'*^  1.656 1 80 .S 2..20S
An? 2. 187.5 ■ (8 .6 9 *0 .2 3 )x i0 '* ,; ' 1.949 187.6 2,171
An8 1 ' 187.5 (4 .7 4 *0 .2 2 )x l0 “ ’^ '^  2 ,676  187.6 2.171
A s can- be seen from the Table cryetels originating from, two boules
.  ^ . /  w .  .
w ere need'In ihe ’diffusion eXiaerimants • Dei.atls ,àî the' boules are  as
follows: ‘ ■ ' ' _ " ', ' .
Boule I :  . This was, grown by the author-as described In Fart, tl A  of 
this thesis* ' ' It fa designated'Botiie An i  m. .Table ^*1 (page 4 4 ), The 
crystal m m  of fairly'good quality but ' was slightly yellow ,
B'ouîe 2f ■ This "was.'grown-and anneaWd -by-, .Sherwobd Ci964,) who made
'  ' ■ '  ^ A A4di&islon .'measuremonte'^' * ' -on - sim ilarly grown boules. ' This --
unpublished w ork W, Sherwood, wl# be 3^^#ferrad to la ter, 'T'he boule
was. grown by the- lîrîdgm'ann-Stoofcbargér ihethod ’^-^  ^Î ■ ■ it was water-white
and of good quality#
An Arrhenius plot (log B /s , J /T ). Of .the results in Table' 3 ,19 does
not give a  .single line but gives two .lin e s o n e  for each crystal boule.
B y analogy with thé naphthalene results this.-behaviour Is-not-surprising
but has not ; previously been reported. The. Arrhenius-.parameters .
obtained from-the Tw o'lines arc
■Crystal'i: E ■ S 9,3^d4,4kcal.# locjf D ^ C o m t/seo ,.).16 ,80 '^ '6 .70
Crystal 2: E : 6 0 , , 7âkcât# log D '(o m ^ /eeo *) **» 16*68^3,63’
. . .  "  : .:T h e re 'is  'considerable scatter' about the Arrhenius lines but there is no 
doubt tîiat the results'fall Into two different- groups# One for- each crystal 
boule,
The Arrhenius plots'of the. above results : are. shown In F ig , 3,13 - 
along With results /Obtained by other w orkers . A ll the lines drawn, in 
the Figure,, a rc  . least mean square ' lines * ■ Full" lines-and circles a re -■, 
used fo r ' tee Ayrhenius'.plots from this work# and-broken lines-for the 
published results of Sherwood and Thomson#-and of Labes and co­
workers ,. Sherwood* s unpublished-measurements'referred to above are
show*# by 'h broken lineand crosses. The, Arrhenius.,,parameters 






Fjq. 3.15; AnthraoMie-Arrhenius Ploto .
XâMà.;4-*Mî- ;
VEAÊmmo#;:''' '' :■, O
' E% e r % déd;' ' 'Tâôm^0à^' - : \ 4^ ^ 4 --\ ' . 6 * 5 x 1 0 ^ ^ ^
' /  ..... ' .. ' v. ' 3 „ ...
#Wrwm?.y .,3 ,X./ ... -. ;. a.cwo
'f;-' '\'/%3%ë %%'. . ., . '6,..3x1#
... :; ./..'.gm:::':-.::. ;■
:,..... . / ’Atî:t'H<s.’-réa«îtàj':àîv0h-; în'v'ïP«bïf i.'3.,20.'Were'nxüdè i»ÿ= #W  tracer.- 
.ècctîcn'încî’ tëchAlqüç'^pari^ the cteavcgç.' Ç«b')". 'pîaûfe of ^ 'afithraccne •
t m î â o t r o i p y J -  ■ "■ ï i i  R ï c à à u r e m e n t s  
’ pèrjîCndjàular'. W ."tha ,"ac ■/plana-’.they'''obiôîri«d.%' ' 2 4 k ' é a î a n d .
% . « : # # #  /: . - -
I# faîriy  good agraemeïit 
agree îes^ tvall-;w{fch the 
:oHg{aà( %  .Bhêr#o<0/''Wd:./rho'm mtd E 'have
' aimllarî-’ .rriagoîtudés". îh -b^h'  ^atudtes # ' ' .■ Xho'-'résultés raported^ hefe-'-dtsàgree 
: ' Labë» ^hdlhga^" t. ar*..o' belweop 'ono and
:^t#o. 0rder# th^n'>:mO''/oh#. fodnci^ ^by t^ho' pi*asont w riter*
’.The ^kiiaHor than th© onoa /
' T%ë/;tvYO.::ë#a' .aWhor- and %e data '
;of,: Bhorwood:-éhd- Thomson$ÿ\Wd.®.herwood;_.éa%%"h#"reoon.oMed m" the light 
of \th#A r.##lth -, oh:%h^I#thal^^ .'Ir'/thW' 'th#al# - Accbt^dmg to theme *
the #0am hred\"dlW # e. -given;'temimrature- ^ U t-h é -lower the .
greater.\the./'/;mr#^^^ ,'ôf t h # / : and\D ^'/ah^lE  ' wîll Ihoreaao ,with
iheréa$l#'Y#MroWon'i'\'Y^ anthràce#: rreWlW aloarîy fit ih is  ■■poîtern îf '
 ^#h#rWqO(f'ahd’'-'Xh##bn'^a,/br^ înforîor-io the ■oryalaîs 'adbmeqwén'
jy  'grown''-:hy .:'#hèrwo#d/ and/.^f theaojrlatter .ore-bf better qamilty: ihan the
moï^stafe'-grown by the,, wrlW r*. ', I t  ia --tw , l#e  W pronounce' on the
crystals. timed by Sherwood and - Thomson* but The crystals ' more reoontly 
grown by Bherwoodi are'optically m ore'perfect t!mn the ■anthracene' 
oryalals^'grown In this w ork*
Hotveyçr* the anthracene résulta, ■obtained by. Labes end co-^workors 
cannot readily be ■made" to ,fit this' pattern* . Labee reporte that''hé" was 
aw are that-'the ■.presence of-fisaurea and odior Imperfections m the crystal 
could'lead to Incoaaiatenbi'es In experîmantal résulta* He made two seta 
of measurements on two dififerent grades of crystel to ensure that this type 
O'f e rro r did'not occur * . .:Flf sur as or. other gross. imperfections are not
believed' by, the pres'^#' w rite r to be roaponsIbîe’ iW'The^ variable,; àoçffloîènts 
found in naphthalene. and. anthracene * Many of the crystate', used w ere of 
very good guaHty- and the ■ values of E  and D  obtained In different crystals 
were^ of sim ilar magnitudes y ./much- higher, thân Labes*, * , At- all tempter^
atures the-, absolute values of the diffusion coefficients found by ■the'; mithor' 
w ere 'Considerably sm aller than those -found by Labes*
A  possible 'explanation ' Of the d|scr#pan#e#' between the andmaoene 
results reported '.hare,. ,and those, reported by Labes and his oo-'worfcera 
may He in a comparJaon between Labes* ,reaulte 'and those on potyerystel%. 
line naphtihtalene* ■ ;' îf the.measuremente'on:.polyoryatals are  interpreted as
bulk diffusion-it te found that D te approximately 0*2 with -an 'upiicjr limit of ■" S '  'Oabout T  #9 cm* -seaT" lo f#■. page 105i * The activation energy te ..i2,70'0cate# 
Labea finds for ■hlsxrasulte on anthracene,D ' 3» and E »» 321000 cate.* -
■If the latent heat of sublimation'^ LA IrX.). hi 'assumed to be related"'to the
* i *• '  *s  '  I . . c ' J K  s "L * . ,  ^ I * i ' '  ^
actlvatlon^energy .for diffusion.# then Labes_ finds E ^ 1 *OxAH^ for 
anthracene# and"the present author E 0*7xAH_ fo r '-polycrysteHinè., ■ ■ ■- ' ' ' , , iEsf , , ' . , , , “ ' . . . .
naphthalene* Q W I o u s l y ^ . a n d ' E. in'both.,studies 'Ore of oomparabte 
magnitudes * "A [ =
Another empirical ■ similarity between. naiAthatene poîyèrystèls, and
126*
afeca* anthracene results o m  be found In terms of the meWng^pomt ( T  ). 
the result on pure mOnooryatela of' naphthalene end anthracene reported 
in this thoaîs 'fit the r^datîohahîp
113'
to within 12 pér cent# However# Laboa- résulta give E  4STm and 
the résulte on polyoryetalîîno naphthalene give B 36T # It has alreadyIftJt
been pointed out Caeetion (W ) above) how difiieult it o#n bm to diattnquteh 
between grain-boundary and bulk diffusion under certain ctrcumatancea * 
*’rhla# together with the sîmîlarîiîes outlined above# suggest to the w riter 
that Labes may have^  been measuring graln^boundary or dialoaation 
diffusion in his oryatals*
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D h g c u a s iO N '; " ' ' A  : ; ' : .
D irect imeasuréments' of diffusion in organlo solids/have boon ’made on 
anthracene, Cyclohcxane, and .pivalto •acid.;" In  ; dll, "bases single''crystals 
w ere used* Diffusion has also been measured'iri the molecular solids, 
hydrogen, phosphorus# sulphur and argon.
Etelf«^diffusion in solid -hydrogen Was,,measured by. Creni'er (1938) 
following his studies of thé 'bimblebulàr transformation of para^^hydrogen in 
the solid state. The rate ; of 'selfo,diffusion becomes an Important factor 
in the conversion when only - Isolated/ para-hydrogen' moleoulea remain in 
the solid* From  his - experiments' Grm ner .was able to measure the 
coefficient of self-dlffusion. between 11.3^ ' and./ld .6 ^ K , # from which he
calcuteted the activation energy of-•diffusion''was 790'*fel30aal-. per- mole.' T  ■ / -^ ' A 31 This value is consistent .With'■ a vacancy mechanism.
Measurements of'selfodiffusfon perpéhdicular to the (111) plane of-
' ■ ■ ' . "/  ■ „ ■ S I  ■ ' ' "orthorhooibic sulphur w èra made ' by; ' Guddbbnok and'Driokam er by a '
tracer technique. They found two diffusion- processes, one predominating
at lower temperatures and' one; at -temperatures closer to the transition
point (95.5 Ô . ) .  On thé assumption that.:lh©'tv^b'processes were the
result of diffusion anisotropy it was deduced that the measured diffusion
coefficient, D , perpendicular to the (111) plane -was foe resultant of two
processes, one, of coefficient D  ' parallel, to the--c-axis‘Of-the crystal,par,,' . ' '
and the other, of coefficient/D  ^ ” , perpendicular to the c-*axls. From  ■_ perp. -v ; ,
the geometry of the iattice,- they 'prppbsed that the coefficients w ere related 
by the equation  ^ " J;'-
: . P : - .o;.o99D . '
■'Tliis oquafion fitted À é ir ^WpéMmentek'daW wîfo /■’ : \  M  '■ ■-, ■•- 1*78x10 " exp. (-73,000/RT) '■ Eqn*. 4 .1par* . ,■•■' .
. . A - ' : \.'A; '' ' .
"8*32x li5 - exp (-30Ô Û /R T ), Eqn* 4 .2, ; perp.  ^ , '.
, diffusion' parallel ,M. .'foe;.dt^axisconlrote ', a i■ high temperatures, and 
,.pbrpandiowlar diffusion at,. ldw;temperatitres* ' However, 'this-interpretation 
. of;/foe, data-is open to;sOnteydoubt,,/and' it has' been suggested • that the 
..nigh energy arid pre-expohenttel ;.teetor found near ihe transition point is In 
;faqt'.duo to the"'formation and'diffusion of■'-disordered or premelted regions 
..in ’foe" latttoe. . . '
Cuddebaok an.d,Prlokamer .also oarrted out some measurements in 
'sulphur at 'temperaforw beyond "foe Tr'ansltlonpoint to . the monooWnlo phase. 
..Under fee eonditions of their experiments the sulphur would be polyorystaU
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A t 101^0.. 'they-- foUhd ■'©. M' 4xléyA^om?'''"A::' .''A':.. \  -F(L^lfodlffueion in monocUntc sulphur has been measured by Hauffe
.who 'found ' V ,  '■ ^‘ - '4 % ' ■ • ' ■  ■•'■ I A - .  2.8x10^^ oxp (-4 6 # $ 0 0 /R T K  Eqn. 4 .3
'These little^-disouesed measurements 'are. of particular interest because of 
:fo#.!-Mgh .pre-exponential facter--and'Onergy#. At lO l^ C .A  tho diffusion
ooefffoient calculated from 'fois equation ''të' K) 2x18."’ which does not ■ 
âgrqe with tee 'above/ value -bf Cuddéback and--0riokàmer.
Measurements of diffusion in alphas white phosphorus were made by 
Machtrleb and Hundlei:*^^ ' who/:fbuhd4%yo .prboesses similar to. those found 
in..yrhombic_sulphur, -., Between 0^--an.d 3C)^C. (ftenge I . )  they found teat 
diffusion satisfied the equationA'^ ,^A.-
D. «.. 1 .0 7 x 1 0 " exp (-9 .4 0 0 /R T ), Eqn. 4 .4
$he ..probable ineehanlsn*-pf diffusion in', this .-range being that of the,'randpm
-walk :of re la x e d 'v a o a n o le s '. ' • Between aO  ^ ^nd the melting-point, 44® 
..(Biange ,11.) s rapid increase in'-.'.the diffiuslbn coefficient, D ,  was observed
such that' : ' '■ ; ' . ' : '
with ig ' ■ ; ;  ' ■ ,. I3jj ^  R/- ,;2xl.O -®.;0 XP ■ (;-80,;6pO/RT|, E q n 4.5
predommatiug above 30^ *■ .Fhosphorus' consists of F*.. totmhedra in a
çubld lattice so that diffusion .anWotrdpy\is/unlikely, , DlasoOiation' of 'P *
{3 also unlikely for .energetic reasons * . The authors conaluded that in
Range H* diffusion tekes-. place-_via-..pro*-melttte'olusteOsî , the "foemn number
of molecules per cluster was calculated to he about ISO*
N*M,R # measurements '?' have failed to confirm'^tee existence of
Range IL in phosphorus. ■'Nadhtrieb and; Handler t e 'theory-of‘diffusion via
"Hqui#  ^ microphase regions .-must’ rerrtefo In doubt until measurements, have
been made on pure monocrystale.,# " ©nly '.then ?wm It be possible- to decide
whether Range II. In phosphorus, is Tho'result" of." a. true bulk property or
of grain-boundaries In the spécimenë.'y-Used 'by the-'authors ♦. ?:T-?-: - .■ / -, ' 40Diffusion measurements'in'-'ëoHd''aé0 an Were carried out - -by
measuring the rate of dîsappaàr^ùaèrof A-36 from vapour In contact with
the crystal. Measurements -wef# -inTW 'rangé, to 81.8; K*  on. both
polycrystals. and eînglé o.ry'sta|s,.'grpWh bytehe/Bridgihanh'-- method. ■ The
vapour decrease method as used'? for argon'aufféréd from. 'large uncertainties
duo both to experimental dlfflouities in hand the material and to lack ?of
knowledge of the effective surfëbé arba'Tor exchange. Despite.these
.diffioulfclos the authors were able to m e a s u r e - a n d , E to ,a reasonable
a c c u r a c y . T h e y  found D  . - cm^secT ' and-''E '393Ü'-^40Ûcals. ?
per mole-. In mbnoorystals -the :OxperWental. oni#aec..A,
but this figure v%;as thought to bo less reliable than the one ' previously
quoted. ■ ' .' ' ’ '. -.A’ ' ' . /  ■
The D and ,E values found In the traoe'r-experiments onAargon are
in satisfactory agreement with- the-?yaiùès .-calculated -from n. fo . r . data on
xenon using the theorem of.o'br'respohditi'g , Unfortunately the
x a e  #
oxperîmental values do^not -wlte 'foc values.yoaleülated- from .'
4|s ■ ■y. ': ' ■'■J-.'  ^ ... .'. : ,.,/ I ' \  ; ’. ■AabsoMc.-rate theory-#: . - 'Theydiscrepmh foé'AoW:è'ryèd''''ahd  ^ -
;oaloulato,d values' of the ,At^rhenlua.. 'pdrmhéters- In-' suoh^a’ '**telm'plé^ '^v orystai- 
, as, argon does, not bo,de 'weWAfor,; foeorWioal'' 'oalbuladdhé'/ln - more complex- 
systems, ‘ . - ' -  ^ ' - :
The f(rs,t :dlreot' #'oasUrement':;.o^ 'in'an/''organic ■ solid/was
made by - E^herwood and- T h o m s o n ^ ' - ' ' ^ , "They found- :
?0';»?--6:,ikldAéxp;(.ï^4a,4OO/ET):, ■. -.. Eqw. 4'.6 
Reeent p^easurèmente-'by .-Labes.. ''WAfoo' samte aolld/gaye'
E 4 n v ,4 *7 '
possible reasons -for the ..discrepancy between 'foes# studies Tiave already 
% been .discussed (page 3.23).# ',.
Beîfodiffuëîon In slngfo ory#foi#,y Of/dyçfoW found to
.obey Û%0 reWlonsMp^^' ' ", - '
:, ■ ' / -.: /. . 10j. "and In single crystals-of .|dvalia teofo/soifodtffusfon .gives
D, ^ (2.:#2S^l:.a5)-fo«p(4fâ # Eqn* 4*9 .
The.', former w-as maasdred./by a.-'traOorf-sèotîonlng'"method-using, eyclohexane 
■,''C14 as ira o e r, and has-: been'confirmed by . surfaçe»*déçr ease / .and vapour 
\ exchange measurement * / ; T h e  . mea$ur#mmnW..,on plvallc acid %vere -made 
-.. by'the tracer-aeofctonîng meteod'dsing,te.(yaHç acid trltiatcd/àf the acid'-'' 
.hydrpgen.*' ';/■■/'■ / ■■'. ; ; -  . •/■"■'■ ' ' ■ '/
From the high D . - and, E' values,-'found In'/cyalohçxanê the authors
.  ■ o,
: -eonoîuded that -diffusion "takes'-;''plao.e • by/ihé, râhdô.m wa,lk,;spf .relaxed' vacancies 
, with about 2 0 'molecufob per/^teelaxion*^'*,. The'Corresponding,'number-m  
pîvalîc aoid fo 7* /  . -;.. . ,
The,,n*rii*r#^'^ ' and tracer r# u lW  'on-'yplvalfo- -acid'- are m reasonable 
; agreement#' but it is possible- .that- diffaslon-Tn'-dhta--solid Is • èom-pltoated by 
proton movement#; Thé;.tracer'T^adtfonlng results, on .cyclohexane are not'-
in agt’seinonfc-.'with qi-m-.r .; 'n'#a*û .'(B J  4.. They a re ,ÎIÙÏK* '' '
/AAAÂ/ . ' \ '" A "  ^
S io w e v o r #  m  r e a s o n a b l o  a g r q ç m e h t / W î t e  t e o . u c t t î v a t î o n - e n e r g y - f o u n d . b y  à n
E .S '*R *  method ;m 'which tee'';raW # ''ahihilàtlon" of radiaWon tndiicod
■radicals is measured*' This metead' ■-■ gives'én actlvattcm energy: of"'
iÔkoai *
• lii)  '•
Nuoîcar magnetic resonance;.-measurement of self-diffusion have been 
''mode on phosphorus^^-#- xehbni^ ?hydr<^oh^ and' "a number’'of .organic20 - ' ■-,■■ " ' '' ' -' '\ ' ; { L • . .solldst In addition tho/n,m *r#', results, on xénon have been used to
" '  ■ ' ' ’ '  A '  ' /  A m  . V . .  ■-•■■■calculate the energy of di%sioh/fh'-argon* ; - ■'### * failed to detect
T19' 120diffusion in benzene# naphthalene# ''àhd unthra.cene.# . ,; but it has been-a OA '■ - . 'H' ' T- 'V ■ - -, ' .■*3U0go0ted‘ that the wifoh of the nuclear magnetic ■ resonance line will 
decrease as a result of diffusion, bniy when ■the; molecules are moving' 
.through the lattice more- rapidly than the line width expressed as a 
frequency* Thus# -slow-moving si^eoieS'Awilf hot be detected* . ■ Radical 
diffusion hae been observed, in benzene below the melètng-polntî*^^
The solids in 'which diffusion'.,has -been measured-by,-the n»m*r« 
method fall into that group, known' as plasdc'-'crystals*' ■. - These arc 'charac­
terised by the globular shape bf -teelr 'molecules ' and by low entropiesof ' 
''foeifeig. F o r example #' eyolohexane is a globular molecule and/the solid 
'undergoes, a transWbn at 186^!<* ■to a plastic, cubic phase* ■ -The entropy 
.change at the transition is S*u.o#u* ■ whereas the entropy''of fusion is 
2*2 0 *ti* This low nieWng entropy indicates that# on melting# the 
.molecules have little to gain (except trauslatioh)'■ in freedom of movement . 
.and have considerable motional freedom in the cubic phase* Such solids,
would be expected to exhibit rapid ':di#islbn*' EMrapolation of Flood and-.
24 ’ 5 ' 2 3i '.Bherwo'odte data to tee ' melting-point gives D  -*^  4xlO.Acm , secT which
■ '10 of the same order as diffusldh ■ (n tee.- liquid * ■ -Diffusion in m ore■ rig id .. ■
laittcos would be much slower* - '
The n .m *r*  results "on molecular solids’ give an■.activation,energy
<E) Qowsewhat Was tuan thé /k tont'heat.’Of süblîmatlon ,< A H ■'),(-Catnphop22'-'
s: ’  ^ 'g i v e s  E  slightly greater than A FI. ) .  -i/.The latent heat of sublimation is
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approximately aquai to ' $WWoWoa!'"ener#r/for- . oreaWon' of vacant
îatttco sîta# so 'teat;,the corrélation betweeh'AH,, àhd' E as found by
n#m#r* has ioa.d-to tho/^uggeslloh-; -that •diffusion'in'm'oléonlar solids
takes place by a vadanoy mechanism # - Thé agreement of n*m #r # and
- * d 2 ' 3tracer measurements - on élkàlî-vnmtelér ■■has given some force'to-,, this • 
argument* MoWever#' tho'"onorgy- for diffusion in xencm as measured by 
n*m #r* is approximately twid#; the: Went :df/#uWlme%ion#. and no organic 
solid has been .measured using' both the n#m *r  # method and a C14 tracer 
. Wohnique * - ;  •/■
Molecular solids In which diffusion has been measured by more than 
one method are shown in ’-Table 4*1#
T#ble_4#l: #
' \,/-A M )#W  , A E mL
I'lydrogen o^p-conv 0.49» 0.79 1 .6 ' 25
I '^fydragen ' 'NMR ■ 0 . 4 #  \ 0 .38 0 .8 ■118
Phosphorus -■■■■■ ■■tracer/'. "^/'■" ■ 14 ■•'9'.4- . 0 .7 ' 39
Phosphorus : -14 ■' / 12.1 0 .9 40
Argon tracer /  - ' i*^ '.. 3.93 2 .2 48Argon , ■ 3:.83 . 2.1 , 48
Plvalic aoid tracer (H 3) • . . , 10 10 1 .0 101
PivaKc acid /^  NMR :■/,__ 10 - 8' ' 0 .8 116
Gyclohéxano ■ |ra c é r i0 1 4 ) ■'■■ ■ Sj:S 10.5 1 .9 .- 24
Cyclohexane NMR - B'.S 8 0 .9 . 19
Cyclohexane ESR A  " '.■ .■ 8 .5 ' 20 2 .4  . 117
^ includes zoro^point energy::,, # ' caloulated from n#m .r* data'^ '^on Xe*
It can be seen- that te#, tracer' and 'n*m*'r *- results are in reasonable 
agreement in ihe- cases 'of \;#hb#ph,Orus ' (FWnge /L  ) a rg o n . and plvalla 
acid# but In disagreement In th# cases . of hydrogen and eyclohexane# 
Tracer and E .S -*R * m#asuromonte'<bh- cyolohexane are in M r  • agreement, 
In all cases# except/argon A^ hd.. xenon'#;-•:■. E"; is-found by n»m*r# to bo 
approximately equal 1 0 ■■In'-argOn/and xenon n#m*r"* finds E  
T ra c e r and E*S*RA- results: on cyclohexane also give E 2 ^  H , The" - ' ’ ■ .■,'.. ■ '. i, . • ' ■ . .■ ■- S
' xaa*-
position is  very "'difflcUl# to /resolve# ;b#". it- is ' perhaps, significant that where 
n . m * r  * - and tracer ' results''. .agrée each ’ metïiôd' t^eées** "thé same -element 
{o ,g • ; hydrogen ■ In ptva'lic acid ^  phosphorus in phosphorus)- #/'whereas in 
cyclohexane- n .m .r ; ' t^eeés** hydrpgeh#. but' the tracer measurements **see^  ^> ' 
carbon, , in addition, the - presendé. ■ of grëin-boundariçs and - impurities may ■_ -, - "A ' ■ 0Q 1^0have a profound àffoat' bn-The-/measurements .
O ur’ knowlé'dgé of diffusion in molecular solids is in an unsatisfactory ■ 
state.' Agreement between - different methods.-is-'seldbm-gOod and in some - 
eases experiments have been/:performed- on. polyorystaHSne specimens or 
on materials of questionable,-purity. - ' Various , diffusion- mechanisms have 
been proposed but nbne satisfactorily . established.. • ■' T h e , number ' of
materials investigated'is-very/small- and so far no unifying principle has
; A - "  . A .  : . " ,  AoiiTiorged. ",
(Hi) -
In the present {nvestigationà various expressions were found for bulk 
aelf^diffusion in naphthalene and ahthracane depending on the state of the 
single crystal used for the measurements. Although the diffusion coeftïclen 
at a particular temperatuf*A varied; greatly' from crystal to crystal, the 
Arrhenius expressions showed-less variability."'- Both C) and 'E^ appeared; ’ A ' : ' " "  ^ V,  ■■ : .. ' e .to increase with inoreasmg perfection of thé crystal, The results may 
be summarised as follows (of. pages 103 and 124) î«
(a) In annealed single crystals of naphthalene diffusion follows the
equation - -
D ■“ . 2'.Sx 1gA ' e x p '.(» 3 4 ,9 0 0 /B t) .
(b) In highly pure# single crystals of naphthalene#
diffusion takes place according to thé relationship
■ ■ /  2 .dxlO- .^  ^ exp' (^42#-700/RT).
(c) In annealed monocrystals of naphthalene containing dopant, 
diffusion follows'the' equation "
■ ■ "D ::éxp iW ü V 7D D /R T ). ' - A
(d) In pplyoryateUmé /na$fotedfoh#..\dWusion follows
m O .2 (é x p ;{2 l2 # 7 Û 0 /R t), 
if diffusion is considered, to' take place v ia ‘thè . lattice # or
D, exp:-:(^29#600/RT)
if diffusion takes placé;,by' a grain'^bdundaryy.mechanism. The latter
interpretation is favoured ; (see■■,pa;3er,TlS
(e) Anisotropic diffusion was not observed In naphthalene*
Cf) E>iffusion in sthgle crystals of anthracene is found to obey the
equation : / . ;
'  0  A x lÜ ^ A e x p -(-6 Q ,Û 0 0 /R T ).'
As in naphthalene# D .\  and-I l  'appear .to increase with increasing perfection 
of the crystal, while D. 'decreases; with increasing perfection.
The high activation.''energies-and ■•.pre -^exponentiaj factors'in the present 
work arc more in agreement.- With the ' values found for the high'temper­
ature ranges in sulphur and phosphorus, and with the tracer results on 
cyclohexane, than Fvith the ■n,m>r..’-meaéUrémenis. On organic solids. How 
the present values for. anthracene can be 'reconciled with earlier results on 
the same solid has already been discussed : (page 124)..
( iv ) îgsonâhlaiLJîteéfom. Jnl
Many expressions for D A' and; B have been derived from various
models of the diffusion process, ■,the■ quantities -entering Into the theoretical- A : / /' - ' q . . " , 44expressions depending"On:' tha' particUla.r ' m o d e l ! For example, Le Claire?" ' 
has related the energy^ diffusidh'/ to//th0 ' elastic strain energy of the lattice 
with very useful results J .c^ers ./ /: ; have "strt^ssed the relationship between 
self-diffusion and the anharmoniclty of the vibrations of the lattice particles. 
By comparison of the predicted #nd experimental values of the parameters 
,a choice can be made between;thé -yarloffs theories. ■ Unfortunately, the 
theoretical .expressions/'require a-knowledge <rf’ physical properties which 
have not as yet oëén measured',,in "organic solids.
!n metals, usually,’- but not always, M is  '%vithin the range O .i to
, ' ■ • - . 135.
iO om t/soc. of the foeôrelîcél. expressions:,-for. D aorreetly predict'
this order" or-. Ies3‘. ' -It {s-clear that;.:thé .■ values for D  found in the present 
study are-much-too, large'to'/be .explained'by such theories. In any case# 
the theories have been- derived ..from-.a consideration o-| diffusion in metals 
and it Im Wghly .qvtostJoneble'v if ,foOy; can-be'applied, correctly te an extrinsic 
process in molecular solids .
Difhasion in organic .'solids; ië .'-unlikely to take-place either by an 
inter,stidai .mechanism- or ' .by/-direct - - inter change of - mo)eoule.a on, neighbouring 
sites. Tho oIOs®‘^ packed' structure' of 'organic 'solids precludes the form erÎ 
energetic oonsidorations ■ the'latter * Zenerte ring mechanism Is unlikely 
since it can ba .show:ù. th#. this . mechanlam/ does not predict a large value 
for D  . From  struoturai/considerdtionU'a., vacancy mechanism seems the 
most likely# but the size--of -D. and = E":suggest that jt  will not bo simple 
veoancy diffusion* '■- ■ •
In a vacancy mechanism' - diffusion is .the, nett result- of a .large number 
of random jumps made by molécule# between successive equilibrium 
positions * .if n . is the  ^average-'number of. 'S.ueh-. jumps made in unit time by 
each molecule# then the diffoéîoh coeffîoîént vviir be proportional to n . In 
isotropic crystals It-"can be ' shown " that
“ ' '■ /^  .A  ; ■. V, . -, ga-'n . : A, ' ' Eqn* 4 .10
where a is the jump /distancé and g. a geometrical factor# depending on the
number of neighbouring silés-' jn to 'which the-molecule may jump.
The mtmber of jumps.'# h ' per-teeo* # ta./thé -product of two probabUllioa?
p  ^ # th© ' probability that the. mbleaWe/wiliF by .a auffictent distance to
detach itself from foe Original, é.itç # -/and/p /^#. 'thé probability that such a
molecule has a'va'oahay. aa-’a/heareat.'neighbour-* if n ' is the fractional'
concentration of vacancies and z the co-ordination number , then p zn #
The fraction of vacancies -is-'/given-: by "exp A G _ ;/R T ) # where A Q %b
. . , . - ' / - x A  A  : / .  .. . . . .  - ... . .  ^ - A "the free energy. of--formation "of écyacahcy# ■ i .e .  p z exp■ -■” ■- ' . V - , > 1 r‘The probability# p-"' # is-given' by-.p '-;---v‘ exp/.l--A-G /H T )'#  where v isr. m  . - . ,n.ï- ,v M
. ' - /■ ' : ."w ' ■- ' XOP*
the number of times ‘thé moledulë;.: attempts.. to ' surrhoufit"the' potential barrie r
aeparatkig It fro#"the vacancy.and/Fh#'IBokzmenn- footer b  tho probabSHty 
that it has enough energy, W?do /SO#; ■ A , I s  Fhe free, energy of migration. 
Oombmlng the geometrical factor# ,tp 'glye/ y-we obtain' from equation 4,10A A 0^%%^
i .e .  "D yà^veA ('-'^ ':*p /R '"!''). exp (-2&G /B T )
F o r organic solids It can be; showh^Fhal.y Is  unity or- nearly so# therefore
A P' AA' h'V, exp;A(F^-^KTj.# : •  ^
where A  O / -  A . ;ECxpand(hg' A G in the. usual fashion we
obtain ; . % ' ^^:A/'';■ A-^ ','' - A ■;'
D "a^v ,exp (4 'S /R ) i*è x p  4 H /R l ’T • Eqn* 4*11 
Equating A H with the motivation, energy/'for'diffusion# comparison of
equation 4 , It-  with the Arrhenius, relationship # D “  D - exp (^'4 H/F-^T) #' - . .. ,.\ ' - 'S . . " ' ; . " o
gtves ' : ' . _  . , : " y- -/.'T:  ^ -
D . ' «" 'F v ' exp ' (jA.S/R):')-.-' ' ' Eqn. 4 ,12
where4\ S-#'the. diffusion'’ehtrépy, is-ihe "sum of thé "entropies-of migration
and vacancy .formation./ Ete^attOn- A^Ï^ 'Ca be derived more rigidly
''31'"42 '■and from difforent’c o n s id e r a t io n s , ’ ... A ' '
The • frequency # v # "ià ‘ .usualjiy:^taken ’'as" thé ; .Debye, frequency, which 
can'be calculated from
whero 0  is the appropriate’ Oebye^ .lémP^f*dturé, The lattice parameter is 
used for a . Taking"'^ A’^. îOS^Aànd'80^#/'a 11A16A- and 8 .66A for4  ^ 4 **9 CÎ 4 "O IC2 4anthracene * ’*./ and naphthalene * • respe.etively we can obtain a
value for A  @* # the-entropy .of diffusion'# ..from; equation 4',12 and the 
éxperiœontar value for D  /  Valbe's of EA.sb 'obtained, are shown in 
Table 4 ,2 .  , They are not sensitive'to/-the-Tactor. y  a y# so that despite 
imtaceiiracies In this-factor-'A B should be a fair estimate of the diffusion
entropy. ■ A " : A ,A„
31aWe.,.â,*2j.:
A 3  ('caî f/molo).,T!r;nT!ïnî4^uTA’f,vij'^'sA?+y,ï^*??.ï..ft^r,T A S / A  Sm
Naphthalene
Cryâiaî A 00.2 6 .2
ery3t-als . . 4 .8
CryaWl j"  .... .. 68 .4  : ' ■ S..3
Crystal L" - 80 .0 " 6 .2
Doped Xtals*. ,  ^ # .5 ' - 3 .8
Compact»^ '6.2 0..5
Compacts»» , .6 2 .8 4 .8
Anthraceno. ~
This work, X t I . l ; : 0 4 .o:" 6.1
This w ork, X«'.'2 ■ : " ' . ■ ■ , 6 .0
Sherwood and Thomson .57.a-" 4 ..1
Labes ot a l,^  
Sherwood®^
. 9 . 8  • ■ 0 . 7
'  ' .■64.9- ■■ 4 .6
^ Assuming bulk diîfosîoh#';  ^ *#• A s # u m % ■.graln"*b0undary diffusion.
It can be soon from the Table teat tee entropies of diffusion are large 
which suggests teat more teen one nteledul# i#. involved. The-entropy of 
melting# A  S # for mithraoone’ is ■.I4,.,cals* per mole# and for naphthalene# 
13 omis. i>0v  mole. - T h e ' . f i n a l ' thé; Table gives the ratio of'tee 
entropy of diffusion'to'teat-of ■melting .■'A. FOr pure naphthalene the ratio 
varies from 4 .8  to 6*2# .'and''for'• anthracene■ is-equal to 6#
From tee correlation found .in some solids between tee activation 
energy for diffusion and the latent heat, bf. melfing # 'Naohtrieb, and' Handler1 ■■; , A'/'v ''V .proposed a mechanSsnr. of;tetet«ion>in which the rate*"WmWng movements 
ooour Within small regions,-', of-dtsbrd.er in the crystal. ' A.  They, suggest that - 
tea disordered region consista ■ of -1-2 ? to -14 moleculôa which have relaxed 
inwards around a lattice vacancy and teave? an energy ' content about the 
same, as tee equivalent-number., of molecules in the 'liquid. . ■ 'They use 'the 
term **retaxion^* to .describe'"te#..,'resuWhg-\-defect. '■ .T h e ‘above values of 
tea entropies of diffusion .suggest that in naphthalene and .anthracene #- , 
relaxions of S 'to 6 molecules may be the-diffusing species* '
138.
F o r a siïBpl® "vaoanéy .ÔÂorgy (4 forhmWon la 'approximately'equaî
to llie latent heat oî ghbHmfoibn*-;;;/ In  - the 'present Work#-" E was
found to be' 'approxlnWëiy/éq^ tWfoe;'A kL#, WWoh 'àùggëafo 'that" the 
diffusmg apecibs may- b'è':''à"''fovadite '''Détëîleâ'caicMlationa on'metals 
have ahown that, oWatërâ' .of iy^bahdi'e#' are'atabfo'-''and-that'tn copper'the 
energy "of migration of :& dlvabancy 'mubh,- leas- ihan' the 'energy'" of 
migration of a. mohovacanoy:,- /A:,' In/brg.anlo oryatàiê; no'detailed theoretical 
oalculaWona of,'this nature'foaYa'-been' made --e.o/'Wat ,ho, cdnôiüaion"'can be
drawn ' about divacahoy /forhWtloh'/and
. , . _ ,  a ; , "  ,  , ' ' /'\AA-.: I M - ’ A / A , /  : , A " . AIn oalcuiatiohs on argdh#; - tee fomhatlon energy' of & vacancy was
found to be approxhYmteiy'edual/''t^^ h e#  ■Of-edbilmatioii, ' * 'The
energy of diffusion' miiat théréforé-be greater than tel# #, 'a# Was found■ • ' 48 ' .’ : '■' ' 'A/'A :•/ /"A , /; . ' V-,. ' . ....oxperlmentajly • F o r  -oteor' iyatema- tee'.; ehèrgîea of'formation and migration
are. often approximately-equal#''ad^.teai''E'. could-very well be equal to twice
A for molecular ablldav" /
However# teerà atrbng 'evidehee/jn 'favour, of the-view that there is 
conaidorablo relaxation' of- the;'-.aurroW'dIng molèouléà' Into a vacancy* The ' 
free volume of the vacancy , after , relaxation has' been variously ..eatîmateà^%tl 
at between 2S% and 7S5I ofHhe./volume'-before relaxation* Relaxation will
reduce the free 'energy of formadon..'of. thé vac'anoy-# but In .molecular solids
tho roduetlon w ill'be email*- vDlffoaion will then,-.take place by a co-­
operative mechanism involving -several, molecules # This type of defect is  
rather similar to â * r^élaxîon;**'> '" 'vA--
In their mechanism' #  -diffésion' by .rolaxlons# '.Naohtriob and .Handler* ■ 
suggested teat tim fOrmàtitei.'énérgy/'of a\reIax(on: was related to' the latent 
heat o.f melting # H #: byA. .■•:■../ ./- A"-
. - A  G p .  « ; n  A  A i  ^  T / T  J  ,  , ,
where T  is tho meltihg-^poiht# n "-:tee, number of molemules per relaxlon#andms . - - - ' '•■
Ç3p the "freq .-Wergy. 'of//foramfion/ # !  a. ;r0fox(oi%-* Tha diffusion coefficloni' 
due lo raSaxiosos j$- thon ,, . ■  ^ - -
' ' ' D - exp - i-lE—A fm & ià A ;À !\ ' ' -
"  ' Awhet*© K ÎS, a c i j t t i s t ant / Sô^aif'àltîon. of torina in the, above equation and 
compariaon ^itb'ihe Arrhenlua'-^eWipn^^ '
A - K /  ' ' /
aïid : - -, ;■■ . ' /  - /■, .■ . ai n d H  .# ' Eqn# 4»i3' ■ .A ■ _ A, m - , /-. ;, , , . - ■  ^ ' A'J
thus n cm  ;bo caîoulntod# . - -Foy '"naphfomlehe# A H  4#370 caL/m clo, and-, ' ' ' '■;■ ' L*'-.'  ^ ■ J ; _ ■ ' >'■ ■ %%% ' '
for anteracono#/! ^-*^90 .caL/inolo* A:UaWg the experimental values.^;a
for the■ diffusion energy#:'nTAthe .number''of'méféoW# per reJaKien# was'-'.:.; 
calculated#. This Is show'd in; Table; 4.3#'  " 'The number of molecules' per-^  
rcslaxion was found to be 8;'.or 9 for'pure'.naphthalene' and 9 for anthracene., 
Considering-the. approxlnmWo'ne-inherent'Jn-the •derivation of eciuatîon 4#13_... 
the agreement w lte -th e 'fig iire-.(S or; 61. fôund',from the j^re-exponantîal. 
factor Î0 good *
: ' A-.; ^
Haph&alene**-' . .-A . A, .A-; " ;
Crystal A A  - '/' ' ' '36*85' ' 8*1
erysW eO% H#^#J» ' ' A,.' 34j$%; 7 .6  '
Crystal d"'- . . . '  ^ ._ # * ^ 6 ;  v 8#3
Crystal IJ^ ■ 42#73^ ' 9#3
Doped-Xtals# , '■■'■' ; /" 6#7
Oom'imçls^■' ' - ' -■ 12#74 ' .2 .6  -
Compacts^* ..- - . ■ ■-■' $9-.39/.- 6*4
■ A n i h r a c c n e # * ^ ' ' ‘
This work# X ta L i . \  ''TA- ; # ' , 0  . 8 ,6
This work# Xtal#2  ^ 6l;*0" ' 8 ,8
Hhorwood' aîid^.Thomàon : ^ ‘ ■ ■■/42';.4- v 6 .3
La'bes e t ' -" A , ;:'/. v 22-■-</,; 3 ,2
S herw od#^ '  ^ ' . -^--'"''81*0-.,- 7#S
m
Asstimlng-bulk diffusion#. ' .^^.''Asaumihg graln-boundary diffusion.
Hachirieb ' analysts, may be taken a stage iurilmp»;
n A Ha m the ' energy of ••formation of tho defect •yvhoreas'■ E ' Is thè energy ' •
 ^ - • '
of forpmtion plus .migration* ,. ' If the pre-oxi^onenttaî figure of-n 6 Is 
aocopled as the number of .moleoules por.rolaxion then, the energy of
formation is 6 A M ■ E W  E ' # which ’ gives ' 3 A-H ,^ -for the energyïn - î*n Ta
of migration- ’ However# ■ because 'of the - many approximations and ■ 
assumptions made In Its derivation# this figure cannot-be acceptad .-as any - 
more than an indication".
The lm|:>ortant fad  of the variation of diffusion coefficient . with 
l>erfaction of the cryetal. has 'not so far been taken .Into  ^account- In other 
solids w here. the " defect eonepntration Is , donlrblîèd by impurities or
deformation# the formation .energy drops out of .the activation energy leaving
■ -  id iE aqiial.to the energy of migration alone* If the same applies to
extrinsic diffusion in 'organic solids# the diffusion energies reported here 
are energies of migration and not energies, of formation p.his migration. ■ 
Therefore# -.for trde. int.rmsio diffusion, in these-sOHds, E must'be''even/ (arg 
than 2 A H ^ . ' No  ^such process was found In the present investigations -.
(vU
To obtain a graphical comparison between the results on ■ naphtlialano 
and teose on anthracene# t-ha diffusion coefficients-at the. nîéitmg temper^' 
ature and at equal fractions .of the meltihg»*p0înt 'were .calculated from the 
respective ■ Arrhenius equations for the crystals. These are'''shown in
Fig.. 4 .1  as a plot of log -Dagainst T  _ / T # where T ' is thé malting-poînl
, m m
Least mean square lines ‘èra drawn for a selection of naphthalene ' crystals 
and for the anthracene results from this wbrk "and previous studies $ 'The.
I.m .s *  lines are .drawn-over the range T  to T  TA^/i'-2 although,
of course# this range was notAqompîéfcely covered by the measurement®•
It can be seen from the, Figure that'-there is a rough parallelism' 









naplîtealene. péîycryslafe'Vâïtd te# anthracena- results of Labâs and hls-' 
0o-workers # ' ■ ' L'abesj " an0foaoehe results and ■ the present results on 
poiyarystaUine naphthalene .'are very nearly parallel.
The findings reported In this thesis suggest-'that the ' lower the line in 
F ig . 4 .1 , the .more- perfêét tee' orysW .' ' If thé anthracene and naphthalene 
results can bo odmpared .m-this'-way (and. such a comparison'does, not 
seem unreasonable) # the first nâphthàîehé' crystal grown in this work 
(houle A)-'Was of approximately tee same degree of perfection as Eteerwooi 
and Thomson's original anthradene crystals. .Similarly naphthalene boulé 
J** was. of about the'same ''perfection-‘as-Sherwood'*® later anthracene ' 
crystals. .
Oompariaons with other- molecular crystals are leas close. The 
n.mAr # measuremants oh'organic crystals show no resemblances''with-the 
.results 'reported here. However# the direct 'measurements On hydrogen# 
-a-rgcn,. 'cyclohexane# monOoltnio sulphur# and the high temperature ranges 
In orihorhomblc aUlphur'and phosphorus.» together with the n ,m # r. results 
-on xenon (and#'by tee theorem of corresponding states # argon) do'show 
resemblances, to the-present .work in  teat they have large Arrhenius 
parameters# '■These resemblances shall be developed in the next section.' 
Cvli) W # h W  #
Empirical relationships between the activation energy of diffusion and
47 , ' ■Other physical constante' have, been found In metals. The best known of ,
these is the" equation E 16# BA H' which is found to hold for some face-m .
centred Cubic and ■ body^centrod chblc' metala and also for the low temper**-
aiure range of phosphorus. It was-the'extetehce-of tels relationship
■ ■ 39which suggested to- Nachtricb and Handler that there - nficlht be a connecth
'between., dlïfùslon'-"and ’melting# ■ Although résulte; 'on.'.'molecular .orystajs arc
not n e a r ly és/‘^ umarous -çs in - metal's'It':sd^mcd'-'worthwhtte''to-search 'for
similar empirical relationships m tee substances mentiohe'd'- In the/'previous
H- . Ê/--éJij^ , #Z.A,±I^
Naphihalenô.»
■CpyaÈal A 8. 2.2' 104
O m ta la  a S H « ,2 '  i  ' 2 .1  99
Crystal 2" 8 2 .2  " 107
Crystal L»'- ■ . 9 2 .5  121
Anthmoenfâ . “
TMs w ork, X t l. 1 . 9 ■ 2 . 6  121
This w-ork, Xtta ■. 9 2 .6  ' 124
Sherwood and--Thomson ■ ë 1 ,8  87
"~h©rwoodS4' 8 ■ 2 ,2  - tOS
142.
Sulphur (S g î 9*^ ■ -
MonooHnIo , 30 2 ,0
Hydrogon^ë- 2§ 1 .7  57 '
A rg o n #  ' 14 2 ,2  49 ■, ■
Xenon**^ , 14 1 .9  46
Cyaîohexano , 26 1,9 46
Phosphorus
Range II, 134 6,8 250
Sulphur {Sg) '
Bhomblo, Rang© i l .  32 3 .2  480
Tahts 4 *4 . -shows tho ratio of the diffusion energy to cAher- physloai '- 
eonstants. E T s  the expérimental activation-energy for didusion, A
and A H mr# the Went heaW of euWlmeNon and mellîiïg reepecdvely# and
T  10 the imohîng-^ poînl m dagràes Kelvin * ■it im sèeh that the high111 ' ,, ,
temperature ranges In phosphorus and orthdrhombk sulphur do no# oorreimt 
with mm/ ef the rtliers* In naphthalene and anthracene E la M ,
but none of the other materials fits this forn^ula- even approximately .
However# except for phosphorus and- orihorhomblc sulphur# there
are Interesting correlations between E andA H, # and also between E. and, -# '
T  • Tlio rosute from this"thoais-ijt,.,the relationship E-'™* 2 .3 A H  tom /- ' , "  ; , ' ■ ■ , s
within about 13$# end-' the-/others /a re  close to this'figure also. ■ in the
column- it can be sOen-'-iitat' in. pure- substances E %/ ■ form , -•-. ; . V ■ - •■ ■; m ■ ’
monooîînîc-crystals# mW -for; bublo /.orystals;-E ^ - 33T  '--Although these 
corrélations arc not exae#/'they.are/as gbo'd-.à's,'is found in the.©mpirlcal 
'relationships for metala. - , . /s--, - . ■-■ . -v,,
( vHI ) R#Mî?gi„M...tk!R-'É:#^j.tai!i,J2]esMs« J a  .
Th© ivjo mein features - of. thé' - diffusion ' -study ' reported here are  
(a) the decrease in diffusî0h;;.C0éffiOl,e^  ^ îricréàsing ' pèrfeotion,- Of tho 
■crystal# and (b# the large values' of'th# ' ' A  theory
Of diffusion in naphthalene aod\'.anthradenO - must attempt to explain both of 
these fa.cts.
Alteration of diffusion coefficients \vith the state of tho specimen has
à sc 
131
been reported in alkali halides^:'^* * metals and emiconductors
Good correlations between diffusion enhancement# strain# and dislocation 
density have been found.-- .Despite"the dompnétrablè influence" of
dislocations# bulk kinetics may -be, followedî^* » 132.
135 - ■ .Harrison has shown' bow/''dislocations; may'act tOy increase the
measured diffusion coefficient .without altering, the dependence on bulk 
kinetics. Where the scale of. the dtslocad.on..network is small compared to 
the diffusion distance, the diffusing ■paHicles.-. w i l l -,have wandered ..sufficiently 
fa r to have migrated in and left a large number df dislocations. - The
particles will **se©'® a single diffosion coefficient rep^es;entlng the combined 
effects of bulk and dislocation diffusion. There"-vviÙ .be no marked
concentration differences between bulk and dislocations# and P ick 's  law 
.will apt^ear to be obeyed.
■ Another possibility .is that;foe= conoehtràffbn'-of-iattioc' imperfections is 
disturbed by the presence''/of a dislocation . In  that case » %vhera the 
number of bulk defects Is , altered;.',but'-not their-natu::'© #- the rate of diffusion 
taay  be changed w itho# . altering",the' acfivatioh;.energy .  - -
Thêrë la ' some' séfida/for:- enhancement -oî
144*
ô
mobility in' d i a l o o a t l d n s ^ ' Jàénegln and: S h e r w o o d ^ hàvé shown that 
there is  rapid diffusion down dîàlocétîdné'ih"anfoMden0 | ; büîThat the mass 
transported byHhte method is '; very .snail in pure# ■ ànneajéd crystals# ‘ In 
th© present work i t  has 'beOn/ dfohonëtrâtéd' that this, rapid diffusion process 
is extremely small# perhaps' absent# - in- nàphthaiehe#' from .which it seems 
unlikely that ' dislocation.: 'dlffuàidh |a'playing a m ajor'' role In single crystal 
diflualon In This substance.» ' -'///"
Coaduativity .atudies/on ' anilfoaqehe." and;'.naplfthalene have shown that 
vaHous; types of defect may/be '-préséntv:* ;  ^ .://?" Defects of a. physical 
type# prîmariiy introduced during'growth'••-of ■die o rysW , . have been foun&f^ 
those defeots are annealable-. ,"/’0 ther hon^-annedlable'defects have been 
postulated. Mechanical .and'o ther' h^ipeéfections play, an .important role In 
proc©a0es involving eHctted'^states :ih/naphfoalen©'single -crystala^^^ andji/|2 spi^ ctK^ iiv, o-f n^phtha/étié h&f/ei:/ 6i>■studies of the fluorescence^ of charadtoriôtlcélîy ■ disturbed regions of 
the cryefcal*- ■ There Is thus considérable evidence of a. defect' structure in 
naphthalene and anthracene possibly/consisting-of'^'disturbed** regions In 
the lattice and possibly Introduced durtng growth. '
The organic crystals '.used jn'-.this . study were: 'grown from the melt 
by the Bridgmaun method # '■%;: 'technique )' which'"-:\%egui'res a sharp temperaiur 
gradient. It Is possible#. 'therefore#': /.that'defçdtë.;-presçnt on solidification 
are trapped. These, quenched.Hn. defeots'/would be annealàble resulting 
In a diminution of the diffusion coefficient'in.. ah annealed crystal compared 
with the same crystal ..unanhealod *■■■';■:■■:.-This; was exactly foe behaviour 
observed. The energyfoU diffusion found in such crystals..would probably 
be the energy for nffg.ratfon ; alone #-.'"but. in ■welLahhoaled-crystals the cnerg; 
of formation may b©oomO' a-footer» foo. 0.asa E,.should increase
with annealing. The prescnc0,.'\.of-'dbpa,nt. would by,the same reasoning 
lead to an tnarcace In'-Tha' nunfoer • of ' imperfOcdbns/' and'- à;- decrease in E . 
Although the • evidence in, thisrînveëlîgatîoh: is'"'not'decisive -tt’is'possible that
' , .F :.:./';'" -;.//:' ' . :;//■some suoh- m'eohahWm js /^M te ira tive .■. mimé' possible.ihat -two- kinds '
of defect, :àre'/-r0Sp0nsîblé;.'.for/:’drlfusfori#/.oneTrOzenHn#/âùd m second - ■ ^
■mtrînsic' to thè ^ Jétticé. ;'«md ; p^res'ént : in', équMibrWm .çonaentrations ♦ T%#
anmîéHng-oùt ■ of • thé; former ■. yv éuld ■’ lèad.-- ,W '"é ; dècr ©aae.. in X> with tîiê" ■ latter * m
roî© inerçeéihg''éé' thé,/èonoért . ,of/nonT'o#  defect», decrêesed*/’?
Eoth th# decreeiéi;in 6 , ;and'i-the ■probable;,înéraàsè în :E  then become'  .' ■- , ' T ' 1 ' ■. . ; , ; '  3 4 ' - T, ■' - '  5
u n d e rs ta n d a b le A./décneasé-inrB' .in./dO%ted'?cryetafe is Mmo explainable 
on" Ihfe pasîs bùLi3Vin:-;doped/'oryâtalè,;:WOuW;;:bé''èKpect#d .to‘ be higher 
than was fe feobfennfo*;■'•/>.' ;;a. :
The- chenges/jn ,D -:feom'\.'o,ry#tai ■to., Crystal are believed by the author 
to be eaused^ by :.-:ébhfo/.éééh\:prnOç.$é3'' above # . ' ■ IF does not#
however# 'oxplain'-Wii^y■'.■D^'':B;"'-;shonW^,b#""éé large.. This matter haS'
already been ' partially,= dealt; with In  ?:dfeouésîon  ^olThe Arrhenius parameters 
but it ÎS wOrtfevhil# oonaldèring^ w it/is,-likely'that .gome darge»*sca!e ^
defect - of a ototer^type/nfoy -bé either-foozen, into the oryetai » o r , .present . 
as an equilibrium-: defect '^ '''or'':both.,'. " ' - P'rom" étudies of ** premonitory** 
phenomena '{i>-ée#-,j3ro*^mélt|n0: .and-'pyé^frccéfeg -'effcîcts) Jt has been 
augsOBfed': that J.atttoe flaws'/may ■ra**g,roup''into -a-co-operative system # a
theory which •has'■ received■éom©.''sapport:-frém X -r# y  scattering measure-'
■ - - . / ' ' G  ■■ v ; ;  1 4 4  ":  ’ -,ments on ; naphthalene.* _ ..vThis" is:./Soméw different from either a 
relation or a,'réIaked''-vacanoy/b -ig a'phenomenon'of a similar type* 
Large entropy."' contributions ■ are- jlW  from-any-of these ■im.|:>erfcotlone» ft
is also .poséiblè'- that/-dfoorderod - .cluster^ çf : ,mplec«fea will b# trapped'/Into 
the solid on ..rapid- fr'a0.zing,*/'',''Efoch .cluster^, à ré -known/to be praee,nt In 
many nielfe, -gnd; Ip/ ihcr.Uaee ' in ■cpnoentràtion ' as the fréezîng’^ p^oîat is 
€tpproachéd .^ -^-T ,^^^" ■;*%%#$# - **non-c.rystaM.Wabl# clusters**^ In the .solid 
could be ■.considered' .elthpr as mpIWn ■régions,;o,r-;.Us .disordered regions,*
If the defeotg /y^érë- feolten' 'rpglo .the entropy, 'form ' wpuld be expected to 
be even .higher "Than w é s /fo u n d .# ' I^f-The, diàprdteéecl-region Involves more .
lhan tw o o r  %hre0"moIeôufoà/jt::wW'''/#lA#hr:wWh^^ .Imttfop.-.and,,/,
diffusion anfeolrdpy/will"'b0smail/0r;^absent-.,’:jB.'...-’''''
Bath-'thô-'véHébilîty/-^:'‘'D)énd/teé':foîifo’Yàluéé;,of. ED:/mMi-EL-ùre'- Ynder".
sitodabîé 1n'''tho' JighT of thîs /expWhaWon .' ''■ ; îi- "îS"-'ùot -poaaibte" as -yét 'tp' daotdi 
''whfêtear # 0' dWoot fs ‘4 .roîuxîpn#/.;or.' disordered ; regî'dn# or "a relaxed'
; Y é o o n o y '  i n v o l v i n g ' '  ' n e a r e s t . a n d  / d e X l A ^ o a r e r t / n e i g h b o u r g  #  ; .  ■; ■ . I m / a n y "  :  c a s e  r  f t  
appears To the- W riter TW f the* ^ ihr##'Term%'' - a re  ■ n #  - deaoribing. 'unrelated ,
'phenomena but-morely-■dîfferertFdègéées'-.ofdattîoa-dteordér^ ■ iThe- ierm  
; ^Wisordorad iu?gîoû** ■■■oan: be/:Usad -to;; cpvpr'teli three. posaîbilHieë'.;/- "Such 
' ' a - disordered region' w ill. have: ..M'-.^ htgh ■ entropy;' content and -hence m. high 
" D  ■ end difteeion Will' Occur/by/co^operattve''m<)vemente .of--more: than, one 
maîecule leading: to a high'/valhOV^bf'-E ; ■ . ■., :'■ ..;_
( M  ■ , ,, . ; , r ,. '■'/? - ■ - -  " ■ ■  ■
Aromatic hydrocarbon#.,, -can '.be .purified b y . the. methods .described and 
good single, crystela .of the, material-grown* ' The diffusion ■ coefficients of ■ 
the crystals - can be -measured " and their;. varM ipn with .temperature' 
determined, .  ^ . .
Diffusion in nephthatejne and anthracene te ;an extrinsic process with 
' high values,? of The Arrhentes parameters# -The diffiision coefficient 
decreases with inoreasing itertdofion of foe crystal#. and the’ Arrhenius 
parameters Increase'with increasing perfection*. ’Dopants-decrease both 
D  end E .  . Diffusion anisotropy te. either very Small dr absent* A  ■' 
Fisher analysis of diffusion In pdlycrygtalMne naphfoaleno also gives high 
values for ' the Arrhenius parameters # ..
The 'diffusion.'résulte”:'can,, be explained in terms of lattice defects 
/consisting of disordered regions'--of about 8 - 9  molecules* The defects 
may bcs frozen In during-crystal-,growth*■ ■
hmmw'T*' 'fT f . If-,-» \3rw
, The- ivyo> -(3&%:€%(\'a?^5c%til3r^ 2%ïi*à*ïtj; :for "ain.^under^tmidfng of ihe--diffusion ./ :' 
proeeàaoa.lh'-'^ôW^WMGi'dWWs^-^ à) ' more- data/ and- (b) IdenÜfîaaMon'-.of 
d efe q%,. r  ea pon^lblé; or % 'diffus! o n ... ■,• ■
TO’- ôbiaî;^ ji::;4^ ta:'-on of,,BolWa a, rapid, mà&pd'' W.-me^surk
dlffiisîon- qoef#ol0nW :Mf6Wd.)b0 :'''a'.,@rea$ * The audnor bellevea'vv'' :^';
.'that dwolbpmént of/,the ■v'apdhr .oxehe^nge* lïielliod may lead to iW more-read) 
appKootW i^ ':# /orgàhid"' $olW$, '/., With %(s -mWhod  ^ not only vvoiM, moa'sure-"" 
monté ;bë^  .quieker y . o ^ a d / i t  ' \,vouM be possible to mOasurë' smeller,: 
diffusion ' eoe#Gien%si, # a n  possible-' 'mût the traoer*«eeolïoriîn0, teoh'nîque »-.;■' ; 
This %vou|4'be -o .very Important' advantage smoe- diffusion .coe#oient$./ (n\\/'%-; /: 
highly. pè%^ eo%;,or^ gàni'0 .orysW à/iare\/pr^ very an>aît* , ■ Only "vvheh'/a,' . 
large number/'of' measdrpmen^ havO' been 'made will It be possible^ to ’ ;; 
generaHae about thol'-defoOt : heture of ;-:^noleaular solids.
BoVeral tyj^ O^s - Of .moasurdmOnt - are likely to yield information about' 
the mature/;of  ^the .defebt reapommble. for diffusion. If the defect Is..a-fairly, 
extensive' disordered^ region''dlreot.observation by am X ^ray or allied '/ 
technique rnay/be poi^ s{b,fo'»^ s'-/'''/;tlght experiment# should' also, be
useful%, A o c uratè.'..measurements^of density# expansivity# and other/ 
physical 'properties., should rdveal 'diffaronoos bet'ween highly ’imixfrfect and:, 
highly .perfect qrystals' dr the sanie material» The variation of thèse:' ./
properties "%vith'' temip,ë.raWré/âmd:' eoxnparison with the ^ i^deaî *^-value, of. the. 
properties/shoiikl' h;éfo''td.'\e3tablîsh ;tlia size and physical nâtitrc-of-..lhe'defe< 
’Fut^he.r' anneeling^ experi^ '^ '^ontè/ should- also. help. If the ihxperfcotuin ..Ss 
.quenched' im>'‘variations of,.'diffusion .ooefScîçnt with crystal growth rate - and' 
temperature gradient-' èhould.'be .-apparent#.
Once .süfttcîeni .data;- have., been .coHectcd and the defcïct irientifiod. it 
w ill be '’.prOfifebla Id ■ Investigate'''the" ilnor daWls of the defect structure of 
or garnie., solid.S ♦
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A P P E H D IK .
Calculation of DîiSuaîon Coeffioîénte.
iBB,
T h e , co«né-rai© î» the number oï counts divided' by the time' of 
observation* . if %  ,is tiie count*rate of the sample including background,
and R^ v- thé^  background eount-rate alone & then H E, -  im the ooimt  ^
rate for'4h# emmplo alon#,* ' /F W  apoolAo aoWvlty# A# ia dMded by
- ' . .■ mW# %vhere W (a the “wolghl of aamplo. The standard deviation» 9» 5a 
given by B  ;«KBp f  s E  » wKére B ^  • S'ubeorl## have Ihoa  - '* Et/  -- ' . ,
same meaning,as beforeJ t la the time of obsorvatioa of the count*
■ ’Hun i7 B ' la taken as an example# All altces are 10 micron# thick* 
W. îa in ‘m0 * i time in amea*». R and B  in counla pmp sec*» and A ,in  c*p.a  
imr mg *,. The distance » d» from the centre ■ of the slice to the surface Is 
qùdted in -raierons and cl; in ■aoitaro microns* K I# used mm an 
abbreviation^ F o r , 1 » OÛÔ *
Background-count *** 8027 in SOKaeoa*» therefore 0*161c*p*#*
MWm. . 'GeMQt twBa, A m 'Æ . JsslA . à
1 ' Q.SSB 10K- 31.8 314.5 3.1 366.3 2.564 25
2 0.613 I'ok 94.5 105.8 1 .1 172.3 2.236 225
3 0,.7S9- lOIC 419.5 23.84  0 .2 4 31.20 1,495 625
4 . 0.70# 10 K S0S9 1.96 0.02 2.32 0.366 1,225
S' 0.561 6 .7K 13636 /0 .4 9 0.01 0.59 -0 .229 2,025
6 1.136 2 .3K 3915 / 0 .59 0.01 0 .38 -0 .420 3,025V y 0,854 S.3K 9522 . 0 .56 0'.O1 0.47 -0 .328 4,225
'8 'Ü .973 2K 3449 B.58 0,01 0.43 . -0 ,36 6 5,625
'9' j 0.768 2k\ 4161 0.48 0.01 0 ,42 -0 .377 7,22510' i 0.951 , 11© 1944 0 .51 . 0 .02 0.37 —0.432 9,025
\
I.Ô0 .A^ “1 ■' ■ • 2 'was plotted against ; d ' . A  straight line with a  typical
diffusion ta il %vas ôbt^ihëd:. T h e  ta il ,  consisting  of s lic e s  6 -  1 0 , w a s
156*
OKlrapolated bàck'wards to cut tSic logA axle and value# of loci A ,^ read
■ ■ - ■ 2 * off al values- of 'â eorreeponding ' lo élicos '1 ^ 5 * . Am., ia the activity
due to the tall* was subtracled from A  to give corrected value# of
the s^mclffe activity due to bulk diffusion''alone, as Wbw#
stiiùù
« * » w v S »
log {A*^A \j,
1, 0 .57 36S.7 2.663
•2 ■ 0*56 171.7 2.235
. 3 0 .55 30.65 1,486
4 0 .5 4 1.78 0.250
S 0#S2 0,07 -1 .158
2Log (A-A,.j4 re^^plotWd against d * A  straight line was 
dblaîned ■tvhoso slope, m , was determmed by the method of least square##- 
The diffusion.,coefflotent was calculated fro m  the time of diffusion and
m omT"^  as described on page @0#
